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COUNTY ROAD BARN—Work has begun on the new county road barn, which will be erected this year on a lot east-of
the intersection of Fourth and Sycamore. Workers beganlast week pouring the footing and beginning work on the foundation. The building will be of metal construction, and will replace the old county road barn, which has been in poor condition for several years. County judge Bob Miller said today that much of the work will be diani_by the C. E. T. A. crew
and that Ed Miller will be the construction superintendent He added that work will be done on the building at a pace,that
will allow the road program to continue at a normal operation.
Staff Photo by David Hai
:Ittr

Mayor Scott Speaks To.Senate
Subcommittee In Wastvington
The program information system
Getting federal funds has become
John E. Scott, speaking for the
would be,an enlarged and improved
increasingly important to local
National League of Cities, the country's
version of, the Federal Assistance
government, SCotr said, and - the
.largest muiticipal organization, told the
Program Retrieval System iFAPII.S.•
program- pneposed by 5904 "is- a
subcommittee on Intergovernmental
positive and effective step which-etch be now being, operated by the Dept. ,f
Relations of the Senate Commatie on
•
taken-- In improve the grants- Agriculture.
Government Affairs, in Washhigton
Two aspects of the program requae
- Tuesday, that the Federal Progratn - management abiity of cities (4
further consideration,Scott said.
sizes.'2
Information • Act (S904) would let
"It is important that the criteria used
The act, written by senators-Edward
siutUer cities avoid many ofthe ?libM. Kennedy (D-Mass.) and William V. to identify programs be as specific as
stades that prevent them from getting
Roth," Jr. (R-Del.) would create a possible,"he said. "This would reduce
their fair share of federal monies. 1
Scott, Mayor of Murray, said the •ceitilpiaictlIfsied information system thentimber or programa whit-ballast beprocess- of federal gantsmanship has •covering all government programs.
See SCOTT,
.
The data base would include descripbecome so-complicated that it "often
Page 14, Column 3
tions, eligibility requirements and
discourages smaller cities from
available funds for all federal
'seeking federal assistatice.."
assistance programs; a special
financial tracking system would account for spending activity and the flow
of federal program funds.

Faculty Rep
To Be Named
In Election

Local Man
Killed In
Accident

Nine candidates will be on the ballot
when the faculty at Murray State
Universtiy votes on Friday to elect a
faculty representative to a three-year
term on the beard of regents. Candidates iitioie petitions have been
A 21-year-old Murray man was killed
ceraitied by the six-member election
Tuesday afternoon in an accident
committee and whose names are on the
during the -unloading of a railroad
sample ballot diatributed• on the
boxcar loaded with fertilizer.
campus are:
The coroner's office identified the
Dr. Harry Conley, associate
man
as Melvin T. Cavitt, 100 Spruce
profesaer of chemistry; Dr. Carroll
Harri4bn, associate professor of speech Street, Murray. Deputy Coroner Jerry
said the boxcar was funnel
and theatre; Robert Joned, associate Gorrell •
Donald
Scott,
were inside the boxcar
professor of engineering -and industrial
technology; Dr. S. M. Matarazzo, while it was being unloaded, when
professor of professional studies; Dr. Cavitt fell into the potash fertilizer and
Christine Parker, associate professor was suffocated.
Gorrell said the boxcar was funnel
of _mathematics; Dr. William Pressor',
professor of recreation and physical shaped;with an opening at the bottom,
education; James Schempp, assistant where the fertilizer was being
unloaded, and there was apparently no
professor of speech and theatre; Phillip
way to rescue Cavitt in time.
Tibbs, professor of accounting and
•Scott was also trapped in the ferfinance; and Dr. C.D. Wilder,'islociate
tiliter, but was treated'and released at
professor of biological sciences.
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
See FACULTY,
The accident occurred ,at about four
Page 14, Column 3
p.m., Gorrell said.

inside today
Handicapped students in Murray and Calloway County
can now receive individual instruction in recreational.
skills as part of a special program at Murray State
University. See the story on Page 15 of today's issue.
A growing number of Americans are looking for lowcost alternatives to the traditional funeral and burial. The
second of a two-part series appears on page 16 of today's
edition.
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By T.G. MOORE
"My home washed down into the
Associated Press-Writer
,
street," a Harlan resident told Carroll
An aide to President Carter was to, at one ,of several tanning sites. "And it
tour ravaged %latent Kentucky today
turned completely around."
- with _members of the state's
- Carroll said he would press for quick
congressional delegation to ,survey
fetteralaid in Harlan, Bell, Pike, Knox,
darhage caused the worst flooding ever
Whitley, Floyd, Johnson, Martin,Perry
on record. and Leslie counties where the damage
Sens-. Walter Fruddleston and Wendell - reached- disaster proportions. Other
Ford, Reps. Carl Perkins and Tim Lee -counties may be added later to the list,
-Carter were to be joined by White - hesaid.
.
_
House liaison officer Walter Kallaur in
Though the weather-service said no
a helicopter tour of the area, where the
significant rains were expected over
death toll stands at five, thousands are
the next several days, recovery.work
homeless and property damage is 'was harriPered by snow and cold winds
estimated in Millions of dollars.
Tuesda-y. Four to six inches of rain fell
"We hope to convince tho 'federal
in eastern 'Kentucky Monday in less
government that we need aid, and
than 24 hours,the weather service said.
quickly," said Huddleston.)le and Ford
The Cumberland River was expected
said the President's office advised crested early today at Barbourville,
thee-I-Tuesday that Kallaur, a deputy to
where 250-300 volgeteers scrambled to
cabinet chief Jack Watson, would ac- sandbag a 3a-z-mi1e floodwall that
company them in the helicopter tour.
strained against the force of tons of
Kallaur will advise Carter and
water. The city of 3,750 earlier was
Federal
Disaster
Assistance
evacuated said volunteer workers.
Administration Officials on the extent of
"We think the sandbags May have
dearistation and whether to declare the. saved us," said-Charles Buchanan, a
'latea -a -national disaster.
city official. "For all practical pur.
The Natibnal Weather Service said
poses,it's over."
flooding on the Cumberland River "will
Williamsburg, downstream, Also was
be the highest ever recorded." Floods
evacuated in advance of the apon the Big Sandy and Kentucky rivers
-proaching fldod. °
•
broke 40-year records.
Upstream at Pineville in Bell County,
:I'd say it's the worst in 40 years," . the water was roof deep in many
said a /ten Cross official.'Hundreds of .places.
-people are being taken to shelters.
"I had about 50 head 'or 'cattle out
Thotsands of people are out of their
there. We got them to high ground:in&
homes."
We were trying to get furniture up- •
The Red Cross said specific clarnag_e
stairs. When we got through, we loaned
estimates werenot available.
outside an it was too late to leave,"
After a tour of the submerged areas
said David Messer, 24, who was later
Tuesday,tiov..shilian-Carroli- dechired
restated. Ninety per tent Of-the town's
10 counties as disaster areas.
homes were flooded, Officials said.
The governor had difficulty, at times,
The floOding
Pineville occurred
viewing the damage from the air as
early Tuesday when the city's floodivall
snow squalls -blotted out the landscape
surrendered.
below
"There was a big whooshing noise,

and lai-say within two hours there were
15 to 20 feet of water in the city," said
National Guard Li Ross Mills, who had
Baeri7 pateolini the -streets against
looting.
_ _
Between 500 and 600 persona were
evacuated,officials estimated.
The water prevented firemen from
fighting an early rooming blase which. .
hit an auto body shop, the library and
- onetiome. Ttiesay wes without.electric _
power and drinking water.
• "You couldn't walk'.downtown
without drowning," said state police -*
dispatcher Charte! Miles.
The state . AarieUlture Department
said it was making arrangements to
feed 500 people a day at a shelter set up
in the Pineville Hospital.Supplies were
being flown in from Knoxville and
elsewhere,officials said.
Cleanup efforts began at Harlan, on
the sipper Cumberland, and-Hazard on
the North Fork of the Kentucky River..
where flooding Monday forced •
hundreds from their homes.
"We've all begun_ sweeping up mud,
which is from an inch to Wile deep;"
said dirn Morgan, owner and manager_ at WHLN at Harlan.
Of the five known dead, Harlan
County claimed four: State police said
the fifth death occurred in Pike County
but had no further details.
Susie Evans, about-40, of Benham,
-drowned when the var in which-twist!-riding stalled in high water.
Sabino Sanchez drowned at Lynch
when he fell - into the water while
cleaning a culvert.
Sewell itanley, about 61, of Garmedia, drowned- when his sago ran off _
Kentucky 72 and crashed in Little
Creek. Another person, .who was
unidentified; -also drowned in Little -Creek,state police said.

eadstart Providing
Valuable Services Here

The Murray Headstart Prograni, now disabilities screening is also provided
in its 13th year, is providing a valuable at Headstart.
pre-sane-Or Service to the youngsters of
There is no cost to the children OT any-Murray and Calloway County.
type of charges for the program. "Our
The Headstart srogram is not just an service is primarily for low
ihcome
educational program, either, according families, although we are permitted
to
to Sandra Mita', directOr.
take some students from families with
nutritional value.of our program is just income over that level," Mrs. May
said.
as important-as the educational value," "Our purpose is to give students
a
Drawings for positions on the May she said. Students are
served break- headstart,in all aspects of education."
Primary ballot will be held on Friday, fast, lunch, and a
snack, all planned by
The Headstart policy council decides,
April 8, according to County Court the
local health
department on the basis of need, which Students are
Clerk Marvin Harris.
nutritionist. Also, physical and dental selected to attend Headstart.
The
The drawings will be held at four p. checkups are provided
to each student, students are selected first from the
m. Friday in the Calloway Circuit
and all followilp care as well. Dr. Joe Douglas Coniinunity,
then from the
Courtroom.
. • Rexroat is the'dentist,-and Dr. Clegg
city,and then from the county.
"a Candidates who can_ not be present Austin provides
the medical care for
Age four is usually the youngest age
for the drawing should have someone. -the students.
group in Headstart, but some threedesignated to draw for them, Harris
Health and vision screening speech
year-olds have been taken. Five-yearsaid.
and -hearing screening, and learning -old students
are given first prierity

Drawings For
Positions On
Ballot Set

Headstart here is a licensed day care
facility, and both the teachers are
certified for kindergarten instruction.
The teachitra are Sandra May, who,
in -addition to being program director,
is the five-year-old class teacher, and
Genese Reid, -teacher of the four- and
five-year-old group.
Each teacher has an aide, and there
are .18 children per class.- The classes
are from 8:30 a. m. to two p. m., five
days per week.
The program is entirely, federally
funded, under the Office of Child
Development, a division of HEW.
However, 20 per cent of the. entire
program's funding must beef in-kindree
volunteer work.
"That's why we entourage volunteer
workers,". Mrs. May said. "Also, Tappan ()Ina the building that we use,
and pays the utilities, which plays a
remendous part in helping make up
volunteer
err
and
in-kind
requirements"
The Murray City School Board is the
grantee agency for Headstart, and
'administers the funds.
There has Wen-no increase in funding
for several years, despite inflationary'
trends..However, a new program was
started -last year- for handicapped
children, and extra funds were allotted
to take care of these students.
, There is no danger of cutbacks in the
program, Mrs. May feels, because the
local corruminity and the school board
strongly support the -program, and it
appears that the Carter administration
will be petting more money back into,
programs-such as this. • •
•
A complete parent program is also
part of the Headstart serVice here.
Parents meet once each month,and are
very involved in the program. •
"But we always have needs," Mrs.
May said. We are barely able to get by '
on strict necessities now, and there's
never enough money to Pay anything
else."
...alight now, the 'Headstart school
needs curtains and shades for the
classrooms, so that films can-be sheave
to the students-as an educational tool.
Also, new tables and chairs are needed'
for the dining area.
The school does have a station wagon
now; and is able to offer transportation
to some students.
, .
-Enrollment -is being held this week at
the school,from 9:30 a. m. to 11:30 a -m.
daily, and interestedpersons are-urged
to visit the school.
Also, church groups, eivic groups,
and interested individuals are urged to
agn__ the school lo volunteer time.
sooney,toys, or helpin other ways.

Complexity Created Challenges,
Porter Says In Address, At MSU
Federal government complexity has
created organizaticinal -challenges for
the presidency that can beet be met by
a'decision-Making process based'on full
and frank discussion, according' to a_
former White Muse staff member.
'Roger Porter, who was a special
assistant to former President Ford. told
an audience at Murray State University
Tuesday evening that "the %cattle of a
President getting a full range of advice
from a variety of viewpoints, in an
organized and systematic way is more
'and More appment.:'.
Delivering the Alben 'Barkley;
Distinguished Lecture, Porter focused
on two of the challenges the growing
interrelatedneseof the major problems
that government faces and the difficulty a President has in maintaining
control of the executive branch and
overall policy.
"Few problems today fall within the
responsibility of a single department or
agency," Porter explained. "Most,
whether they relate to the economy. the
envircm-Ment;-or energy /save muitarle
impacts and a wide variety of
viewpoints and interests must be taken
into consideration.'
In offering insights gained in two and
a hall years in the Ford White House,
Porter noted that the perspectives of
departments, agencies, and, bureaus of the executive branch are ."inherently
more narrow than - the Presidents"
because they are organiaed in such a
*ay they cultionteltrict are cultivated, -.

by-special interests and special constituencies. "If a President is to maximize his
reseirces, he needs interdepartmental
coordinating bodies such as the
National „Security Council and the
Economic Policy Board in the major
areas of his responsibility to deal with
-important policy issues that cut across
departmental lines."
Porter said'one advantage -of 'the
coordinating bodies is that they are
mechanisms which rely . heavily on
advice from a variety of Cabinet_ officials rather than putting primary
reliance on a White House staff.
The one-time Rhodes Scholar and

Three Persons
Charged By Police
Murray CitYc' Police have charged
three persons With possession of
marijuana, according to department
I

.

Terry L. Rosa, age is,, Route One
Benton, and two 17-year-eld juveniles,
also of Marshall County, were arrested
last night- on charges of.possession of
marijuana pursuant to a traffic arrest,
police said.
Charges may also be pending on
possession for purposes of resale, due to
the amount, a pound an a half, that
was found in their possession, police
••
said:

former executive secretary to the
President's Economic Policy Board
then Outlined aPecific ways a-Preaident
can organize such coordinating
mechanisms and a series of principles
to help ensure their successful functioning.
Success of a coordinating body
depends on a combination of factors,
according to Porter, who earned the
-Ph. D. degree in government at Harvard University
He said lfanust have the full support
of the President, must be reasonably
small, must ultimately operate at the
Cabinet level so that its members can
speak authoritatively and definitively
for their departments, musillave an
honest broker between competing interests, and must include all relevant
.clepartments and agencies in its
deliberations and represent 'them in
decision memorandum., submitted to
the president.
-

Special Olympics Team
To Have Work Day Here
The Special-tityrnpics Basketball
Team will have a special work .day on
Saturday,-April 9,to earn furals Vivant
the expenses of attending the Great
Lakes Regional Tournament at
Michigan City, hid., April 13-17.
Any persons having work for the
team members on Saturday are asked
to rail 753-8285 or 753-7302 aftera:00 p.
n. _

• a•
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Persons Are Visifors
In Homes In The Area
By Mrs. R. D. Key
March 14„ 1977
Mr. and Mrs.1 D. Paschall
of Paris, In., and Mrs.
Marelle,,Bowles of Memphis,
Tn., -visited Mr. and Mrs.
Douglas Vandyke on Thursday. _
IVir. and Mrs. Larry Nicholsand son visited Bro. and Mrs.
Warren Sykes Saturday night.
"Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn
Martin visited Bro. and Mrs.
Warren Sykes Friday.

Matheny visited Bro. and Mrs.
Warren Sykes Sunday afternoon. ..
Mr. and Mrs. Cooper Jones
visited -Mr. and Mrs: Glynn
Orr Sunday afternoon. Mr. and Mrs. Enloe
Tarkington and Mrs. Holice
Grooms visited Mr. and Mrs.
-Bennie Fries Sunday for
supper:.
Ancil Wicker visited Mr.
and Mrs. Julious Whozlow
over the weekend.,

Wedneedayi April 1
Friday, April 8
Murray Women's Softball."' Hardin Senior Citizens will
Organization will Meet at have a work day from 9:30a.
seven p.m, at Murray City pl. to three p. m. and a fun
Hall.
• night at six p.
,
Murray" Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet at

The family and friends of many gifts given them. Floral
Lloyd and Arie Wilkinson arrangements were sent from
gathered on Sunday, April 3,.. nephewsin Virginia and North
to celebrate the occasion of Carolina. Puring the aftheir 50th wedding an- ternoon phone calls were
received from relatives in
niversary.
North Carolina,. New York,
Among
special
the
guests
Home.
_
were Estelle Outland Grogan, and Michigan.,•
Billy Graham in one of his.
Mr. Wilkinson is the only son
sermons at Pontiac, MiCh., Caleb Parks,and Dennis Kelly
who 'accompanied them on of Mr. and Mrs. Galen
said that God answered every
their wedding day. Also ac- Wilkinson, deceased. Mrs.
prayer, but s,ometimes He
companying
them were Wilkinson is the daughter of
says "yes," sometimes "nor"
Robed*
Wand
Hartsfield, Mr. ant Mrs. Dave''Parks,
and sometimes "wait." This
who
was
unable
to
attend the also deceased. Each of her six
widow sits silently and waits
celebration,
and
- Hubert brothers and sisters and then'
as many do, but she has three
spouses were present. Of three
fine Ions and two darling Myers who is now deceased.
Debbie Moore helped to generatfons of nieces and
grandchildren.
nephews, thirty-five out ,of
receive the guests and invited
them to-4n the register forty-Six were able to attend.
Out-of-town gueSt8 came from
above which was displayed
pietures'iiiaae on the wedding -Louisville, Clarksdale;
Murfreesboro, Chattanooga,
day.
1herann1 Easter Egg
Refreshments were served - and Columbia, In.
Hunt for preschool through &Mil 'if Table beautifully
third grade of the Oaks decorated with a centerpiece
Country Club will be held of gold-leaf ferns and
Saturday, April 9, at ten a. m. anoemonea on an antique
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
al the club.
brass pedestal. The IMP-tiered
Mrs. Gail Sullivan of
Each child is asked to bring wedding cake, gold punch,, Murray has been a patient at
four Easter eggs for the hunt. Mints, and nuts were served Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
In case of rain the hunt will be by Pati Way, Lori Turnbow,
cancelled, according to Ann and Leigh Smith, grand nieces
PADUCAH PATIENT
Watson, chairman of the of Mrs. Wilkinson.
Mrs. Ken Wolf of Murray
Easter Egg- Hunt committee
After refreshments were has been a patient at Lourdes
of the club.
served, the couple opened the Hospital, Paducah.

Speaks Of Persons

SatitrdaY. APriL8
- Easter Egg Bunt for
By Estelle- Spiceiand
-psaschiapi through third grade
March 4111,. 1277
members and their out of town
If I have a hobby it is
Flint Baptist Church
Writing. The only thing I have
Missions Groups will meet et
Country Club from ten to to show for it is the occasional
seven p. in. at the church.
eleven a. m. Each one _bring call or meeting of a reader.
six. hard boiled Easter eggs.
Recently Mrs. ' Jeddie
Baptist Women, Baptist Special guest will be
the Cathey of Murray stopped by
Young Women,and Acteens of Easter Bunny;.:
on4lie way-to--their-eettage to
Cherry Corner Church will
•
show me some crewel! emMeet at 7:30 p. ra.
Easter Egg Hunt,sponsored broidery stitchery pictures
by Ruth tilirren Group, will be she had made for her gran:
.
Mr. and
Wednesday, Aiwa 6
Mr. and Mrs. Perry
Mrs. - Coy
at.Sinking Spring Baptist4 dch irdien in Memphis,'Tn.
Kuykendall -visited Charlie -Brandon Mara supper guests
Robert Nisbet, author, will Chaech at two p.m.
Onepicture- was- entitled
Olive Thursday before he went of the Bardon Nances Sun
resented in the annual C.
"The Old Oaken Bucket," and
, to Irlemp.hi,s,._ Tn., on Frit* and vilsited the.
owry Distinguished
Vance S.
Hazel Alumni Dinner with the othck was "The Church in
for a checkup Wei. surgery. later in the everdlig.
- Lect
- the Humanities
Speekerthe Wttdwotcf:" --Both wereMiss Peggy Cornwell visited
The writer has been a shut- series at 7:30 p. m. in the will be at the Hazel Come
beautiful.
Bro. and Mrs. Warren Sykes in several days with the flu Student Center Auditorium, - triunity
Center at seven p• m., I -visited in the Murrax,
Sunday. '
and unable to collect news, but
Calloway County Hospital last
Mr. and Airs: Milford Orr a "friend in need" is a friend
'- Work day by Special week. A patient, hearing my
visited Mrs. Bertie Jenkins in deed, Mrs. Myrtice Nance,
Thursday, April 7
„
Olympics Basketball team to
has'been so kind to collect
Sunday.
Veterans counselor to help earn money to go to the voice, had the nurses aide
from
Concotd,
Clark,
Dana
to
Mr. and Mrs.Gaylon Morris news for me which I ap- with claims for benefits will be tournament will
be held. Call
visited Mrs. Nina Holly, Mrs. preciate so much.
at the American Legion Home 753-8265 or 753-7302 atter four ask me to stop by her room.
She . was Mrs. Arthur
Jessie Paschall, and Howard
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr, from 9:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m:
p. m. if you have jobs for the Hargis, -sister to Boody
Morris on Sunday.
Mrs. Jessie Paschall; and
team members.
Russell, who.had known me
Howard Morris visited Bro.
Thursday, April 7
Glynn Orr and Howard and Mrs. Glynn Orr
back in Old Brandon
ill
Monday
concert
Spring
by the MSU
Morris were in Memphis, Tn., afternoon.
days, and now is an arthe ic
Saturday, April 9
Symphony Orchestra, Neale
Three-team outdoor track patient but still reads
Taesday for Howard to have a
y
Mason: director, will be. at meet will be at
one p. m. at letters.
check up with his doctor who „ Mr. and ,D4rs. Douglas
Vandyke and Mrs. Bertie 8:15 p. m. at Lovett Stewart Stadium, MSU.
reported he was doing fine.
I wish since I render such
Auditoriiini. No admission
_Mr.. and Mrs. Miran, Jenkins'visited. Mr. and Mrs:
little service ai-a neighbor or
charge.
• Open dance by Delta „Sigma as a. citizen, I could brighten
Gallimore Visited
Mt. - and -Hubert Marshall on'Tuesday.
.
Bro.' and Mrs. Jerry Lee
Illeeta will begin at eight p. m. the cornet; Somewhere, for
Mrs. Douglas Vandyke
Thursday, April 7
visited Mr. and Mrs. SanfLee
Tuesday.
Maundy Thursday .— in Beshear Gymn of the someone by ,writing, but
Cathy Anne Mitchell of
'Mrs. Belle. Page and Mrs. Sunday.
Tenebrae. — an order of Holy Student CenterT Call 753-9198 sometimes life's.complexities Murray, was graduated in the
Mr: and . Mrs. Douglas Communion will be at 7:38 for information.
Gaylon Valentine visited Mrs,
are too confusing.
tenth class of Optometric
Vandyke visited Mrs. Bufie p.m at the First Christian
Myrtice Nance Tuesday.
Two cousins recently were Technicians
from. . the
Sunday, April 10
'Mrs.. Mark Paschall spent' Mitchell Tuesday.
at death's door. John Dewey Southern
Chur-ch.
College of OpMr. and Mrs. Doyce Morris,
Mr., and Mrs. J: C. -Levin*son was a Nashville.
WednesiffiVr. and Mrs.
tometry, Memphis, In., on
Mrs. Ola Morris, and Mr.. and
Douglas Vandyke.
The Sacrament of Holy Gallimore will be honored hospital. Doctors' offered no March 16.
Bro. and Mrs. Warren Sykes Mrs. William MorLis and baby Coqamunion will be celebrated with a reception at the Dees hope, but his parents said that
Dr. Spurgeon B. Eure,
and son, Mitch, were supper visited Mrs. Jessie Paschall in the sanctuary of the First Bank of Hazel from two to four too many were praying for president of the college,
guests of Bro. and Mrs. Jerry and Howard Morris Sunday. United Methodist Chinch at p. m. in celebration of golden him. He is now beck - home. addressed the
graduatlng
wedding anniversary.
Mrs. Jessie Paschall, Mr. seven p.m.
Lee Saturday night. -Ctieneth Wisehartage 57, with class, their parents
and
and Mrs. Douglas Vandyke,
a wife in a Wheel chair Since friends. He also
awarded the
• anu Mrs. uougtas and Bro. and Mrs. Jerry tee
-she,
-ClotelejnrIner"Owner -nt. Associate -of Science Deg" - Tee
Holy Communion will be
Vandyke attended church at
and Baby visited Mr. and Mrs. celebrated at St. John's
Sunday, April 10
Pattye Ann's Beauty Salon, and • Certificates
North Fork Sunday and were
of
Mr. and Mrs. Bernice F. suffered a stroke in January
Episcopal Church at seven
dinner guests of Mrs. Jessie R. D. Key Thursday.
Proficiency to the graduates.
Bishop
Mr.
and
will
have
open
Mrs.
house
LASS
Dalton
at 1971, was hospitalized in
p.m. followed by ConPaschall and Howard Morris.
Mrs. Ovie Wilson who-is now visited Mr. and Mrs. Bennie firmation-Enquirers -Class at their home at New Concord Memphis, Tn., where he died.
from two to five p. m. in A large crowd of friends and
7:30 p.m.
with her daughter and family, Fries Sunday.
celebration of their 50th relatives was at his funeral at
Rickie
Orr
visited
his
Mr. and Mrs., Frances
wedding anniversary.
Thursday, April 7
• the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Deering, shows very little grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Garden Department,
improvement. Those wishing .Glynn Orr, Thursday_ and
to send her cards, her address Friday. He has been out of Murray Woman's Club, will
is 27060 Hales Ave., Madison school several days with sore meet at 1:30 p. in. at thé club
throat.. His little, brother, house with Willard.Allord as
Hgts., Mieh. 48071.
Speaker. Spring garden tour is
Mrs. Mildred Lankford Bryan, has also been sick.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Lankford postponed.'•
visited Mrs, Warren Sykes
and baby visited Mr. apd Mrs.,
Saturday afternoon. •
"Norh. Calloway Parent-Mrt:,- Jessie Paschall and Giu-vls Paschall Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Sykes Teacher -Club will • Meet at
Howard Morris visited Mr.
and Mrs. Gaylon Morris . and baby spent the weekend' seven p. m. at the school.
with Mr. and Mri...‘11noice
Monday afternoon.
Harrington
in Parsons, Tn-.
Day Bridge Group of
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
Welcome Wagon Newcomers
. Club will meet with Pat
Winchester, 706 Fairlane, at
nine a. m.

Oaks Club Plans
Easter Egg Hunt

Graduateg-From
Optometry College
This .vear give a
ferent kind of egg...a
book or gift from the
Boimkniark

•

Happy

Easter

Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at eight p.
at the lodge hall.

Dick and
Jane are
moving—
ro CiflII

from

P.N. Hirsch

Calloway COludy Library
Board of Trustees will meet at
seven p. m.

We will be closed
Easter Sunday
Ladies
Mix and Mara

Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma'Phi will meet at
the Ellis Center at seven p. in.

Coordinates

Marshall
Calloway
Diabetes Club is scheduled to
meet at First Presbyterian
Church at seven p. m.

Bright Spring
Colors
1k93U
PC.
Starting at

Hardin Senior Citizens will
have a potluck supper at six p.
m.
Ellis Center will be open '
from ten a. m, to three p. in.
for activities 'by the Senior
Citizens. Table games will be
at one p. m. and group will go
.8n Middle School at 1:30 p. in.
; for Children'S theatie play.
Friday, April 8
- Regional Child Care Rally
will be held at First Baptist
Church Fellowship Hall at ten
a.m. .
Retreat for - teenagers
through senior adults of
Seventh and-Poplar Church of
Christ will be at Brandon
Springs in the Land Between
the Lakes. Group will leave
the church at five p. m.
— --•
Friday, April 8
MSU Women's Invitational
Track Tournament will start
at 9:30 a. m. at Stewart
Stadium.

No One Under 17 Admitted

WILLIAM PETER ROBERT
FATE
DUNAWAY HOLDEN FINCH DINALL

Meals for senior citizens will
meet at twelve noon at North
Second Street Center with
activities to follow at one p. m.

-

Left: 3 -Mete matcbed rested mit
featorino lack Tar's fie wail.
maitelip in Mild emistamilag mein
caters. Al styles 1i4.7,$.12. fie littie bretber I 2-4, many esestanding
combinations.

light: litalbste isvatil plaid spirt
coot mild& im WO exciting
moltipie pã. Trousers fester*
new toreponn "1" peekets mod mem
"-'lit—.

Leisure
Suits

Shirts
Whites

Colon
Boy's 3-Pc. Vested

Colors & Prints

4.7

1399

8-18

Suits $1299 $1199

North Murray Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs. Ivan
Outland at 1:30 p. m.
Community-Wide
Fourth
Good Friday Servicewill be from noon to threep. m.at the
First United Methodist
Church.

Men's
Short-Sleeve

Bel-Air Shopping Center - 753-1795
HI'S. 10 Iii 6 Mon.-Sat. 10 ni 8 In.
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- Mrs. Bossing Presents
Program, PEO Meet -

Celebration Sunday

"Dealt

e.elAbe

MI-

Historical Society
In Need Of Costumes

Mrs.
Lewis
Bossing Regular reports war given by
..4
presented a'delightful literary Mrs. McKenzie, corresponBy Abigail Van Buren
program ?for members of ding secretary pro-tern, Mrs.
Chapter M of P.E.0. Monday Bossing, treasurer, Mrs.
evening April 4. The 7:30 Maurice Christopher,
meeting was in the home of recording secretary, and
Mrs. Henry McKenzie.
Miss Ana Herron, Cottey
Mrs. Bossing, vita:Arne to College chairman.
Calloway County citizens fringed Cashmere with woven "Murray in 1975 with her. Mrs. Freeman announced
can . help the Kentucky paisley patterns from the
husband and two sons, Lewis, that the April 16 luncheon will
Historical Society expand the 1820s."
Jr. and William, reviewed a be with Mrs. James Parker at
history museum's costume
"Eventually the costume
DEAR ABBY: I am a 14-year-old girLwhtedoesn't really
protraying selection from 12 noon.
eollection - will be used to
like to babysit. Up until now. I only babysat when I had
collection.
each of five novels: How
During the social hour Mrs. nothing else to 'do. Lately when I'm asked to babysit and
_ Women's dreM:mi,l' runs the enhance the museum's perGreen Was My Valley by McKenzie served coffee and have other plans my mother makes me break my plans in
1160s, 70s .and 110s are manent exhibits of Kentucky
Richard Llewellyn; Look dessert in the dining room. A order to take the job. She says now-that I am old enough tó
especially needed, said history," said Gen. William
Homeward, Angel by Thomas kively arrangement of W1g earn my own money, I should do so whenever I get the
Martha Blazer, eurator of the Buster,- executive director of
Wolfe; Dr. 7.1dvago by Boris flowers centered the serving chance.
museum's costume collection. the Kentucky Historical
One time when I turned down a bebysi4ting job-because I
Pasternak; Huckleberry Finn table. Other vases of japonica svante-cf to do-something else
There are approximately 1,200 Society.
with my friends, she cut my siby Mark_ Twain; and The violets and apple blossoms lowance off completely. She said if I wanted pocket
Calloway Countians who
items in the ci5Stitmecollecmoney.,
Reivers by William Faulkner. were reminders of another I could earn it.
tion which includes men's, would like to contribute either
Presently a teacher in spring season.
- If we were a poor- family, whieh we are not, I could see
women's and children's clothing or money to the
her point. How can I get my mother to see my side of it.
_Buchanan; Tn., Mrs. Itossing
clothing and accessories. The museum's costume collection
was initiated in . Fredonia,
earliest dress dates bark to may contact den. Buster by
Or-do you think she's right3
Kansas, Chepter N, in 1959..
writing: .The Kentucky_
1800:
NOSPITAL NEWS
I
Since then she has been af— "Besides dresses from the Historical SoCietY, Post Office
filiated with- chapters hr
late 1800s, we are also looking. Box H, Frankfort, Ky., 40601,
DEAR NON: If your "plus" emirates:*aesthetes Im_ _Mr.and Mrs.J. C. Gailimere
Kansas, Tennessee and
_
good.exanoles of clething or phoning: 502-564-3016.
for
portant
'like
is
special
event,
or a party that has been
Louisiana. She is a member of March 28, 1977
from the 1950s and 60a, as wellplanned le &dermal I think you should be allowed to turn
Mr.
and Mrs. J, 0. Gallimore of Hazel will celebnfte their
several
educational Adults 121
down a babysitting job to.pursue your plans. But to refuse
clothing from the 1970s,
golden weddidg anzilveitary on Sunday.April 10, with a recep- as
te "sit"in order to goof around with your friend, is, I think,
associations including In- Nursery 8
including blue jeans:" Blazer
tion
at
the
Dees Bank of Hazel.
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
immature,
ternational Reading
said.
All relativesand friends are invited to call between the hours
Association .and Phi Kappa Baby Girl Butler (mother
"Costumes reflect both the
of
two
to
four
p.m.
on
_
DEAR
ABBY:
I
don't
Rt.
6,
have
Murray,
a
Diana),
problem
Baby
at the moment, but
Sunday.
Phi Honor Society. Her
art
and history of an age. We
The eouple operates Gallimore's Cafe at Hazel.
husband, Dr. Bossing, is a Boy Warmath (mother I'd like to share something with you that might be of internot attempting to recreate
are
est to your readers.
hosts and hostesses for the occasion will be their
professor in the Department Parnell&),Rt.2,Benton, Baby
The Key. Henry McKenzie
the past, but instead are
Some
friends
of
mine
were
married
recently
and
went
to
children
who are Mrs. Bertha'(Betty)Grooms,Fraser,Mich.,
of Instruction and Leaniing-al Boy Cope (mother A. Elaine), Tampa, Fla,for their honeymoon.(Let's call them Mike and
trying to illustrate social was the special speaker at the
Mrs. James (Vinell) Pennington, Paris, Tn., Mrs. Charles
Murray State University. '
Box 276, Mayfield.
history," Blazer explained. supper meeting held SaturJudy, which aren't their real names.).
(Margaret) Helloed, St. Louis, lido., Larry Gallimore, Paris,
DISMISSALS
The business meeting was
Well, before they boarded the_Plane to go home, they
In addition to clothes which day,-April 2, of all the Masonic
Tn., and Mrs. Danny(Linda)Underwood,Humboldt,Tn.
Mrs. Caren G. Sorrels glad went into the lounge for a drink, and Mikes had one too
"conducted by Mrs. Olga
reflect, different periods, Bodies of the Fulton Lodge
Mr. and Mrs.Gallimore have fourteen grandchildreffAnd-six
Freeman, president. • Mrs. Baby Girl, 717 . Poplar, many. He then took a large candle which Judy had bought
economic together withthe Ordeeof the
and
styles
great grandchildren.
John C. Querterrnous included Murray, Mrs. Cheryl L. as a souvenir atpisney World and,waved it to a woman sebackgrounds, the museum Eastern Star at the Masonic
'turitS,offiter at the airport, saying,•"Ttris could be a homb!"a protion of the 16th chapter of Easley, Dill's Tr. Ct. No.
. •
sometimes needs money- for Temple, Felton. •
Well, she immediately called the FBI and
, mliiisVer gave-.
The Mara)
St. Mark in her devotion. Murray, Mrs.Lillie M. Taylor, and.Mike was promptly .hauled off to jail. His a few others
restorations and 'repairs:
bond
was
set
Rt. 2, Hazel, Mrs. Elaine
"Money can also buy an item an interesting and ii du,:native
at $7,500.Minim, Rt. 8, Murray, Cecil
which- Is extremely riire and talk on "What Masonry Ja_
To make a long story short, Mike's little "joke" cost him
L. Davis,Rt. 1, Dukedom,Tn., 10 percent of the $7,500 for bail, two days in jail and two
would not likely be donated," Not:" Rev. McKenzie is a
Mrs. Dorthy N. Atkins, Box days of work missed; and to top it off be has to fly bat!' to
Blazer said. "One example of native of Scotland. His wife
126, Hardin, Mrs: Mary A. Tampiito stand trial and possibly face a,jail sentence and a
an item, needed by the was also a guest at the Fulton •
MAYFIF.L13,PATIENT
Williams, at. 5, Murray, Mrs. fine!
PAiDUAII PATIENT
-museum is an Indian shawl,,of meeting.
Maybe this little account will stop sonie.other clown from
Marilyn Elaine Boyd of
Neva F. Hopkins.P,R. Box 52._
Mrs. John Nanney of
making
jokes
about bombs in an airport.
Hazel, G. Scott Folks, 820
• Murray has been dismissed. Murray was dismissed March
NO LAUGHING MATTER from Lourdes Hospital,' 25 from. the Community
Autumn isne, New JohnIf Ydb Can Afford A SecondCar'
Hospital, Mayfield.
sonville, Tn., W. Otis Loyal.%
• DEAR NO: There are warnings posted _in every airport Paducah.
You Can Afford Your Own
Rt. 5, Murray, Melvin F.. stating thatjokes about "bombs" are a federal offense,
punPATIENT
HOSPITAL
Chadwick, Rt. 1, Buchanan, ishable by law. But somepettPle ilike MIkel havg to learn
PADUCAH PATIENT
Edwin Bailey Knight of
Tn., Raymond E. Sinclair, Rt. the hard way.
John Pritchett of Murray
•
Ow Pre-Season Special Can
Hazel was dismisted March 25
8, Murray, Mrs. Opal Warren,
Route FOur has been a patient
Our Pre-Semen Special Can Save You Over $1,0001
from the Community Hospital,
DEAR ABBY: I was walking down the street when I
102 N. 9th., Murray, Mrs.
at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
Your pool will be an investment which will imMayfjeld.
Edith W. Johnson, 1001 Vine, happened to come upon.a pitiful sight. A little boy, who
mediately increase the value of your home and concouldn't
have
been
2
years
old,
was
harnessed
on
a
leash
Murray.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
tinue to appreciate in value as real _estate anct conlike a dog. And this leash was attached to a clothesline. The
IENT AT MAYFIELD
PAc.
Mrs. Ronald lInderwood of
poor darling looked so unhappy!
struction costs rise. giperation and maintenance cods
Dismissed March 29 from
PAGEANT
March 29, 1977
Finally I rang the doorbell, and the mother came to the Murray has been dismissed
are low. Save money on transportation, vacation, and
Hospital,
Community
the
(chestnut leather)
door. I told her-that leashes Were for dogs, notchildren, and from Lourdes Hospital,
Adults 127
energy consumption. Invest in sometthing permanent.
Olene
Loyola
Mayfield,
whir
she said, "Is that so? Do ybu want tcr watch him for a Paducah.
Nursery,'8
Page of Murray Route Four.
IKWRN ADMISSIONS while?" Then she slammed the door in My face. I have told
N
tautePROGRESSIVE
this
story
to
several
of
my
friends,
andthey
all
seem
to__
-DISMISSALS. •
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
MAYPTER PATIENT
Mrs. Sandra L Gamlin and think I had no business ringing the 'bell. What is your
HazelG.
Curd
of
M
rs.
T.
opinion?
Cal1,38111-%10 COETect to Aflame
John Wayne Stubblefield of
Baby Boy,Rt. 1,Puryear,
for Your Free Estimate
LOVES CHILDREN Route Two has been a patient
dismissed
Murray
March
was
Any Size
Any
Shope
Mrs. Marilyn J. Riley and
at , the Western Baptist
Community
31
from
the
Vinyl Liner
,
Stainless steel
Fiberglass
Baby Boy,Rt.2,Murray, Mrs
DEAR LOVES: Unless the child was e...if.pssed to some Hospital, Paducah.
Hospital, Mayfield.Debra A. Croley, Rt. 4, possible danger,I would vote with your friends.
•
Benton, Tommy M. Oliver,
Box 65, New Concord, Robert
E. Hills, Rt. 2, Springville,
Tn., Mrs. Lynda N. Cooper,
Rt. 7, Murray, Bill -T. Ligon,
1509 Cardinal, Murray, Mark
R. Pipkins, Rt. 3, Paris, Tn.,
Mrs. Dorothy L Crouse,400 S.
11th., Murray, Mrs. Juanita L.
91.!Daily
Fairchild, Rt. 7, Murray, Mrs.
14 &today
Wilma F. Burnett, Rt. 1,
Bel-Air nipping Center
Kirksey, Mrs. Vickie L. Reed,
Pb... 7113-83414
Rt.7, Murray, Mrs.
Phillips, Hardin, Mrs. Robbie
L Barnett, Rt. 6, Murray,
Mrs. Burtis E. Edwards, 743
astUtor
48 Tablets
Nash, Murray, Mrs. Gustie C.
36's
Knight, Rt. .1, Hardin.
$3.19 VALUE

Teen Won't Stand. .
For Babysitting

Rec. McKenzie Is

Speaker, At Fallon

a

Wear
a
wood
en
leather
wedgie!

Swimming Pool

popis

ZIto)

STORE HOURS:

watchsav'tilgs
yoxiv

DISCOUNT DRill CE1TERS_

Allerest
Allergy Tablets

SUES

New Hours
Mon.-Set.
9-5:30
Fri. 94:30
Mount Everest is exactly
29,000 feet high. Surveyors
worried that the public would
consider this-an estimate, so
they falsely reported the
height as 29,002 feet.

air

1505 Stadium View Drive
Murray, Kentucky
Ph.753-7109
Editor, Worm Tapp
Around Fern Terrace we can tell its spring. We
se# more smiles, residents out for walks and
fresh flowers in the iiayroom
We were entertained last Thursday night by
the "Kentucky Lake Band"from Benton and Sun-day night by the "Fire Mountain Boys." Our
residents always enjoy good music and entertainment of all kinds.
We are fortunate to have wonderful people in
our communities who are always willing to give
their talents and time to make others happy.
Thanks to all of you.
We are now thinking about our election which
will be held April 14th to select our candidates
for our King and Queen Contest to be held May
1st. The resients are **only ones who can vote.
We want to say "Welcome" to Bessie West to
our family.
We also wish -a Speedy Recovery to Edgar
Campbell and Clarence Vinson. We hope they
will soon be back home.
Our joke for the Week
If a nickel knew what it is worth today,it would
feel like two cents.

24 Tablets
$1.79 VALUE
Say-Rite's
Low Price
SAVE 80'

Alka Seltzer

Apricot & Strawberry

For Relief
Of Hay Fever
And Other
Respiratory
Allergies

Lilt
Homewave
Body Wave
Kit
Special
$2.43 VALUE
Say-Rite's
Low Price

wva

Sav-Rite's
Low Price

-

• 12 oz.
$1.77 VALUE
Sav-Rite's
Say-Rite's
Low Price
SAVE
9
2(
Low Price
Save $1.23 $2.40 VALUE 11 48
•96

One-A-Day
Vitamins

40coff
WITH THIS COUPON

100's
$3.89 VALUE

60's
$2.72 VALUE

38

$11 68
SAVE $1.04
SAVE 95'
48

Offer Expires on
Sat April Ii
•••••

SAV-RITE'S
SENIOR CITIZENS EXTRA
DISCOUNT PRESCRIPTION PLAN

Think
Spring
•
Think
Soy-Rite

$2.15 VALUE
Seiv-Rite's
Low Price

White
10 oz.
$1.69 VALUE

FOR EVERYONE 60 OR OVER
OR IF YOU'LL BE 60 THIS YEAR.

1

12
SAVE 65'

Say-Rite 1

Jergens
Lotion

SAVE $1.51

Plus 4 Free
Tablets

new non-aerosol
Dry
look

MAX HOLD
'-)JPFP HO,
.

501.

a4rIICIP

SAVE 704
IF YOU ARE A SENIOR CITIZEN,ASK HOW YOU
CITIZEN
SENIOR
IN
SAV-RITE'S
ENROLL
CAN
30 Tablets
PRESCRIPTION PLAN AND ENJOY AN EXTRA $2.70 VALUE One-A-Day Vitamins
plus Minerels
10% DISCOUNT ON ALL PRESCRIPTIONS.
Say-Rite's
Low Price
60 Tablets
$4.55 VALUE
Say-Rite's
Low Price

Don't Let Theseluper Values Pass
You By. - Why Pay More?. Shop Say-Rite
4111

;.*
sifiNN\

r)
-/V1<111

'Worn
=

—

••• —

•

$1.59 VALUE
it SAVE 604

'0"SzcZI:

rier

SW crisisea
aside package

-
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Murray Ledger
•

Published By
MURRAY NEWSPAPERS,fric

Walter L. Apperson, publisher

•

Litituriala and upuamicaLed
on IN.., page are preserite.1 LTthe purpose kit pros Wine, a forum for the free each:ante
dilTchng
:rugrs to the editor in respoltse to editorials and
°outwit:it artic lea are encouraged
„editors of this nest*Japer strunglt below that tw ilianit,-opinionated articles to Ot4 thbae which • !radel the ednunal
philomaph
(ha new•ap4gyer would be a
1. to oiefeaders,
therefore we %trite readers *notional agree with WO Cdttilcial gelid Or
-the ideas presented
an individual writer
CO1411.11.11. to respond
with their feelings on the parity ularilia de being disc wind

_

R. Gene McCutcheon,editor
.
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• EDITORIAL
• ••••••

•'We're Proud
Of 9 ur Youth

It makes us feel extremely
good inside to -read of the accomplishments of our local
youth.
Even though many persons
look down on our young people
as wild, arrogant and down
right "going to the dogs," we
have always felt that the young
niewand--women-who will, in-a
few short years, be our leaders
have much to offer our corn,munity and our world.
• •
The activities in local schools •
in recent days lend support to
our feelings.
• The Calloway County High
School Speech team brought
home the championship trophy
from the Kentucky State High
School Speech tournament. We
know of no other group that has
worked any-harder, or that is
more deserving than the CCHS
speech team.We salute the team, and its

coach, Larry England.
Also locally, anther group
received honors over the past
weekend. Three Murray school
bands earned superior ratings
at the Regional Band Festival •
held at MSU over the weekend.
And yesterday 2A MurrayHigh students were inductedinTo the National Honor SoCtety,,
an honorary scholastic society
that recognizes outsynding
-- achievements
among high.
school students.
These are but a few of the
many accomplishments of our
community's young men and
women that lead us to agree,.
with the 19th Century English
poet, L. E. Landon, who said:
"Hard are life's- early steps;
and but that youth is bouyant,
confident and strong in hope,
men would-behold its threshold
and despair:"
•
4. -

,

Sensing The -News
eft

By ANTHONY HARRIGAN
United States Industrial Council

•

.

By GENE McCUTCHEON
Murra3,Ledger & Times Editor

by Sen. Richard Weisenberger

WEISENBERGF.R
•
•
A little-publicized'law passed by the receiving numerous complaints from
General Assembly in 1976 has virtually- the'pOblic. Consumer advocates argued
put an end in Kentucky to certain that it was an inefficient method of fund
questionable practices of the raising, pointing out that only so much
was available in contributions in a
professional fund raiser.
Senate Bill -367, the "charitable given community and that a rakeoff of
solicitations bill," falls short of actually 60 per cent and more was unjusitified.
The matter finally caught the atPUlla.laing.those who are ,erriployed
raise , money for charity through tention of_ the Kentucky Consumers
telephone solicitations. But the new law Advisory Council which recommended
effectively ends "boiler rooms" -- the the new legislation . to Gov. Julian
name'give to the phone rooms used by Carroll.
Promoters formerly,active in Kenfund.raisers- by limiting their fees _to_
tucky now say thatthe limitation of 15
15 per cent of the amount raised.
The new state law drives another nail Jar cent of the posais too low to be
ipto the coffin of the csatroversial profitable for them. Consumer interests
professional 'fund raiser, a , once- argue that the purpose ofthe new law is
thriving enterprise in Kentucky'.'Just-a not to abolish they business of fund
few years ago, the woods were full of raising, but to assure the public that a
promoters who, for a fee of as much as fair share of charity dollars are going to
50 per cent, put on shows, sold tickets, charity.
Robert Bullock, head of the attorney
solicited- phone donations and otherwise •
raised huge sums of money for general's Consumer Protection
Division, praised the new law,la-ring,'
legitimate causes.
The objection Most often ratted was --It was felt by the Consumers'
-the_ amount _of thel commission. If the' -Advisory Council,. in making -thia.
fund raiser's fee was 50 per cent, he recommendation, thatitwas not in the
also deducted the promotiOnal costs off public interest for professional fund
the top -and the amount reaching the raisers to solicit the public for charity
charity was much less than half of the when the majority of the funds are
going to the professional fund raiser,"
total.
The move to crack down on this Bullock said. "The Consumers'
practice began several'years ago when Advisory- Council felt 15 per cent was
state and Wear-authorities
- -the maximum amount that-should-be_ •.__ aUowed
.

HARRIGAN

Calloway County Librarian Margaret stone of our oldest citizens. I felt oral
Trevathan and the oral history history could fill the gap in the library's
program at the local library are the written records about Kentucky.'
"Now;more than 20 tapes are used by --subject of a short article in the May
teachers and students who hear firstedition of Family Circle.
The article, which speaks for itself, hand tales about pre-Civil War wool-follows. It.is entitled "Reel Live carding factories,seeret burial grounds
and timely folk anecdotes,and Margaret
History."
04-0
"• •
--- T,revathan's_ text...Mating project_ has
."Can you hear me, Chester?" asked blossomed statewide. A $50,000 state
inventor Nathan Stubblefield nearly 70 grant gave each public library a
years ago. 'Yes,' replied the boy recorder, 200 tapes - and invaluable
standing near a wireless • box in a insight-into the'lives and times of oldwestern Kentucky cornfield, and the time Kentuckians.
--.
"Meanwhile, Margaret Trevathan is
two completed an experiment in early
finishing up-a degree in librify science,
radio.
•
"The 'boy' 7 in his seventies last besides continuing her projeetjor all
year - recounted the incident for -her efforts, the Murray (Ky.) Chamber
librarian Margaret Trevathan, who has of Commerce named her 'Person of the
enriched the Calloway County (Ky.) Year,' in 1975, the first .woman so
library with a priceless series of oral honored:"
0+0
history tape recordings on a variety of
Congratulations, Margaret. We can
social and cultural themes.
"'I was lucky to interview Chester think of no one more deserving of a
Martin,' she said, 'and not only for his write-up in Family Circle.
0+0
tnernoriea of Abel-pee-Marconi radio
It's a fact- the iciverrinient is trying
experlment. He diedahortly,after our
talk, but in recalling his parents and to -get private.lints to handle- more ofgrandparents, he gave us valuable • its service work like houselteeping,food
insight into conditions of 19th-century preparation,and computer services.
The reason is simple.
blacks.
People who are concerned about
was fascinated. I went home,
bought a recorder and began to visit making a profit operate more efficiently than government agenties.
a.
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Congratulations

The Murray -Ledger &'Times

20 Years Ago
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Dear Editor: '
The dictatorial approach of the served by the four policeman.
top, which was set together and
,
., The
Even though illness has kept down
federal government towards local bureaucrats have
simply issued a
HEARTLINE is a service for senior of any Social Security increases even
in
attendanc
e
at our last two meetings, exhibited at our March meeting.
government should give the average .decree, an arbitrary decision,
Thanks to our ladies faithfulness to the citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to though your initial benefits to which the
saying
we had good, profitable times together
citizen a clear understanding of the that 280 people must
be summoned to
as our programs followed the themes, cause, we also have a good start on our answer questions and solve problems- increase is added will continue to be
danger Of tyranny. As the federal court each month.
cabin" uil
If anything smacks
'fl be sold fast. If you have ,a question or a less than the age 65 benefit,
-Bey
ond Expectations" and "Using "1
bureaucracy becomes swollen in size of tyranny,that-requireme
ta help uu tlfurtherPi eur• Tem—
pr°Mein not answered in these
nt does. - 41EARTLINE: I have seen from'tirne
our Opportunities." •
and increasingly arrogant, the danger
City Attorney Denis Zolper noted, in
funds.
columns, write HEARTLINE, 114 E. to time your articles on stopping people
The
book
review on God's Angel of federal tyranny _becomes more criticizing
Our songs we sang-"Advance, Not -• Dayton St., West Alexandria,. Ohio from smoking in public
the requirement, that "at a
Annie Wittenmyer and review of
As I unominous.
--Hine-when people are Suspicious onirr Frances
Retreat" and "Save the Nation" do - -153111. Senior citizens will receive de,rstand, the _smoke from _other
E.
Willard's
great works in. :state well uur
_ An example-4 this-dictatorialinteettr___prompt_repues, butyou_mustinclude a people's cigarettes
goveriuntfit, the Cit7 of-loriesbortr
spied atiarectsathers very
S-teifeb-out in social service
proach can be seen in a case involvinga- should not
Public Library, schools and homes with - -stamped, self-addressed envelope. The badly. Can you give, me any
be makine traffic arrests by
for home protection. In February we
in- federal grant to the city of Jonesboro, quota." He termed
films and materials. Realizing the truth
the effect of the
most useful replies will be printed in formation on this? N.T.
met with Mrs. Velda Reynolds, and in
Arkansas. The federal 'Public Safety federal requireme
nt is to create a
ANSWER: Heartline is a big adMarch. with Mrs, Bra,die White. Both 'Too are what you read" and that this this column.
Adminietration r'approved a 06,600 -"boiiiitys
is reflected-in the character of the inystern."
HEARTUNE: -I am - a 33-year-oId vocata-Of non-smoking and has acladies
-Were gracious hostesses, who
grant to'pay the salaries of four Fortunately, Mayor Neil Stallings of
toOk part in the programs, as well as diVidnal and the influence in the home, widow. have been a widow for six cumulated-ginteieriew facts on how the
..policemen and to purchase a car. In the Jonesboro
has stood firm against the
we reach out.to help in every way we
years now, but am still working. Even smoker affects the non-smoker. For
serving delicious refreshments. For our
fine print of the federal contract,
federal quota system. He has asked the
can.
Mrs.
Gladys
though
I am working, khaVe plenty of thii free literature write to: Heartline
Jarrett
has
the
film
February
..project,
however, was a _proviso that, _e_gch
%tale .altorniay...geVerg'S aria for__a. _materials -and-patte we gave out. we purchased, introducing it- to- -41.1 time on my handsand ern very,lonely. I - Smoke, 114- E. Dayton
raa:for making a
St, West
policemen hired with the funds should legal opinion on whether the
Clubs and schools. We are giving out
city would
really enjoy writing. Do you know of
"sunshine and shadow" quilt top to sell
451111.-PIeraie enclOse
make 70 traffic arrests per month.
have to abide by a traffic citation quota
informative literature against alcohol
any pen pal clubs for people my age? a long,'self-addressed, stamped enfor funds to purchase Temperance
Understand what this mans: a set by
and all other drugs,and keeping alert to
the federal bureaucrats. He has
Mrs. R.S.
velope.
films
and
materials
for
in schools,
federal quota system for arrests by
said that if the answer is yes, he would
contact our representatives of county,
ANSWER: Yes, Heartline has found
churches,etc.
local law enforcement officers. It is a
advise City Council to return the $39,000
state and national level to fight evils
the answer for many lonely senior
Even though Mn. Rachel Vance
step towards a federal police'systern, to the federatgo
which
vernment.
destroy
our
citizens
homes.
-a pen pal club for people over
Won't
you
could
not
attend our meeting,she really
something a free society doesn't need. This isn't a small matter involving a
join us? For more information,call 492- 50. This club has thousands of memwent to work and solicited friends
I am come that they might have
Mind you, the federal bureaucrats
single community. It is typical of the
bers. For complete information write to
life, and that they might have it
around her to help, so that they alone, 8480 or 753-9582.
have no reason to believe that there will
way in which elements in the federal
Lorene Clayton
Heartline American 60 Club, 114 E.
more abundantly. John 10:10.
made more'than enough for our quilt
be 280 traffic offenders in the areas ' governme
nt strike at the civil liberties
Hazel, Ky.
Dayton St.; West Alexandria, Ohio
Jesus offers more than mere life;
of citizens. The Arkansas delegation in
45381. Please enclose a long, selfHe talk it the,abundant life! Have
Congress should insist that the head of
addressed,stamped envelope.
ypu experienced this life?
•
the Public Safety . Adminiafration be
HEARTLINE: I have not worked in
called before the appropriate comConstruction of the new bypass from
the last few years nor do I plan to go
Jnittee of Congress and apologize for
Highway 121 Mayfield Road to U. S.
back to work. I will be 62 soon and
IRMO Iffittpose-ir quolalyet-ef•Th:-...Hathway-72641_,Ijorth---was-- starter...
wonder if I--she,* take a reduced
—
o justice. The -name of the P,SA emyesterday.
By The Associated Press
benefit then or wait until I .ani 651ô
Dear Editor:
Henry Armstrong was selected as Today is Wednesday, April 6, the 96th . p oyee who drafted the language of the
receive
my full benefit. What should I
Congratulations to Larry England
Best Alt Around Senior and Carol and the
day of 1977. There are 269 days left in contract should be set forth in the
Calloway County High School do? F.K.
The Murray Ledger-& Times is
Congressional Record.-eongress has
Barrow and Glen Chaney as Most speech
the year.
ANSWER: No one but you can make
team on their state cham-published every grernifion except
the authority and the duty to take such
Outstanding Senior Girl and Boy by the pionship.
Today's highlight in history:
this decision. Since in your case ear„Sundays, July 4, Christmas Day.
Larry and his team have
faculty_,of Canoway County High worked
On this date in 1917, President action.
nings are not in issue, your financial
New Year's Day and Thanksgiving
hard for this and deserve this
•
Liberties don't disappear overnight.
School. ''''
by Murray Newspapers, Inc., 103 N.
Woodrow Wilson signed a declaration of
needs and your own life expectancy
community's admiration and respect
4th St. Murray,Ky.,42071.
Pvt..John L. Taylor completed a five for their
war between the United States and They are graduhlly eroded or stolen
would be things to consider: At age 62
accomplishment.
Second Class Postage Paid at
weeks aircraft maintenance course at
from the people by arrogant
Germany.
your benefit will be 20 per cent less than
Winning the competitive event is a
Murray, Ky. 42071.
the Army Aviation School, Fort great
bureaucrats. The only way to stop this
On this date:
your
benefit
at
age
65,
of
but course you
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In
achievement but the real ,acRucker, Ala.
-In 1777, Marquis de Lafayette's erosion or theft is for communities and
would be receiving benefits for the
areas served by carriers,-$2.50 per
complishment is that these students,
Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Jones announce for the
French volunteers arrived in America Congress to stand firm on every ocmonth, payable in advance. By mail
three years until you are age 65.
remainder of their lives, will be
the engagement and approaching able
in Calloway County and to Benton,
to assist in-_the_ revolution against casion and to direct public and media
If you wait until age 65 to receive the
to stand and express themselves to
Hardin, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmarriage of their daughter, Gwendolyn the rest
attention to the threats.
-trftalh.
full benefit, it takes about 12 years to
.
of us. A democracysan not
mington. Ky., and Paris, Buchanan
Ann, to Phillip Owen Barber, son of function
Danger exists that a free people will
-In.1830, the first Mormon church
regain
the
three years of reduced'
unless its citizens can do this
and Puryear, Tenn.,$17.50 per year.
Mrs.
Owen
sell
Barber
its
rights
and the late Mr. and the more of
for a federal grant or
was organized by Joseph Smith at
benefits you could have received. In
them that can and the
By mail to other destinations,$32.50
Barber.
program, for a handout or -Jspecial
-Fayette, N.Y.
other words, you would be about 77
per year.
more competent they are,the better the
"James Parker out early this mor- democrac
-In 1841, Vice President John Tyler project-all with strings attached.
Member of Associated Press, Kenyears old before you were ahead in total
y.
ning planting and digging in the big
tucky
Press Association and
In the first instance,it is.poor poliCy
was sworn in as the 10th American
benefits
received.
Sincerely,
Southern Newspaper Publishers
planter in front of his Ford place," from
president after the death of President for communities to turn to the federal
Also, under present law, after-you_ „Associati
Max W.Parker
on.
the column, "Se---e-h, & Heard Around
government for funding of what are
William Harrison.
reach age 65 you receive the full benefit
CCHS Class of '61
Murray" by James C. Williams.
-In 1909, the American explorer, truly local government functions. If
'federal funds are accepted, however,
Robert Peary,reached the North Pole.
-In 1955, Sir 'Anthony Eden suc• federal . contracts should be carefully
Let's Stay Well _
ceeded Sir Winston Churchill as British scrutinized to detect such outrageous
requirements as were,contained in the
prime minister.
The Murray Training School Chapter
Jonetboro police assistance contract.
-In 1970, a four-story townhouse in
of the Future Farmers of America took
If local authorities aren't vigilantand
New York's Greenwich Village was
top honors at „the Purchase District
demolished by an explosion. Police said firm in their principles, - they will
FFA Day held * Murray State College.
young militants had been using the discover that they have' yielded
Chapters at Lynn Grove; Almo, Hazel,
precious liberties to Big Brother
building as absinth factory.
and Kirksey also won honors at the
'• government.
Ten years -ago: Eleven-year-old
. district meeting.
By F J L Blasingarne744.D
Kenneth Young of Beverly Hills, Calif.,
A total of $43,945 was received for
was released by kidnapers after
Q. Mr T}4. writm that he is
sixty-nine prized Aberdeen-Angus
you used the . sweetener off and
alarmed as a mutt of the recent sweetener has 'caused
payment of $250,000 ransom.
an extended period of time. on. Interntittent, rather than
cattle in the second reproduction sale
announcem
widespread concern and has
ent that saccharin
Bladder cancer developed in regular use hns. been considered
• Five years ago: Egypt broke ties with
helciat the Doran Angus Farm'here.
will shortly be removed from the had some adverse effects on cersome of the rats who were not safer by the medical profession
Jordan because of King Hu:ssein's
Deaths reported include Mrs. Clay
market because it may produce tain businesses
given the sweetener, but the inci- to lessen any potential ill effects.
proposal fora new Palestinian state.
Denham,age 58.
cancer. He has been using this
The FDA decision was based
dence of cancer was greater Your past exposure should not
One year age: Secretary of State
Births reported include a girt,
artificial sweetener off and on on the so-called Delaney amendamong rats fed saccharin.
cause you concern so far as
Henry A. Kissinger said he feared
foeyears to help him manage his ment passed some years age by
Christine Elizabeth, to Mr. and Mrs.
Keepin mind that the came of c reasitig yew- elsences inmild,tendency toward diabetes, Congress, This law requires that
NATO would be wrecked if Communist
cancer is unknown. Even though developing a bladder cancer. of
Bobby Thurman McCuiston on March
which regular sugar might ag- any substance that causes
saccharin hat beet Widely used
governments were elected in Western
Diabetics and calorie
There is no valid excuse for anybody
gravate.
cancer and is regulated by the
for °vet SO Years, no single case watchers will be affected adEurope.
Mrs.
Jack
Frost
of
Murray
will be
to alibi wrongdoing on the basis- of
He
FDA
is
particularly
of
cannot
hianan
concerned
be
cancer
marketed
has been at- versly by the ban on saccharin. le
No
Today's birthday: Broadcaster
featured on the program for the annual
about the danger of his develop- discretion is alli5wed under this
tributed to the siae of„saccharin. is the only artificial sweetner
ignorance of the,law. Even fools know
Lowell Thomas is 85.
meeting
the
of
Methodist
ing
a
legislation
bladder
cancer as a result
Its effect on rats may or maynot availitie in the United States toenforcement is MenMemphis
Thoughtfortoday: "There's only one that there is a law agitittst everything,
Conference of the Woman's Society. Of
d
of* his past use of saccharin.
have any relationship r to any day. The Delaney legislation is
especially
and
strict
when
the
Offense
is
success: to be ableto-spegdyour life in
A. The action of the Food and.
The.animal mcperitients on
dangers of cancer formation in an rigid that "It does not permit
Christian Service to be held Anri114-11 at
charged against an act that is atDrug Adminitration (FDA) which the FDA action was based
humans, especially in
• 7.your own way."-Christopher Morley,
St. Luke's Methodist (lurch at
a limited marlteting of a
tractice andatherwise desirable.
affecting the future'Marketing of were done on rats, who were led,..- amounts uSed.as askieetener.
American writer,10-1957.
banned product, Nen though
- --Memphis-,Tn.
saccharin as an artificial large amoursts of saccharin over
I. note that '•you mention that -millions may want or need it.
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gas' Jack Palencia narrates this
docurrentarer o1. life along the
mighty Vaiga River in the heart
3:30/2:30 p.m.z-CAREER EDUof Russia.
CATION
8:00/7:00
WASHINGTON
4:00/3:00 SESAME STREET
WEEK IN REVIEW..
500/4:00 MISTER ROGERS
8:30/7:30
WALL
STREET
NEIGHBORHOOD WEEK
5:30/4:30 ELECTRIC CON.
9:00/8:00 KRUSHCHEV REPANY
MEMBERS A rernarkaPle corn_ 6:00/5:00120M f_ceptiencs0
-- brnatton of him andthe netiOn8:3.0/630 ONCE UPON A
al
best seller create a living his.•
itt• or
aunttory of Krushchev.
leroy- Our young hero, living
10:00/9:00 DOCUMENTARY
with his widowed mother, hears
SHOWCASE: WOMAN ALIVE
incredible news that 'change/
"Job Discrimination:
their lives. ICaPtiontld)
Doing
Something About It?" First in
7:00/8:00 NATIONAL GEOfivevart
series
on
GRAPHIC SPECIAL -Treasurb" contempoLary woman,
The story of diyir'Mat Fisher's
11:30/10:30
MOtill'Y
quest for the sunken treasure
PYTHON'S FLYING CIRCUS Ship Atocha.
8:00/7:00 THE PALLISERS
SATURDAY, APRIL 7
The, mystery of jhe EUSti•CO
diamonds is compounded by ,. kastern/Cantral Time
800/7:00
a.m.
SESAME
anothe'r robbery,
STREET
.9:30/8:30 MARGOT FON9:00/8:00_ .ONCE_ UPON
TEY14 Biography-qt- woad-reCLASSIC "Little Lord Faun
nowned prima ballerina Dame
Margot Fonteyn.(R. from Sun.)
90/8:30
CEO SERIES
10:30/9:30 FIREBIRD- An ax"Grammar IV: Pronouns"
'captions) performance
this
1000/11:00 GED SERIES
fairy-tale is set to music by.Stra•_
Wools...end verformed - by -the-. - "Grammar V: Verbs"
10:30/93Q, TEACHING' ELEDanish Radio Symphony OrMENTARY
SCHOOL
SCIENCE
-theatre.(R. from Sun.)
11:00/10:00
IT'S EVERY11:30/10:30
NIONTY
PYBODY'S
BUSINESS
THON'S FLYING CIRCUS
11:30/10:30 CAREER EDUCA8
TION
FRIDAY,
APRIL
:04,1T'S EVERY12:00/11
gaararn/Cantral Time
BUSINESS
BODY'S
3:30/2:30 p.m. SONG BAG/
FOR
CHUST
12:30/11:30
MAGIC PAGES
FANCY
4:00/3:00 SESAME STREET
•
1:00/12:00 NEW SHAPES:
5:00/4:00 • MISTER ROGERS
EDUCATION
NEIGHBORHOOD '
1:30/12:30 PBS MOVIE THEA5:30/4:30 ELECTRIC COMTER "La Strada" Anthony
PANY
Quinn and Richard Basehatt star
6:00/5:00 ZOOM
in Fellini's Academi Award,
8:30/5:30 FARM MARKETwhating Alm -abovt-en- itinerant-PLACE "Using Futures in
circus strongman and hit men7:00/6:00 NATIONAL GEO- • tally retarded mistress.
31012:30 - CINEMA -SHOWGRAPHIC-SPECIAL "The
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10:00/9:00 ONEDIN LINE

CASE
.
4:00/3:00 &LACK PERFECTIVE ON TH NEWS
4:30/3:30 &LACK GOSPEL
5:00/4:00. NOVA "The Wolf
Equation" All earnination of
the delicate predator-prey, balance in the flifilderness and of
Alaska's plap go kill large numbers of wolves. (Captioned) 03,
iron; Wed-)
6:00/5:00 THE WAY IT WAS
"Louis vs, Walcott Fights"
6:30/5:30
SECRETARIAT:
BIG RED'S LAST RACE An
- account of the last rein of what
has boon acclaimed by many as
"the horse of the century."
7:00/6:00 NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SPECIAL "Voyage
of the, Hokule'a" The 3,000
mile voyage of a 'huge doublehulled canoe fr9rn Hawaii to
re-enacting a feat of ancient Polynesia.
8:30/7:30 COUSTEAU: OASIS
IN SPACE "Population Time
Bomb"
-,
9:00/8:00 I AM A _WOMAN V 1•-veca Lindfors presents her onewoman show on the many and
varied complications of woman.
10:00/9:00
SOUNDSTAGE
,"The Charlie Daniels Band with
Leo Kottke"
11:30(10:30
MONTY , PYTHON'S FLYING CIRCUS

MONDAY,

11
APRIL
Eastern/Central Tian
3:30/2:30 p.m. GED SERIES
"Math VI Percents and Inter'ese!
4:00/180 ''SESAME STREET,
5:00/4:00 MIS7ER ROGERS
NEIGHOORHOOD
5:30/4:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
6:00/5:00 ZOOM'
6:30/5:30 LILIAS, YOGA„ &
YOU
7:00/6:00 FIRING LINE
8:00/7:00 SIX AMERICAN
FAMILIES "The Greifriberg
Family of Mill Valley, California"
9:00/8:00 COMMONWEALTH
CALL-IN "Kentucky's. kfar9YConservation Plan",
10:00/9:00 CONSUMER SURVIVAL KIT
10:30/9:30 BODK BEAT
tUESDAY,

APRIL

12

Eastern/Centre Time
3:30/2:30 p.m. TEACHING
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL $C1.
ENCE
4:00/3:00 SESAME STREET
5:00/4:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
-•
5:30/CSCI ELECTRIC COMPANY
• 8100/5:00 ZOOM
SUNDAY,' APRIL
10 6:30M:30 STUDIO SEE
Eastern/Central Time
7:00/6:00 GED SERIES -"Grammer VI Modifiers"
2:00/1:00
CLASSIC
p.m.
7:30/6:30 THE CAPTIONED
THEATRE PREVIEW "The
FRENCH CHEF
-Wild Duck" by Henrik Ibsen' -.
8:00/7:00
THE AMERICAN
2:30/1:30 CLASSIC
SHORT
''The
Displaced
STORY
TRE: THE HUMANITIES IN
person" by Flannery O'Connor
DRAMA "The Wild Duck" Den9:00/8:00 NIRRK RUSSELL
holm Elliott stars as a dreamer
COMEDY SPECIAL
who is forced to know the ugly
10:00/9:00 PBS MOVIE THEAtruth about himself and his famTER ITALIAN FtLM FESTI:ily in lbsen's great comedyVAL "La, Strada" Anthony
Quinn and Richard Basehart star
4:30/3:30 BLACK JOURNAL
in Frederico_ Feliina Academy
"Does Busing Work"
5:00/4:00 I. -AM A WOMAN - Award winning film.
(R. from Sat)
- - - ESDAY; APRIL -42
6.00/5:00 KHRUSHCHEV REEastern/Central Time
MEMBERS A remarkable com3:30/2:30 p.m. GED SERIES
bination of film about the na"Math VII Graphs"
tional best-seller create a living
4:00/3:00 'SESAME STREET
history of Khrushchev.(R. from
5:00/4:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
7:00/6;00, FIRST_ MOIST OF
5:30/4:30 ELECTRIC COM.PVGMALION A Canadian docuPANY mentary • drama on the behind6:00/5:00 k0014/1
the-sceriiii evens leading up to
6:30/5:30 LILIAS, YOGA &
.the production of George Bar.
nard Shaw's famous play. IR. • YOU.
frOerfWeaS "'""
8:00/7:00 PREVIN AND THE - rrua'' (Last show in series)
KENTUCKY
7:30/6:30
MAGAStern"
PITTSBURGH "Isaae
Violinist -Stern joins'Andre Pre, 4iNE "Nimrod Woikman" An Acipalshop portrait. of a retired
yin end cellist Michael Grebanier
coal miner who writes tongs and
for an intimate program of
performs traditional Appalachian
chamber music,
9:00/8:00
MASTERPIECE
ballads•
8:00/7:00 NOVA "Dawn of the
THEATRE:UPSTAIRS,DOWNSolar Age" As fossil fuels dis.STAIRS Georgina's renewed
appear the sun might become
auggiation_witri a group of irre•
"•-• our-rifet. great-energy resource.
sponsible ybung socialites leads
9:00/8:00 GREAT PERFORto a tragic accident and a family
MANCES: DANCE IN Al
CA -Twyla Tharp and Dancers--
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4-0Z. BRACH
CHOCOLATE COVERED

/

71Fr

MARSHMALLOW
EGGS
Tender,- tasty marshmallbw eggs covered
with pure milk chocolate.

SMITH
13/
1
2"

milk CHOCOLATE .ffnaNivrkuakir lapostee

EASTER BASKET
WITH CANDY & TOY
Delight your cfiildren
Easter morning with a
big basket filled with
delicious .candies a,nd a
toy.

DALT

BUNNYLAND EXPRESS
WITH
FOIL WRAPPED EGGS

12-0Z. AGREE

CREME RINSE
.ASSORTMENT

,
Luscious toil wrapped 4ggs i

--

attractively

designed window. box.

Mint
or Req.

_

7-0Z.CREST
FAMILY SIZE

:

cor

OUR REG, 93C

TOOTHPASTE
32-0Z.
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www

E78-14

2 lor 565

F78-14 or 15

2 for $73

$2.42 or $2.52

G78-14 or 15

2 fOr S74

" 0.58 Or$2.65

H78-15

2 for

See

$2.88

L78-15

2 tcr $95

$3.12

2a59

FouFofakind

Arki
°,, Card

SUPER BUY ON POLYESTER
`Pcsivar Sorsak'Skas-Ply fires

OUR
PRICE

Meer 1.
eel eld
tkes

A75-13 blackwell
phis $1.73 F.g.T. per tire
old line
Other elves and
waitewalle at tow
prices tool

-

410,0 02 20 ffiril
EMI forS 97 60 OrTEM
IMMO s for$110 00

FR 78-14
FR78-15

'Custom Tread'

OMEN lioisl1c-0
fOf S112 eo IFSM

11=11

ICEnta x ref WI 70 OMR

GOOD)01VEAR

rs

'Randy Cartwright, My.

•

S.. Yea., Independent

Deafer For MI PrICIP, Prices As

gh01.11

OUR
REG. 2.97

Whitewall OUR
Size
PR IC

Radiab with two
full-width steel
cord belts

MGM
HR78-15
JR78-15
L.R78-15

RAIN CHECK - If we sell-set of your sire we wilt issue you a rain cried. asSon.g future delivery at the advertised

50

264

nowt Best Saw

1977 IrrEffrilT.T5- $205
NEW CAR RADIALS ECEM3 554 00 rise

17011:011

ii
n,
r-

BATH OIL

-POLYGIAV
HITEWALLS
Goody's

OUR REG. 2.99

8-0Z.
ALPHA KERI

'Custom
Power Cushion

MSYOUR DEAL!

LS

OUR
"
REC. 93

A78- t 3 whitewett plus-SI 73 FE T
per ire and'Old tires

Blackwell* $5 lees per pair
Other sizes law -pdced_too

AMERICA S NO 1 TONIC

ANTISEPTIC

IR OFFER

OUR
PRICE

ye
it

at

6/
1
2-0Z.
KER I

$2.85

S58 DO
559 00
S61 OD
564 00
569 00
573 00

Stores and organiies
hundreds of items,.
18 DRA-1/4ER . .‘. 6.88

rEin
$290
$3.11

LOTION
77

$344

11

posit.

JustSoy"Charge Ill"
• Goodyear Revolving Charge • Our Own Customer Credit Plan • Master Charge • BankAmericard • American Express 1.4170ey Card
• Carte Blanche • Diners Club

AT Goodyear Service StOnle fin All CeemwoMtwi Served gy TNt, Newoapor

MENS

KNIT SHIRTS
97

01.Jc),
pr- r; '

4 Player
•!Orklitrimirb

Deluxe

No-Hassks Auto Service Values
RRoo/
Flush

Straight %.4-47-1--..•

8,
1 _•

LS
It
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Front-End Angnment

Up te 5 Os,
of major brand
10,30 grade 011

• Complete chassis lubrication and
Oil Chimes • Helps *hours long wearing parts and smooth. Quiet performance • Pfau* phone for appointment • Ifsaludall 118.
1 7 Infeks
Irse mu Free Illattlery Puree Check

✓ e
ad n It'
•r

_

4.99
Value

Sale

$444

MENS POCKET

TEE SHIRT

hl
House

t
Luise a On Change

$488

es,1.71-

U.S. made ears $1188 parts extra If needed
Excised,' front-writest drive cars
• complete analysis and siignin•nt
correction - to increase tire Mileage
and improve st••r,ng • PrecistOn

equipment. used by experienced
chae,cs. Pleat ensure a precision
11119f1ITNIIII

$299.

Winter Tire Change-Oyer

88

Welchode

Fruit Drink

Remove Of dismount two waiter Ores
IndliMS Rotate and imitall or remount
your raguter.kres. Check ati tires for
damage, wirer. arrect inflation oressur•

Regular
25'

*

Cool 1'00'0 cofloti kntt
tee-shirt with. set-in
collarette.. Assortec
colors. Small, inediut-erct.e -and± exita

4/88'

1 ar

GOODYEAR SERVICE STORES
Store News: 7:30 A.M. until 400 P.M. Deily • Opsa Miley into $:00 p.m.
Mgr;R. Cartwright
721S. 12th St.

. _Murray,Ky.
753-0595

Handsome shirts,leature top -center ; 4"
\Ineckband c011ari and
j square bottom. 80'
poly.ester, • 20% ny-ion in assorted patterns, Small tci laroe.

•

Badminton Set

and
han
• red
ion
• s,
not
inof

Ammo.

r•w•''''Iwelfic'" •
Prices Good Threagh

INKPI 22
WKSO 29

My.T. x•vitigi•
315 W.Broadway
Mayfield, Ky.
247-3711

Mgr. I. Witte
600 Jefferson
Paducah, Ky.
442-5464

Mgr. I. Davis
100 S. Stateline
Fulton, Ky.
472-1000

..,:tr,, Bel-Air Shopping Center
..- 2

"

Equal Opportunity Employer
9-11 Mon.-Set.
I*Sun.
Limit Rights Reserved Acres of Free Parking
•

Melt.,
Charge

753-8777

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)- to maintain their rating under
It was the turn of the the ISO schedule," he said.
Amyx suggested the state
Insurance -Services Office
( ISO) today`to'answer critics should be pioneering in
of how it rates Kentucky cities development of a new rating
forfire insurance premiums. system that would consider Several cities 'opened a factors such as technology and
public' beariaritegiay with
The Municipal League
proposals that the state
change the method of ratings representative said he knew of
at least three cities which
•"fortftre protection.
They complained that ISO is indicated a reluctance to send
a handmaiden of the in- representatives to testify for
- - .fear of ISO reprisals.
surance cotnpanies.
On the other side was praise
-The ISO is dictatorial and
demanding," Said .Ben for the rating organization.
Ferguson, public safety ,Earliteppetto,Fort Thomas..
commissioner of the City of -fire chief, said his community
has a good retationship with,
Paiis.-"It'SaYs you do
- ,
. ,
so or 'we'll-jack up your ISO."T-hose 'Who complain
rating."
Roger"Bellew, a trustee of haven'tidtine what they should
id,-Without ISO fire
, the W.urtiand Fire District,
said the citrient system departments- in ----Ke- nTtfely
providei little incentive for • violild rinl be as good-as they
community to improve. .
are."
And Rep. Hank Hancock,
improve.'
"The ISO seldom mentions chairman of,,a subcommittee , how you can improve your on facilities and services of
rating; only What it takes to • the Interim Committee on
maintain the present rating," Cities, said a number Of cities
have indicated by mail they
he said.
Dean Hunt, chief ad- ;are satisfied with the status
ministrative officer for quo.
Hancock said such letters
Lexington-Fayette Urban
County Government, called • have come from Ashland,
the ISO grading system ob- Covington, Owensboro,:
.
Madisonville, Elizabethtown
solete.
He said few changes have and Louisville. He said letters
been made,since the process from Mayfield -and Danville ,
_
was developed sfiortly after 'halm urged revisions.
MCGuffey said he per1900 and that ratings
sometimes are arbitrary and sonally reviews all ISO
recommendations to upgrade
subjective.
- - "There is little evidence .or downgrade a city on'fire _
that the rating, schedule is insurance rates.
based on, actual per- -- He said if a downgrade is
-formance," Hunter said. "It recommended he notifies the
should be based on sound city and gives it 90 dafrito
acTuartal sILIthellitErthe-reSt inakeimprovernents
The commissioner said onty
of the insurance industry."
Mike Amyx, director of the one city has been downgraded
Kentucky. Municipal League, in the past few years because
said that under the . current it had a financial crisis at. the
system cities are unable to time. He said the unnamed
lake advantage of modern city had its prior rating
technology by Spending more rest° d.
McGuffey said cities also
money • on fire protection and
are allowed to appeal ISO
• facilities.
"They must - spend -the recommendations to him.
money on Men and equipment

Sunflower

Corn Meal
lif

Peanut Butter

ROUND ST

by Laurence M. Mursh, M.D.
Consultant, National Dairy Council

NUTRITION A LA CARTE
• In too many families breakfast
is a do-it-yourself project. Surveys say in one out of six families
mother is just getting up when
the first family member begins to
eat breakfast. But weekends are
better Then 40 percent of wives
and mothers serve the kind of
breakfast they think their families should have.
,
• Older men and women average
More Than 30 percent below the
recommended amounts of
calcium they need. They Would
drink more milk or eat its
equivalent in otherydairy foods.
One of the most prevalent
diseases for older people is
Osteoporosis, which causes bones
lb deteriorate. -More caleium
may offset this.
• We_jise energy when. we.
breathe, when the heart pumps
blood, when we move or walk..The more vigorous the exercise,
the more energy is used from
food. If you eat more food than

For Information
Regarding

Electrolysis
(Permanent
Removal of Hair)

Call 753-8856

you need tor exercise and normal
metabolic processes you'll store
the excess, calories in your body
as fat.
•'Breads and cereals are essentiaLin good nutrition. They are included in one of the four food
goups -the grain group. You
should get four or more servings
of enriched or whole grain bre,eds
and cereals each day. These
foods are even more useful when •
'cornbiggcl with animal rotein,
for example: cernflake
milk, a cheese sandwich, 'or
spaghetti with meat balls.
• Eggs are an excellentoeurce of
high-quality protein, iron, and.
vitamin A. One egg provides
about as much protein as one
ounce of lean meat, poultry, fish
or cheese. Eggs are-a delight -at
-freakiest in various forms, and
they go well hardcooked and
%heed in salads. And they add important nourishment to many
recioes
• A 25-year experiment at
Michigan State University disproves the basic assumption of
' the so-called organic nutritionists -that organically grown
foods are more nutritious. Re'search shows there simply are
• no nutritional differences between foods grown in soils treated with animal or synthetic
fertilizers.

Armour Veribest
Family Pack

PORK STEAK

If the sun stopped shining, it
would take the atmosphere
about two weeks to lose its heat
supply. The oceans would take
about 5,000 years to lose their
• heat.

Councilman
To The Citizens of Murray:
I want to take this opportunity to announce that I am
a candidate for City Councilman of Murray Ward A.
I am 52 years of age, born and reared in Calloway Co.
I now reside at 916 No. 18th St. and have for the past 20
years. I have been employed at Boone Laundry &
Cleaners since 1966.
I am married to the former Pauline Thompson'and
we have 2,sons, Ray of Rantoul, ill, and Gene (Art) of
this county.
I am a member of the 7th & Popular Church of
(Inst.
My duty and obligation will be to serve Murray and
every citizen in Murray to the best of my knowledge
and ability in a fair and Christian manner.
Your vote and influence will beslowly appreciated.
Ames MN
Paid for by the rand:date_

COUPON

COUPON

COUPON

Limit 1 Per Family

Limit 1 Per Family

Limit's'? Per Family

Glad.

Lux

Bar Soap

Spin Blend

Trash Bags

Liquid

Dove

Salad
Dressing )! Food Cake

io ct
•
--

Expires 4-12-77
Good Only Al Storey's
_

Box 9-94

Expires 4-12-77
Good Ooly Al Storey's

Wisk

4

32oz Bob.99

Expires 4-12-77
Good Osly Al Sloroi's
,-.-seemewasww.P.'"

22 oz Bot

594

Expires 4-12-77
Good Oily AI Sienn's

8
sa
i zteh

COUPON

COUPON 09584200 COUPON 095842%
Limit 1 Per Family
- -Betty Crocker •
Li
*Snack.
White Angel

Limit Per Family:

3/794.

Expires 4-12-77
Good Oaly Al Storey's .
*Valitlak
,

of 884 ,

Expires 4-12-77
Good Only At Uorefs
r

16 oz BoxU7
Expires 4-12-77
Good Only Al Stmefi

Bugles

P

2
lox
Q
Expires 4-12-77
Good Ooly Al Sforrt

_dr

wmakers Take
Developer Seriously

's Means timer
Gold Medal .

Flour

Every Day
Low ShelfPrices

Kroft

Mayonaisse

$119

co

I

Eagle Brand
Milk

Bounty •

14-oz

SUGAR

Richtex

Shortening

3(b

Towels

Godchaux

67c

Chormin
S•

,
Miracle Whir

$119

Highland Meadow

S Lb.
Bag

Towels Salt
Scot Lad

"ICC
7L-A•Roli I J

QQC

Pure Vegetable

Crisco

Limit 1 Per Customer With 7.50 Add.
Pur. Excluding Tobacco & Dairy Products.

$149

31b

instant

10 oz

I

'4"-

Frozen

10°Lb.

Every-Day Low ShelfPrices

Whole
18 lb. to
22 lb. Avg.

Parkay 1/b

A2e
9 oz VW

62c

Stick

Margarine

Gt Size

HAM

Tide

Lb.

4901

18
.
I

Scot Lad Powdereit

- Sugar

Betty Crocker
I 4 oz

Duncan Hines

Angel Food -

18 oz

. .
Air Freshener

-

fhi4

Glade

7 az

70'
85c

Catsup.
Sweetener

58C

c
Bathl9

Hominy

15 oz

Van Camp

Beanie- Weenie

8 oz

Jell-O

10'
33C

3 oz

22'

Unsweetened

Kool-Aid

BACON

7 oz

58(

state
dlii u.-)i(s)
Tea
w hxu.ms rtr3Bit
drillfor gas,sald,a natural gas
field in Grayson and
edmiinstin- count4s- has
reserves 'if-at least 241 -Nihon
cubic feet.
But
state
minerals
spokesmen and PSC engineers
hav,e expressed skepticism
over that estimate.
State Energy Commissioner
- Damon Harrison said the
reports on the Shrewsbury
field reserve range as low as 5
billion cubic feet, which would
be t.he size of an average field.
The biggest gas field
recognized by state officials is
near Muhlenberg county and

Gelatin

Frosty Morn
Herritage

81'

oriv

.

moved

:

30°Lb.

qt

Sugar Twin Artificial

Bush
•

30'

Scot Lod

Jergen.s

Bar Soap

e Comparison

1 lb
_

Snackin' Cake

•

Cool Whip

• FRANKFORT,
AP --A vision of Kentucky as a state has a reserve ibf 60 billion
.practically floating onnatural cubic feet.
gas- has been presented to a
Hug4:`
114
"
111411
'
lax"
'
,. legislative committee by a conducted the - geological.
survey
for
.
Langford.
western Kentucky developer.
.
-It is • imperative that the
DeWitt Langford made the
development
of ...the
-claim Tuesday, adding that
this state Could guarantee new Shrewsbury gas field 4hould.
industry ill the supply it will be undertaken (and) in a
systematic and professional "
ever.need.
The lawmakers appeared to• manner with geological and
engineering supervision," he
"take him seriously. .'
Seriously enough -to invite said in a report -given to the several state officials and lawmakers.; •
lAngford, who has offices at
utility firin. ....testify -about •
Langford's contention that he Bowling Green and - Owenand W. G. Hugly, his con- . sboro, said in his summary for
sultant, have been vainly the committee that he
-trying to get cooperation from disagrees with Harrison's
Large state utilities (o_ provide lower estimate of the field's size. pipelines to carry the gas Freon Shrewsbury
He also mud alai a state,
the vast untapped reserves.
minerals
Oficial - • bad •
-this be true7welmight'
13 commented. that "if there ;as
go into it further," said Rep.
natural gas in that
Norbert Blorne,.13+outs‘144.P. that much
„poi-bp:wit.%
field,
". . IT in fact a supply,pfsas_
would be fighting to buy it."
was available Ito Louisville
The truth is, Langford
Gas di Electric Co: two years
responded, that "they fight to
ago) and they reased it."
take it. They know more about
Langford and Hugly said
the Shrewsbury gas field than
they made an attractive offer *
.they are LettingJan:,
to LG&E to obtain a pipeline
He implied the pipeline
for their natural gas; but that
companies are nierely-wititing •
• for unexplained reasons the
Tor the small operators-to
proposition fell through.
extract the gas. after which
The committee plans to call
they would try to corner the
representatives of the state
market in supplies and prices,
energy office and Mines and
'Minerals Department plus
LG&E, Columbia Gas CO. and
MAILING OF ,
. the • state Public. Service
THE GREEN
Conunission.
KANSAS CITY, MO. ( AP).
Leonard Smith, head of the
Americans pay more heed to
state AFL-CIO, arranged for St. Patrick's Day than all other
Langford and Hugly to state peoples"of the world, including
their case before the corn- the Irish. Some 11 million
mittee,and said afterwards it. green-tinted cards will
proves ."the. phony gas through the U.S; hiakis to
shortage in this state.' - •."' memorate this March 17, esti- •
"Kentucky is wealthy
w
in gas mates Halhnark reseatcher
- Sally Hopkinkinore titan Ihree,-and oil, but
the- big fellows
tunes the population of Ireland,
.discouraged
have
the
which has three mtvllion. Ur- •
• , depenatoi Operators," Smith babitauts.
Said.
be
tintoe of th cards W.pat.
Members of .the Interim sent
St.
post. offices
_Committee. on Labor and rick, Mo., Ireland, Tex., or ErnIndustry expressed keen in- erald, Wis., for canceling and
lerest in the • .claim by forwarding. Other favorite St.
afigford and Hugly, asking Patrick's „mailing spots are
_Erin Ala Killarney, W. Va.,
many questioni.
Green City,'Mo., and-any of the
The committee has stepped
ifen
or:
— int -the issue because- ublins in Arkansas, Calx
Kenthousands of Kentuckians tueky, Maryland,
Maryland,--Michigan,
.
were laid ',11- du-ring the past Mississippi, North Carolina,
- -winter at the height. of the -- Ohio, Pennsylvania, Texas add
-bitten cold and-resultant ga
.
.st it irtages anttcutbacks.

Pkg

11

Campbell's

Tomato Soup
Lemon
Lorna o' de

10 oz

Mc

qt

46c

Bill Bailey
for

Jailer
Your Vote Apprectoted
May
Dernotrorrc
24
Pr,mory
Sa,1 for

the. din,11,1,dtr

-Lime

Lb.

Drink
s
Vanilla Wafer's

'1r -•—•
1•7.".E.'

S:a.A.

46 oz

46`

I lb

69c

Dad

Choice Boneless

Rogpd Steak

SALE OF DIAMOND
SOLITAIRES!

H C

Si 29
lb.

..*i-&..'-.

1

-I

,

-

Boneless Boston Butt •

9

/

'
89

Pork Roast

lb.

'

'

Family Pock

9'

Fryer Quarters

b 43
4

ith These Coupons
0958420C
er Family

ack

gles ,

48`

COUPON

COUPON

Betty Crocker

General Mills

09584200 I
09584200
Limit 1 Per Fami4y... Limit 1 Per Family

% CT.

994.

1 CT.

$199 $399- $999

This
Week
——

Other Sze Solitaires Also On Sale
Charge Id 4 Ways To Pay

Potato Buds Lucky Charms

28 oz Box
es 4-12 77 Expires 4-12-77
bad Oaly Al %refs
Ii At Steffy S

'A CT.

Moore,*'
Lolorgoo To Show Doioirs
14 oz. Box 78
Expires 4-12-77
Goad OuffIt Siszf's

Last Week's
Winner:

urn
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-
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Greg Tooley Accepting
His Success In Stritrle

Smooth Faced
Cardinals To
Open Thursday

(MURRAY LEDGER &TIMES)

PITTSBURGH (AP) — The
St. Louis.Cardinals open their
baseball season here minus
from Evansville,Indiana, was just prior to the '16season put
By TONY- W ILSON
He wis moved- to the outbeards, 'moustaches and
Publicity
sidelined his first season at 'him out of action again.
'MSU Sports
_ field this season bid-is having
manager
forTher
Red
Despite.leading the team in Murray. with a leg injury.
"About twO days before the no major problems.
Schoendienst, but changes in
batting average, doubles, and : "My leg Nut me a little the season slatted, I fell going up
"I used to get down when I'd
the Pittsurgh Pirates art far
home'runs, leftfielder Greg summer before I came down the steps in my dormitory and make an infield- error. You
more drastic.
Toolty takes his success as here, and one day in practice broke two fingers in my left don't get as many chances to
Six months ago Danny
much in stride as he did his .it just locied up on me and I hand. It was really frustrating handle the ball in the outfield,
Murtaugh retired as Pirate
injuries the last two years at was out for the-season."
for me."
so in that sense[guess playing
manager and two months
But the worst was yet to
Murray State.
But there's no doubt that that position- (leftfield) helps
later he died. His jersey No.40
The sophomer slugger come. Another injury, this one Tooley is healthy this season. my hitting."
will be retired before ThurThe North High School
Tooley favors,hitting in the
sday's game.
graduate is hitting at a .403 3rd or 5th spot in the batting
AUGUSTA,Ga.(AP)— Pro shoot at the pin and when not time winners.
Successor Chuck Tanner did
clip, and he has-seven doubles order;because he feels one golf's. "establishment" ex- to."
more hand-clapping and rahThey'll
all
be
keeping
an
eye
and six home runs.
gets better pitche.srto
Lietzke is listening to all of on Nicklaus,of course, but the raising in two weeks of spring
pects to put the tour's young
flis Murray team is off to a
see a lot more curve balls lions in their, place at the this, but he's not ready to fold
field of 77 contains plenty of training than Murtaugh did in
spectacular start, having won than I used to, which I don't hit
Masters. But one of those quite yet.
two decades.
other potential winners.
20 of 24 games. But he's used as well. But I really don't upstarts, Bruce Lietzke,
Tanner's. Pirates, billed as.
Ten of the top 14 money;
to such sucCess. He started at think anyone can hit curves as doesn't think the
tradition or winners this year are in their
Hale Irwin,-Hubert Green, "Lumber'and Lightning" in a
third base on the 1974 Rock- well as fastballs."
treachery of .. the Augusta .20s. Dann _Edwards, Tom Ben Crenshaw and Al billboard campaign, accent
Port American- Legion learn .Tooley's coach at Evan- National
Golf Course will Purtzer, Gary Koek- Andy Geiberge.r art _Either top speed and- dekro.e. -Tannerthat finished fourth in the sville North was former
knock him out of contention.
Bean and Lietzke are all first- American . Challengers. himself demonstrated sliding
nation. He belted 15 home runs Murray State star Micky
The theme of this 41st
in training camp.
during that season.
Martin, who played for the - Masters, which
gets under
Murtaugh slid only into his
Earlier this year, Tooley Thoroughbreds in the 1960's.
rocking chair. His jaws did
way Thursday, is the rivalry
went six for seven during a Four other Evansville players
betweeen the tour-teste4
most of their work on tobacco
doubleheader and he had a are on the Murray squad.
veterans and the obscure ha
-- not pregame pep talks.
record-tying seven straight Pitcher Andy Rice, who
talented -youngsters who have
Yet he won 1,115 games,two
hits over two days.
_ played at Memorial, is 3-0 for dominated this
year's events,
World Series titles and respect
"I didn't even know I had the season and has one of the
Jack Nicklaus,the only fivewith his steady, low-key
tied the record when I went up nation's best ERA's- at 0.45.
time.winner here and favoredHAVANA, Cuba (AP) — A collegiate team from South
approach.
to hit (trying for his eighth
Infielder Robin Courtney, as always,
is one of the Dakota_hpa lost an historichasketball game against Cuba but
His Pirates didn't steal
straight). I had finished with a formerly at Bosse, led the
veterans who gives .a first- has won a diplomatic victory in sash% the tension that has
Many basest- or dazzle with
hit the day before, but I Racers in batting much of last
year entrant little chance of kept the two neighboring nations apart fOr 17 years.
defense, " but they were
walked during one of• the season, but has been in a mild
winning. In full agreement are - _Thousands pf Cubans cheered as the five starting players
National League East champs
games the next day, so I didn't slump this spring.' Former
Ray Floyd, the defending from the University of SOuth Dakota and South Dakota State
five
of the past seven seasons
know I had any kind of streak Memorial pitcher Mark Wezet
champion, and Tom Weiskopf, marched into the COliseuniTOesday night carrying the-Stars
with solid pitching and bats
going.
led the mound staff with al-1
and Stripes.
the perennial runnerup. ,
the equal of any.
"I hit for the' cycle once record last spring, but ISThey 'speak vaguely of the
;A packed crowd of 15,000 applauded the U.S. national .In other words,it remains to
(single, -double, triPle, 'home nursing injuries and is 1-1 this
mystique that surroundi the anthem and praised the South Dakotans after they lost, 91-72. - be seen whether Tanner
run all in the same game), but year. Freshman outfielder
Masters, started in 1934 by the A rematch is scheduled fOr tonight.
improves- on his main past
'
going 6 for 7 was the best Tom Fehn, also of Memorial,
"To sec the,twi) teams walk in with their flags and hear
legendary Bobby Jones as a
successes as a manager — two
single day I've ever had," has played 111,11 games and is
get-together for his friends their natiodal anthems was a very, very moving exsecond-place finishes.
Tooley said.
hitting .348.
and now the first of each perience," said Sen. George McGovern, D-S.D., who conFittingly, the Pirates have
Ageagon's Big Four golf tour- ceived-the idea of "basketball diplernacy" cluringameeting
three different sets of flashy
naments. And they speak here with Cuban President FidelCastro.
new uniforms, including two
,
pointedly of the dangers - "Two years ago, C.astrcosaid that since we're neighbors
sets that have drawn the ire of
Unposed by hilly, 7,030-yard there's no reason we shouldn't be friends," McGovern told
uniform manufacturers
- -the- U.S:'playefs,. the news-media and Seuth-Dahotii.supAUgusta
Nitiohal
because they, were made in
particularly the fast,'roller- porter's who came here for the basketball series. "And. I
Japan.
coaster-greens and the four agree with,that."
The roster also has been
Sen. James Abourezk, 1)-S.D., said: "We're not unhappy
testing holes known-as"Amen
drastically restyled . wider
we lost. We understand we're playing one of the best."
Corner", Nos. 10-13.
Harding Peterson, who took
In an obvious, happy mood, McGovern joked: "More
"There's just more of the
over the club's baseball afyoung players this year,_that's remarkable than the Americans playing the Cubans is that
fairs after general' manager
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
news for a month of Sundays.
and Dewey Hoyt and a bundle
"I'm fed up with the man. I all," said Nicklaus, seeming the University Of Soul)) Dakota'and South Dakota State 4. Joe L. Brown retired.
-__AP Sports Writer
A' bitter salary dispute °trash.
Peterson sent catcher
just don't need to get kicked to shrug them off as 'he played together."
.
.
What's new on the baseball ended suddenly tn the eve of
Steve Brown of -Bryant, S.D., and the University of South
"In obtaining Dent, we feel around any more. I'm fed up prepared_ for the event, the
Manny Sanguillen and $100,000
scene? Glad you asked.
the Reds' opener when the We've got One of the best to here with baseball. I -just calls "the,start of the season Dakota teamed with South Dakota State's Larry Nickleson of
to Oakland in for Tanner.
—Pete Rose finally signed club reached agreement on ft yeungshortstops in baseball," wantto getaut Of here before fertile."
Belle Fource,S.D.,_to.lead Americans point scorers with.il
Gone too are Rich Helmer,
I
with theilicis.
"That long shot..just aint each: • Roper:to 'Herrera scored -26 points and -Alejandro
two-year contract with Rose,a said - Gabe Paul,"president of get slicked down."
who signed as a free-agent
—Bucky Dent is a Yankee.
10-t3,me all-star who was the Yankees. with Philadelphia; pitcher
Texas suspended infielder going to get home-here," said brgqjtes add
—Boog Powell is a Dodger.
threatening to 'play out the
The 35-year-old Powell, Randle for 30 days for last Floyd,who ran away from the . Jeff Naunen of.the University of South Dakota scored the
Bob Moose,. killed in a car
— Vida Blue may sue option year of his pact.
released by Cleveland, signed week's assault on Lucchesi, in field with a 17-under-par effort game's first points, hitting two free throws 1:08 after the
crash; first baseman Bob
Charlie Finley.
start. But the Cubans
-look the lead for good at 14-12 and inTerms were not disclosed, on with Los Angeles after one Which the manager suffered a last year.
Robertson, cut in'preseason;
- —The " -Texas - Rangers but Rose's
first-year. person. can't creased-Their margin to 45-27 at the half.
both -game on a look-uee basis.The triple- fracture of the right
outfielder Richie Zsik, traded
socked Lenny Randle more sides compromised and Rose veteran slugger has 339'career cheekbone plus a back injury.. win at Augusta," said
The crowd, which- stood silently at attention as the U.S.
to the White Sox; and Pitchers
than $23,000 for socking signed for less than the homers.
Dave Giusti and Doc Medich,
The facial injury required Weiskopf, whb has finished natiooal anthem was played, roared and clapped as each of
Manager Frank Lucchesi.
$400,000 a year he had sought.
second here four times. "The the 10 players from the two South Dakota schools was
Blue's beef with Oakland plastic surgery.
traded to Oakland.
—The Philadelphia Phillies
"They stuck to their guns owner Finley is that he
kids who have never played introduced. And when a...Cuban player intentionally pushed
The . Oakland deal brought
The Rangers came down on this
put Richie Hebner and Jim and we stuck to ours," Rose "doesn't want to be treated
tournament in com- an American to the floor, the crowd booed the poor sportPittsburgh Phil Garner,
Randle
with a flat $10,000 fine petition don't know
Lonborg on the disabled list ._ said. "I'm happy to be able to like a piece of beef," acwhen to smanship.
successor to Hebner at third.
and the Kansas City Royals' remain in Cincinnati. This is corctuig to the pitcher's agent, plus an additional $13,407.90
which
the
30-day
suspension
did the same with Tom the place to play."
Chris Daniels."Every time he
Poquette.
For-Dent, New York now is picks up a newspaper he reads will cost him based on a 179Had enough?
the place to play. The that he's being -peddled. I day season and his $80,000
For
As the countdown continued Yankees, whose only admitted think there could be legal salary.
Randle, who was angered
toward today's opening of the soft spot was at shortstop, action."
when the Rangers handed his
1977 major league season
-acquired the highly-regarded
Blue, one of baseball's top
S
•:
:
Cincinnati in-the 25-year-old Dent from the pitchers, worked out with the second base job to rookie
Buildings or Grain Bins
NEW _ YORK (AP) — market since 1963, the acNational League,California at Chicago White Sox for out- A'sIn Mesa, Ariz., on Monday, Bump Wills, said Lucchesi
e-minting major says: "If I
Richaryl
Lustberg,
a
25-yearSeattle in the American — fielder Oscar Gamble, minor then packed and headed home called him a "punk."
Soo
old psychology graduate could sit there and sell each
Tuesday provided enough league-pitchers Bpb Polinsky for Mansfield, La.,saying:
Philadelphia put Hebner on student, is by all appearances card separately, I could
the disabled list with a bruised a rational human being. But probably get $15,000. I really
. .
rirr cage. Lonborg's case is get him talking about baseball don't have muchinterestin
Moe 753-3347,434.2453.753-54411
Rt. 4, Murray
any
„i•
more
except
for what kind
more serious. Last year's-I& 'cards and he confesses:
ot money can get out • .1,
game winner. has_had a sore. used to kill to get them."
shoulder most of the spring.
He doesn't any more.
Kansas City's Poquette, a Doesn't even collect them, he
rookie star last year when he says.
hit .301, checked into a
But as sure as the coming of
hospital Tuesday for tests on spring, baseball fans around
By ALEKSACHARE
wai the Nets' top scorer with
A free throw by Bill Walton what has been describedas a the nation Will be returning to
AP Sports Writer
21 points, but Tim Bassett's 18- and a
breakaway layin by virus infection between his ballparks and children will be
Suddenly, the National foot jumper with 21 seconds
.,
Larry
Steele
clinched the heart and lungs.
rushing to their neighborhood
Basketball Assuciation playoff left,was the game-winner.
victory for Portland, which
picture is becoming clear:
Meanwhile, the Royals stores to collect picture cards
.
04
assured itself of the third-best
Warriors 132, Lakers 103
Golden State is in, Seattle is
completed their best-ever of their favorite players. It's
record
Golden
in
the
State
Western
took
Conthat
way
for
been
a
command
long
time.
out, Kansas City is in trouble
'
spripg with a 17-9 exhibition
by .ripping , off the first .10 ference. ,
and Chicago is oil fire.
record by defeating the White • The first baseball cards,
'
points of the second quarter.
The Sonic, took the lead to Sox 11-6 as Al Cowens, Dave sold in the 1880s, were inThe Golden State Warriors
to!
Fourth Floor
clinched a playoff berth Rookie center Robert Parish stay with 16 straight points in
Nelson, John -Mayberry and cluded with cigarettes and
scored
nine points and guard the fourth quarter, then held
dominated the tratiffig- card
I1
Tuesday night by thumping
Buck Martinez homered.
44
field for nearly 50 years. A
:Los Angeles 132-103 behind 40 Charles Dudley had six assists -off a late charge by the
Elsewhere,
the
Reds
tuned
in the decisive ,period, in Pistons. Reserve Lloyd
Neal up for today's opener by new-type card appeared in
points by Rick Barry. They
outscored the Lakers 24-2 over which-the Warriors outscored led Portland with 18 points.
routing the Detroit Tigers 10-3 1933 when bubble gum was
Bullets 119, Cavaliers 118,-OT
a nine-minute stretch of the Los Angeles,27-10.
as Ken Griffey, Dan Driessen marketed for the first time
- Nets 88,&mica 86
and baseball cards have
Washington couldn't hold
first half to break it open..
and George Foster homered.
An errant pass by Seattle's onto a 15-point lead in
Seattle saw its hopes
Lee May homered and drove soared in popularity ever
Nick Weatherspoon with nioe regulation, but Elvin
Hayes in three runs to lead the since.
crushed by the lowly New
seconds left sealed Seattle's scored six of his 32 points in
This year, an estimated 250
York Nets, who snapped a 12Baltimore Orioles over the
doom. The Sonic,blew a 76-69 overtime to put the Bullets on
game losing streak with all 88Atlanta Braves 6-2. Cecil million baseball cards will be
lead in the final 71
/
2 minutes, top.
.
86 victory — at Seattle, no
Genuine
Cooper; Jamie-Quirk and Dan sold nhtionwide, according to
California
with New York's Bubbles
Knicks 121, Celtics 113 redwood features deless. Ex-Sonic Mike Bantom
Thomas homered as the a spokesman for Topps
Ilawkins hitting.- two free
Bob McAdoo scored 31 Milwaukee Brewers ripped Chewing Gum Inc. The firm
ioxe styling and rich
throws to tie .the score 86-86 points and three other Knicks
has dominated the field since
deep penetrating seal- 400
the
Minnesota
Twins
18-6.
prior to Bassett's winning hit 20 or more as
er stain. 2 choirs,
Willie Mays and Mickey'
they posted
basket.
chaise lounge and
Texas got hemers from Tom
Mantle were rookies in 1951.
their fourth,straight victory.
For fair Law
Bulls 91, Braves 89
end bench.
New York squandered an Grieve and Toby Harrah and
year-old Billy Sweeney
Chicago saw an 18-point lead early 15-point lead and did
Enforcement
not drubbed the Houston Astros 8- • Six
York, who has
all but evaporate and barely put the Celtics away,until
New
of
3
while
George
Scott's two-run
the
managed to hold on for its 18th final 11
/
2 minutes, when the homer helped the Boston Red collected cards for two years,
victory iK the last 21 games. Knicks scored the game's Sox turn back the St. Louis says that , everyone likes
'baseball,cards — except for
Buffalo pulled within two final seven points.
Cardinals 4-2.
points with 26 seconds left, but
The Chicago Cubs - jumpeit. his teachers.
78ers 119, Jars 109
Chicago was able to run a full
I'We'll lose our cards if we
The Sixers dazzled a on reEever Rex Hudson for six
them to school because
34 seconds-off the clock — and Superdome crowd
of 19,236 runs in the fifth inning,capped bring
the Braves' Randy Smith with a dozen dunks,
we'don't
do our work when we
by
Steve
Swisher's
two-run
George
missed- a'shot at the buzzer.
McGinnis and Darryl Dawkins homer, and. downed the have thdln," he says.
Pacers 87, Kings 82
being the prime movers with Dodgers 9-4.
Settee. ti4o choir*.
Neil Rothstein, a 20-year-old
Kansas city trailed'just 77- 20 points each to offset 35 by
Mike Veills two-out single in Junior at Boston University;
EXPERIENCED
Round table: White
76 with 21
/
2 minutes to go, but New Orleans' Pete Maravich.
the ninth inning lifted the New also is aware that there is
or vellou.
DEPENDABIE
Indiana broke the game open
York
Mets over the Yankees 8- money to be made in the
Suns 108, Hawks 102
with
six
straight points on
ihis ad paid for
Phoenix, trailing 78-75 going 7 and Andre ^13awson's three- baseball card trade.
baskets - by Wit Jones, Billy: Into the flnarpertod, rallied run homer- helped - tht MonJoan COOkSet TIC
20,006.eard
Of
Knight artd Don Buse.
behind Ricky Sobers' 17 points treal Expos defeat the Pitt- alphabetized collection, which
Blazers 110,Pistons 105
- to halt the Hawks.
sburgh Pirates 8-5.
includes ,every card on the

Golf's Establishment Hopes
To Come Through In Masters

South Dakota Team Gets
Warm Welcome In Cuba

Greg Tooley

Randle Gets Huge Fin
Blue Might Sue Finley

Collection Of Baseball
Cards Booming Business

BUTLER

Hillman Coles
Construction Co.

Barry Scores 40 Points As
Warriors Earn Playoff Spot

MEAN DRY

vvit

Genuine California
Redwood

4-Pc. Patio Set

13999

4 PC. WROUGHT IRON SET

Joe
Beard

$9495

r

Your Sheriff

BROAI)WAY AT FOURTH
PHONE 43-1751 . OPEN A CHARGE ACCOUNT
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Standing On
The Firing Line.-• •

Murray Home
& Auto

By Mike Brandon

lisMineam

Sperts Editor

RIM

?ail/ague
153.2511

Chestnut St.

Sorry Pete Rose, You'll Miss Billy Carter s

-

Pete Bose has ended his bickering with Ow Cincinnati
Reds.
Too bad.
Rumors are the Reds' management had planned to have
a special guest on hand today for the season opener. Billy
Carter was going to be there to throw the first beer bottle of
the season at Rose.
Now Charlie Hustle will just have to settle for a regular
old beer bottle,from a regular old bleacher burn. You figure
for the price he was asking, Pete deserved the best.
• 'They tried to play baseball Tuesday afternoon at Murray
State. • However, it was tough. The game was once in_ terrtipted by sunshine. •
Brown University came all the way-kern Providence,
Rhode Island, to visit the "sunny south" for their spring
trip.-They left with a sense of humor and a casco(the chill&
One (if tpe Brown players said that he'd_ called home.
Monday and it was 70 degrees and 'sunny in Providence. •
Brown must surely think they are some sort of bad omen
tincause when they arrive back East today, they will fins):
what they left in Murray has arrived in Providence.
The two tealrns did manage to get in almost five innings of
play.
• Both -teams had agreed to play a single, nine-inning
game.
It sleeted, rained;snowed and nearly blew up a gale. Then
it finally cleared off and after four and one-half innings of
play, Brown led 2-0.
After it became rather evident that it wasn't going to rain
anymore, both teams agreed to stop the nonsense and call
the game, rather than to stand around for another - 90
minutes or so in the deep freeze.

Today's Games Off
Today's conference twinbillagainst Austin Peay has been
called off because ofthe cold weather.
•

The 'Breds will host Austin Peay Friday. The first game
Of the doubleheader will begin at 1 p.m.
Then on Saturday, Murray will play two at Austin Peay.
Needless to say, Friday and Saturday will go along way in
determining who is the western division champion.
Murray and Austin Peay are 2-1 in the league while
Western Kentucky and Middle Tennessee are each 1-2. All
four teams have had one game rained out.
Austin Peay is-13-10-1 on the ason.
• After watching their team batting average hover around
the .230 mark for much of the early season, the Governors
have hit a hot streak at the plate and are up to a .265 team
average.
Senior centetfielder Doug Eargle leads the club with a
-.398 mark on-33-of 83-whitefour-others in the start. MglinewPare above .300. They include catcher Mike McGill at .356,
shortstop Gary Baker at .353, otafielder Pat Dennis at .343
and freshman outfielder Chris Vinyard at .333.
Austin Peay has an outstanding mound corps, headed up
by John Sarver.
Sarver, who threw a no-hitter against Western-Kentucky
earlier this season, is 4-2 on the season and has posted a
brilliant 1.18 earned run average in 38 innings on the hill. In
six of his starts, he-hasgone the distance.
.
A factor that could possibly hurt Austin Peay is that they
play two-games Thursday against Wisconsin-Eau Claire at
Clarksville.
'
Murray does not play until Friday and that will give the
pitchers more time to prepare for the four games with Austin Peay and it will also give the Thoroughbred batters
jnore time fqr extra hitting practice..
For fans who have not seen the 20-4-'Breds play yet, next
week will be the last chance.
Murray will host Arkansas Stat6 for a pate-next-Monday,
Memphis State for a doubleheader- on Wednesday,—
Lcuisville for a single game on Friday and the home season
will close on the 16th when Western is here for two.
r
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BARGAIN
HARDWARE STORE

$55.00 to $500.00
• NO MONEY DOWN
• NO INTEREST
• NO CARRYING CHARGES
• 1 2 MONTHS TO PAY
•

DATE OF SALE: APRIL 14, 15, 16

- Yeas may..make your selection
-nee/ and pick up your
merchandise on April 14-15-16

o.i tag MOIfl
Your
piat choice_
bags

26 or 33
Gal. Size

. -----
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Pack

Rawly Eastwick as the lone Katz said. holdout and came two days
"We all had to face reality," ,
after the Reds used half-page said Wagner, who handled the
newspaper ads to denounce negotiations for -the world
Rose's stubbornness. Rose ...chamPs. "He's a vital link in
accused the Reds of-"trYing to". our club. I think deep down
run me out of Cincinnati, but Pete- wanted to stay in Cinnot before they get one more cinnati. I felt it was a
good year out of me,"
challenge to sign him: before
"The time had come to do the opener so we could go on
something or it wasn't going to the- field- without any
be done,'' said Katz. animosity,"said Wagner.
"Everybody got everything
-off their chests and it may
have helped." Katz said the
By-The Associated Press
lengthy holdout "was hell on
Tuesday's Results.
Pete. He's been put through
Philadelphia (N) 9, Minor
the wringer."
Katz said Rose called him League All-Stars3
Montreal (N) 8, Pittsburgh
from Greater Cincinnati
Airport after arriving on the (N)5
Kansas City(A)11, Chicago
team plane late Tuesday from
Tampa, Fla., where the Reds (A)6
Cincinnati (N). 10, Detroit
finished their spring training
(A1 3
schedule.
New York (N)8, New York
"He said waited for the
other guys to get off first, in (A)7
Boaton( A)4,St. Louis(N)2
hopes that the television
Texas(A)8, Houston ( N )3
reporters would talk baseball
Chicage (N.) 9, Los Angeles
with them, rather than talk
)4
_
contract with . him.-lie said
-Milwaukee ( A) 18, • Minthey ignored the other guys. It
really bothered- him. He was nesota (A )6 ' . Baltimore (A) 6, Atlanta
discouraged by that. He was
•
ready to get it over with," iN)2
Wednesday's Garnet"'
Montreal
(N)
-vs.
Philadelphia (N) at Clearwater, Fla.
University of Houston- at
Houston(N)
Minnesota (A) vs: Oakland
IA)at Mesa, Aria •
Georgia Tech at Atlanta
(N),(n)
By The Associated Press
Penguins' chances began to Chicago.
Thursday's Game The Pittsburgh Penguins fade when rookie defenseman
Ordinarily, Game Two of
Minnesota
(A) vs. Oakland
now have to do itthe hard way Russ Anderson was ejected the series would be played at
if they want to stay in the from the game in the opening Chicago, but prior scheduling I A)at Mesa, Ariz.
running • for the National- .portod.
commitments forced the
Anderson was assessed a Black HaVIns to play the series Gets Probation
Hockey League's Stanley Cup.
"We've done it the hard way game misconduct for being without the benefit of a home
ATHENS, Ga. • (AP) —
before, and we have to do it the third man into an alter- game.
University of Georgia quarthe hard way now," said cation while trying to aid(
Power play scores by Grant terback Steve Rogers was
Pittsburgh
Coach
Keg _ teammate Lowell MacDonald. Mulvey - and Kirk Bowman convicted _Tuesday
Don Ashby tied the score for gave Chicago a 2-1 lead en- disturbing the peace,fined $25
Schinkel after his Penguins
dropped a 4-2 playoff game to Toronto 4:12 into the second tering the third period. But and placed on 90 days
the Toronto Maple Leafs period. Then Sittler fed Lanny Potvin tied the game and probation.
McDonald to put the Maple MacMillan
Tuesday night.
deflected
Rogers, a transfer from the
a
The loss cost the Penguins Leafs ahead. Dave Williams rebound into the net for a 3-2 U.S. Naval Academy, was
their home-ice advantage as gave Toronto a 3-1 lead before New York lead. Bob Bourne charged in connection with an
the teams nOvri travel to Mario Fauliert scored for added an insurance goal and incident at an Athens nightToronto for Thursday night's Pittsburgh. Sittler put the J.P. Parise skimmed his club Feb. 11.
second game in the best-of- game away with eight Seconds second of the game into an
Rogers was originally
preliminary-round left.
empty net with 38 seconds charged with battery but the
t hree
remaining.
Sabres 4, North Stars
,eries.
charge was reduced by
Jim Lorentz and Jerry
"We've got to win one
Kings 5,Flames!
Magistrate 'Court Judge
.here,"Schinkel said.
Korab scored less than two
Rookie Glenn Goldup scored Pierre Boulogne when both
In ,other series openers minutes apart early in the two goals-and Marcel Dionne sides agreed..
fuesday night, the New York second, period to lead Buffalo handed out three assists to - The charge was .filed by a
Islanders defeated
the over Minnesota. Rene Robert lead Los Angeles over Atlanta. Member. of - an, Athens
Chicago Black Hawks 5-2, the tallied the Sabres' first goal to Goldup fired in- his first goal motorcycle club after Rogers
Buffalo Sabres stopped the knot the game at 1-1, then just 23 seconds into the game. and several other athletes
Minnesota North Stars 4-2 and added an empty-net goal with He completed the Kings' at- were accused of brawling with
the Los Angeles Kings downed five seconds remaining. tack with his second goal with members of the motorcycle
Roland EfikS5011 and Tim 2:03-remaining
the Atlanta Flames,5-2.
to insure the club.
.,
Darryl Sittler handed out Young scored for the North _Kings' victory.
two assists and added 'an Stars.
Los-. Angeles' other goals
SKIING
Islanders 4, Black Hawks!
einpty-net goal in the final
were scored by Don Kozak, sVALMALENCO,
—
Denis Potvin and Bill Mac- Mike Murphy and Butch Switzerland's -Peter Aelling
seconds to pace Toronto's
victory. PlItsburgh had taken Millan scored goals in a 1736 Goring. Scoring - for the won a special slalom ski face, an early lead with Bob Kelly's span of the third period to lead Flames were Guy Chouinard finishing ahead of Italy's
45-foot slapshot, .but the New York to its triumph over and With Piet. Leonardo Da0id.
•.
•
•.;,••••-•••
_
_
.•••••,, ,,-•••••tro.4.....•••.•••
•
• •-•• •1•
• - •
g
Rose „"was_ just as tough a'
.vmpetitor at the bargaining
table as he is on the field."
The 10-time All-Star with a
career ail halting.average
was expected to be welcomed
today with a thundering
ovation by a seliput crowd at
Ftiverfront Stadium, where
Rose's figrce play_ has made
him a folk hero.
"I'm happy as can be," said
Rose, who is almost assured of
getting his coveted 3,000th hit
in a Reds uniform. He enters
the season just 118 hits shy-of
tying Frankie Frisch as the
greatest switch-hitter in
baseball history.
"This is the place to play.J
have the right teammatesand
the right people running the
show," said the 14-year
veteran in saluting the
organization which has
assembled one of the mdst
exciting - teams of- the
generation.
In attempting to win an
unprecedented third straight
world championship, the Reds
are attempting a feat
unequalled by a National
League team.
The signing left relief ace

.

4.41,

BUY FROM

- Plastic.TRASH BAGS '

ete Rtise Ends Bitter
Salary Bout With Reds
By NORM CLARKE
AP Sports Writer _
CINCINNATI (AP) —
Holdout hitting star Pete Rose
and the Cincinnati Reds
reached a- truce in their bitter
contract feud Tuesday, then
spoke of a common goal: a
Athird straight world championship.
_
. •
: .The three-time batting
champion stepped off the
team -plane and into lastminute negotiations before
agreeing to a two-year contract on the eve of the Reds'
season opener with the San
Diego Padres.
No details were disclosed,
but the 36-year-old superstar
reportedly signed for an annual salary of about $300,000.
Rose, in threatening to gain
free agency, had vowed to up
his $400,000-a-year demands
by $25,600 arnonth if the Reds
did, not Meet- his terms by
opening day.
"He compromised some and
they'. compromised some,"
said Rose's attorney, Retlyen
Katz, who called the contract
"a very good one."
Afterwards, Reds General
Manager Dick Wagner said

SPECIALS
EVERY
DAY!
TizaWaizze.

A strong, dependable sack of all trades that's
ideal -for spring cleanfng chores indoors. and
out—including lawn cleanup, clothing stor__
more. Choose 60 trash bags in 26 gallon
size, -Or -4P, 'bags--in roomy -33 -gattorrsize— all
with strong side seals for More durability ,
Handy twist ties intiude,d. NF330196 _

QUANTITIES LIMITED
5-hp GEAR DRIVE TILLERS

- Whispers
Quietly
Efficient
Fedders
highEfficiency
From 5,000 BTU

•

le tele times: Pester reverse, retell starter.
moil depth stick e4es1- 71iretdristsp, drive aid revers. tttels em %rides.
.2311.01
Big Ur whim& 0346-7
is NeMey Shisher Times. 2 forward spits*,
power reverse. Depth, handle cannot
. 251.1111
03/01-7

Exhibition Scores

*SANYO FM/AM/FM
21" 4 11.P. SELF-PROPELLED-2 SPEED
Chem speed-fast wawa re mired gran: mew se stall
settles in heavy yam 4-11p. wane with cheia-s-matic.
lear4see muffler. deluxe @mew *wed. Robber-bred li-eich
wawa:linedleWieneted caiersis. 5 Niger* height Waistinset& Tep ea fill and dip stidi. Easy lift vertical start.
1011.00
112/11=ASP21?

islanders, Sabres, Kings And
Maple Leafs Win In Playoffs

FM/AM/FM nerve rim:over. II-trece tops obeyer,
aeowerir record choyor 'wit% dolt corer, 2 scoosric
speelairs-et4 morel worrsios - -

ELECTRIC
ARC WELDER

WEED Er,

MINI-WEEDY
GASOLINE
POWERED
TRIMMER
Trims. edges. mows. sod sweeps with
anted rabies how—easily meneavereWe sed weighs wily 12 lbs. Crisham
the power sad mobility of gasoline
opersties oath the ease of heal*
fiend with electric pewwet task. A/eatable snide hoodle. shoulder harness.
rots,tip throttle coutrel. 21cc. 2-cycle
22111
Kieritz engine. 60/807

)-

STEREO Music System

39.99

FISHER
Wopid Stove

DeWalt
28888
-10" POWERSHOP .
RADIAL ARM SAW

Versatile woodworking saw-sand: joint. shape. swine and srsaw - 0' blade cuts r deep; height arid depth adjusbeents; large
steel work table arid mate. G5/77.44.
120V motor develops-2

All Sizes

SAL PRICES

S
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- Mt. Vernon
Officials
More Prepared
MOUNT VERNON, I,nd,
AP — City official's, bracing
for another slug of toxic
, chemicals'floating in the Ohio
River, *Nei 1oday they weremore prepared than for a
similar contaminant last
week.
Vic Hessler, Mount Vernon
water works superintendent,
said the slug developed when
heavy rains flushed chemicals
from the Louisvilfe, Ky.,
sewer system. into the Ohio
River.
.
He said the toxic mass was
expected to reach Mount
Vernon late today and pass the
city in 15 to 17 hours.
Scott Baker, left, 12,son of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles S, Baker,Cedar Hill, TN,and John FarThe
mer,15, son of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Mac
chemicals
are
Farmer,Springfield,IN, dig a solar still while
participating in Wilderness.
ingredients used in pesticides,
Sprvival Weekend, March 25-27, atotand Betwee
n The Lakes,
resins and 111111111 - resistant
IVA's 170,000-acroctioidoor demonst
ration area in western Kentucky and Tenness
fabrics. Neil Ott, supervisor of
ee.
Both boys are members of Boy
Scout
Troop 144, Springfield, TN, that joined four
the Indiana Board of Health's
other
Scout troops for the weekend activity.
water supply section, said the
•
slug is about 40 miles long arid
moving
st w
2.e
iero
k les an hour.
'Mount Vernon's. Ma
tewan
water supply was cut off,
forcing residents to line up to
obtain water for drinking and
cooking.
Hessler said the new mass is
"as heavy or heavier" than
last week's. He said the Mount
MATEWAN, W.Va.(AP) —
Vernon water intake valves Slowly, they trudged along the buiklings .
;vePe. \visible. The was wider water,
residents
only portion of town unharmed said.
would be shut off when the railroad tracks, stopping
to
was
North
slug reached Evansville.
Matewan
which
gawk or shake their heads in
"I just got in from work,"
_ Area industries were asked wonder at the'devastation.
huih
. •
explained Burgess Dalton,29.
•
. to stop using water until the
'!Ain't nothing left here. -TheretVere the curiosities of "When I got up (here) the
- slug passed_
This town's completely gone," disaster — a boy's football water was already around
"If we get advance notice on said E.
George, a lifelong shoulder pad hanging limply (the house)."
•
from a branch,an oil company
this, we can work it out," resident who has.seenfloo
Many were unable to escape
ding
sign jutting out-of the water, a the • rising waters
Hessler said. He noted the before.
and in• water tower north of the city
But never, he said, has the lawnmower that had been dividuals with boats spent
end the water works clear
flooding seemed so complete, lifted atop a metal building by Monday night and Tuesday' ,
well were full, providingibmit the pbssibility_of
rebuilding so a frantie owner. Fortunately, morning
rescuing
the •
750,000 gallons of fresh-wat.
the building floated.
•
remote.
stranded:-officials hope will meet
Like others, George had
George said a coal compaby
The waters had risen so
residential requirements been upland down
the railroad swiftly Monday that many left helicopter was responsible for •
during the shutdosin.
tracks and hillside Tuesday, behind all their belongings. By many of the rescues.,"If it
As an added precaution, surveying the damage
as the 2 pin., there was little _to hadn't beeli for that, it would
residents were asked Tuesday waters receerled_
indicate that' a major flood have been really bad,"_
to store water for coilicing and
In the major portion.of town,, was -in the making. Three said.
drinking.'
only rooftops and second-Story hours later, much of Matewan
Wison Cisco was one Of those
who spent the early Morning
hours in john boats, seeking
out the stranded. "They we
screaming and hollering all
over the place." he said.
DelmerDingess,
a
Washington, D.C., resident
who lived here about 20 years
--.-asiaThad-heen-eietWfriends.
- -five been-back-Tr-couple of-times to see the flo9ds, but I
never saw anything like this,"
he said. •
.
Thelown jp9t its-steel bridge
with Buskirk, Ky., and its
medical center to the river..
'Mateinin High SchooL_ wasfloOded to the third story. Also
hooded was a new high school
under construction.- The
Matewan National Bank was
completely under water, as
were a number of downtown
businesses, including two new
car dealerships.
•

YOU MAYBELUCKY!
YOU MAY GET YOUR

West Virginia May Be
inished After Severe Flooding

t•

REITERATING THE IMPORTANCE OF RELIGION at the gala 28th anniversary dinner of
the Religion In American4ife (RIAL) organization held recently}atthe Waldorf-Astori
a
Hotel in New York City, were, from left Sol M. Linowitz, former ambassador
to the
Organization of American States and former chairman of Xerox Corporation,
wtio
received RIAL's lth annual Charles E. Wilson Award; MYs. Linowitz; John Mack Carter
(son of Mrs. W.L Carter of 711 Olive Street,'Murray), editor of "Good Housek
eeping"
magazine and vice chairman of REAL,and Robert P. Zabel, president of N W
Ayer ABH
International and chairman of the fUAL dinner.. More than 700 religious and
business
leaders attended the affair which was heldlo honor Mr. Linowitz, and to preview
a
multi-media public service advertising campaign created for RIAL by Compto
n Advertising, Inc. The campaign is directed towards the problems of loneline
ss in
American society, and is expected to receive media exposure valued at
$27 miUion
over the coming year.

T.I. Varney, a former House
of -Delegates-,- sounded --the
prevalent note of pessimism.
"I don't believe there'll be
any fixing back," he said.
believe this hag ftdri,sheei
Matewan."
LAKE DATA
•
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m.
355.3, up 0.3.
•
Below dam 315.3, up 3.9.
.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m,355.1,
up 0.6.
Below dam 324.5, up 4.2.

Settle-Workman

asteir4alle
For That Man of Yours

$1000 off

I

All Men's

One Group
Men's

All Men's
New Spring
& Summer

Leisure
Suits

Suits
Price

1/2

Suits I III
Sims 141/2 titre 17/
1
2
New Shipment Wing shirts
;799
$179
9
Men's
to
Price

In The Ladies Dept.
Good Selection

Dresses
Ira., Misses
it Neff Sizes

New Shipment
•'Scarves
ptostum
Jewelry
Hâfldbogs

-

Good Selection
light Weight

Under- Jackets
wear
111 t X t

$799 tos1r9

BY "OM

1V.I•affaaar

Socks & Ties

Shop Ow Shoe Department Where You IWN Find A Good Setection
OfShoes For The intim Kernelyr.

Fero

Slues 23 Ilas. to 31 lbs.
Reg.6,pr.

Wing
Dress
Shirts
.41,

Good Selection

by funtatt

terry training pants

•

Manes

Slut 14½-)7½ $699
$1.“ Yahoo

Bras 8,
Girdles

. Gerber

I

Good
Selection

Good Selectisa

3 ”in$10°
Goa Weekly

Girls

DressesInfant flin• 14 yrs.

II

$999 to$2999

Boys
Suits

Silos
aso. to-7
BYIPiw
"Peryrs.

Good Selactiea
IChaim'
Lifid We*/

9 mes-t.irs

499

306
Main
Settle-Work
man
arttmloaal Shopping Center for all your etothbut
preciate your business Shop Downtoam - It Pays'no1eds whore you wilt Platys VIM (polity.imechNuILIE it a Ileasonitge)ice. We ap-

to $8
"

Phone
753-2447

Tobacco. and Milk Produds Excluded

•
•

•

...1%••••••/•••••
moimep:i

.0.0*

•••••••••••11.s...

1.•

r

Prices Good
through
April 12, 1977

'

Winners of
Shopping Sprees

Store Hours:
7-8 Mon.-Thurs.
7-9 Fri. & Sat. -12-6:30 Sun.

Rubena Dawes
1600 Sunset Drive
Murray, Ky.

Received 91r3
• h of Free Groceries

ioien

locoa.a - "cowl
Johnson: Coupon

W-

Save 50°

LaRue Wallace

512 So. 12th Murray, Ky.

Folgers
Coffee 2u, con

Route 8 - Box 85
Murray, Ky.

We Reserve the Right Jo Limit Quantities

Received $14260
Worth of free Groceries

,L41

WWI I Coupon Per Person
Expires 4-12-77

"7 (7.
•

Field's Boneless Fast Cut

Gold Crest

HAMS
'SAUSAGE

. . . Whole or Half

14-16 lb. avg.,
Self-Basting494
1/':'. . .. lb.

$lr TURKE
Field's or Emge Bone in

lb

GR. BEEF

lb

" HAM
79'

$1

Fresh

WHOLE lb $1"
BUTT lb $129
SHANK lb.

909

BAKING HENS
Nabisco Premium

CRACKERS

59'

lb-

Armour Vienna

SAUSAGE

oz. 354

Stokely Sliced,

BISCUITS

BEETS

Bush White

Stokely Tomato

HOMINY
BEANS

,.... 141
/
2oz.

5 lb.

IPPY

skANUT BUTTER

18 oz-

vi;ii?anilil kilt BEANS
Van

67'
89

2r

Golden Bake Sandwich

'Stokely Cut Green
16 oz.

Stokely Sliced

Martha White Sawmill

16oz.

17 oz.

Stokely

95'

CHEESE

KRAUT

FROZEN
FOODS
Bright & Early Imitation

ORANGE JUICE

12 oz.

3/89'

Toste-O-Seo

CATFISH FILLET or
PERCH FILLET

16 0/.

4P1°°
6/$1°°
$119

BREAD
SUGAR

24 oz.

3/$100
5lh.99

4

Mardi Gras-Jumbo

Stokely June

Kraft Single Sliced

8 oz.

PEPSI or 7-UP

CORN

WEENEE.3/$1°° CARROTS
GRAVY MIX..1.250z. 2/25 PEAS

SAUCE

16 oz.

16 oz. -8 bottle ctn.-Plus Bottles or Deposit

Stokely Golden Whole Kernel

BEANS

594

lb

Pillsbury

Joan of Arc Kidney

Gold Medal

FLOUR

IP(

TOWELS
PUREX

gallon

Oiarmin
303 can

TISSUE

4 roll

55'
59
794

•

•

•-

-
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New Car Sales Pass One MilliciTn Mark After Spring Buying
...•.i.- .
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cars sold very poorly," said a
GM analyst.
The analyst said imports
were stealing salts from
Detroit "hand over fist,"
attributing it to price advantages,
better
fuel
economy, a wider range of
models and more exposure to
ptibtic.

15111111111111••iiiill••111111111M11- 11.1111111•W11•11111111.31
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LIW LLD

iL

id Bennett E. Bidwell.,
ll. ..
GM sales were up 11
Ford's sales vice president.
F
' Analysts attributed the
cent from March 1976. F
Motor Co. sales were 253,304, a strong gaiaity GM and Ford 24 per cent gain from'a year to tremendous demand for
ago and the No. 2 maker's best GM's smaller lull-Size cars
month since July 1973, -.
and F_ord!a...restyled .in"March; was 'an - ex- termediates.
•
'
ceptionally strong month, and&. Chrysler
and
AMC.
the tlati°°k furthe second however, remained in sales.
quarter. is very favorable," Slumps.

e, ,...g _,.....

Analysts noted „that while
. up 15-per cent frofn a year ago
DETROIT i AI!) - New car robust spring selling season report.sales losses.
of most foreign makes'
last
sates
note
month
quick
on
best
a-,
on
fourth
million
one
,
the
and
began
predoiiiiitthe
Meanwhile,
sales passed
and big domestic models wade
- mark iff-Mar044or the-rtir-4----auluth, with domestic sales of .antly small, inexpensive and record.
" time in nearly four years. - 1395.319 cars — up 10 per cent •JapartiaiiMpoti.s-set ereetird. - .The last million-plua-akenth--xery_ _Strong, demand for
buoyed bi an unprecedented from Lai -year and Ole second for any montli-iiith sales of AB- in-inoe- link whins-lise....domestic subcompacts and
')87N10, up '45 per cent from 'industry was in the midst of a coMpacts remained weak.
spring buying binge for big best March ever.
General Motors,the nation's
.
,
small
and
American model,s
i
Despite. the surge, two 1976 to top the previous high of sales boom. Car sales this
No. 1 Vomaker,pet a March
. -imports. .--- - - . . American automakersi..--z___ATV.00..cifrs sold in March year likely will approach -- *
. The industry reported . Chrysler Corp. and Atfierican 071'
and Possibly •surpais- — the. record ',with sales of 506,204
* :' ' '
cars .even though our small
record of 11.4 million. '.
1973
1,083,019,
were
sales
Total
to
continued
—
Corp,
motors
traditionally
the
that
Tuesday
s'

Potting
Soil
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Oil Filter
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-,111
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di
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.........
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us.

oar imi • sw ow mg

Planting
Soil from 4 lbs. to 50 lbs.

Wrench

gm
1
i
.

69'
Juvenile

•111•111111••11"1011111•1111k111 101110111111!
II
I
ome items not exact as •ictured

.
E•

Chaise
Lounge
$697

Uncle Jeff's Sporting Goods Dept.

Garden

We have the largest selection of fishing and hunting equipment in this area

•
.
N•
.
.•

•,

BY

amino of

Rshemvon

OMSK

looking for real efficiency in a
. hand-steer motor, you'll find
none better Pericid

-

-

•

35 real

The Beet Jest Got

4 414.47,••
.

E

Nik

E
N

5

Retail 232 50

Transmission
Fluid
- m

tJ

Heavy Duty Fold Back "C"
Bracket 12-24 volt selection
New for '77 stainless steel shaft,
23'. lb. thrust on high.

-1.4111Cratt
11.1111

411:)4

U.J. Regular 109.45 SP"$1569

Limit

Oil
Filters
$i99

Special This
Week Only

II

2.39

One

'omit 4

Bag

up

•
III I

i 0-20-40
Rey. 73

m

moroff

This
Week's
Special

qt.

•'

ma
,

16 Ft. Aluminum
Extention

Ladder
$2397

Limit6 Doz.

/Av.farm & Garden
Chemicals
vSevin•5•Dust
,Triple Action Vegetable

nr

20 Ft. Aluminum

kills Plant lice
and
Tomato Blight

Step Stool197

mill

Natural
Fertilizers
Available

Vegetables-.

20 FI; Aluminum Extention

Ladder

me'

Clairol
o T:
•..
• rFrost
..p
•
Kit
O
III
'-"›,,,,,,....
•

$359

As ,)44,

11

d Aid Brand
Plastic Strips

BAND. Al
containing
kit
A
everything you need to
frost or tip your hair.

Gillette_
Supenwax2
•- Adjustable Styler/Drier

plastic

.
—MO to 900 watts. Adjustable
power dial with 9 heat-airflow
settings, 4 styling attachments.
. Model HD-16

Box of60
No. 5635

strips
All

Sale

Sole

59'

saies1

PROM a

879

Mens Luxurious
Orlon

Socks

%
%
••
•am
i
.
in
.
ii
i

Anti-letspirant
or Unscented
Reg
Anid Extra Dry
Light Powder
Anti-Perspiront
Regular or Unscented
8 oz. Can
Sale Your Choice

I.
•

99'

mill

W
m

%
•
.
a
•
Ill
m
•

Easter Candy
A Yummy Addition To Your Easter Treats.
Large Assortment
s.

For upset stomach with headache or
body ache. 25 Tablets.

Large
Assortment

$

19

8 oz

50%

Off
Sizes 5-221/2

By
Fruit of the
Loom

-'el
191,90
9174i/er

'
Sale88

°'eso.fCmC_toilt.°
Alis7sets.
s
oxnris

Boy's

,-

copper,.
Suntan

**
4
L,V41k.
p N. Nog---...-.....,.

" lotion
Promotes fast tan.
Large 8 oz. Bottle

Dreis
Shoes
Lece-lip
"Leather look"

_mg

•

tong I Short
Sleeve, Prints
& Patterns

T-Shirts

Deodorant
Body Powder

li...,

Ladies

Men's
Pocket

Girls White

Shower To Shower

Nice selection.

Alka-Seltzer
Alka-Settzer

Solids & Patterns

A 115'4
7

Arrid Extra Dry
Filled with a toy and delicious Easter Candy.

L

Ties

Largo Le oz. Tube
Sale

Easter Baskets

....)

Mens

Aim
Toothpaste

Still Available

$23

Sheer-To-The-Waist
With See& Foot
By Fruit Of
The loom
Reg. 1.39

4 4 en.
)
7
Save 10' On Each Pair
One Size Fits All 10-13

Good Selection

High potency B-Complo.
Vitowint with 300 ince Bottle of 1 00

.
.
••um
•mi
min
anure
%
i
i
Boys Belts
$
i
•
00
2
Dress & Casual
& up ...
Several Colors
.a
Ladies
..
Panty Hose .

With Stay Up Top

.
7
Ubee .
with C
Multivitamins

111
111

•

•

Prices in Uncle Jeff's Health &
Beauty Aids Dept. are good
through Sunday only!

5
11 1
•
'

2qs

•

i
.
0so
.
E. filk...- ot;ters
IU.
Fish Reel
•
49 I
Special$2
.
.
.
i
Fiberglass
is
. Fish Arrow i
.
mi
% specia•1$299 I
.
.
ei

•
•

•
•
•
"Peat Moss!
•
Peat Moss!
Peat Moss!
iL l
e
,•
•
•
.
•
.
•
i
.
Ford Oil N
From

Motorcraft

maneuverabill4,- 'alike of voltage, plus rugged co:instruction. It's loaded with
features that Make Deluxe a lot
more than just a name. If you're

U
.

$r •

Lawn Chair
$397

Whether you mount at on the bow
or stern, this powerful Silvertrol
will prove its reputation as the
best hand-steer motor on the
market. It uses the same big
fogad an.---isur -famous
,
, .:klar.fves ylits --TfreClkt

111
•
O
m

Canadian Sphagnum

Juvenile

The tough powder coated "AR.'
MOUR PLATTNG" we are now
putting on the bow mount
bracket and control handle not
only has an eye pleasing finish,
but atm virtually eliminatesany
corrosion & rusting problem.

THE
DELUXE

•%.
DI

.

.
II
lo•
•sE
%
29
.11
•
Girls Dress i
Shoes .
%
%

$2

T-Strop
White or Bleck
Sizes 5-3
Reg. 4.99

.

•

mil
Off
.111
Sale
II
%
••••••••••saer•
II •moom•m•mulm•••••••■••••••••••••assve•••••••
111•••10•111MIM•111111111111111111W1111_
a •••• ei•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•e

20%

59"

•
-

••••••••••••••1;.4
..

•

4

I kg

'MO

A

,
•

"Mr..
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Prices Good Thurs., April 7 thru Wed., April 13, 1977
Prepared

Mustard

Register each time you
are in the stone for the
$1D0given away each week

9 oz. Save 7'

C. Ray Johnson
Kirksey

This-Week's
Winner:

4.-

Borawo.
Dog Food
25 Lb. Bag
$329
Save 60'

Save 21'

•Nothieg to Buy •No Cards To Punch •AR You Do Is
Register Each Time You Are In The Store Drawing Wednesday at 8:00 p. m. New Contest Starts Thursday
Morning.
eF.mplo)ees of Parkers adtetetr Famthee not ellartne A° leAreAdalts
on mal register .You do not have to be present to am

Tamales

— Footed
Sherbet

Hy-Power
15 oz.
Save 14'

32 oz. Save IT

49t

With $3.00 Purchase
„
Check Each Week For. The Featured Items

Brownie
Mix

Add handsome Cartipittar Pieces toyour sets al
substantial savings during this special ten week oiled

Family Size

89

l8 oz.
Save 14'
Coupon

REFRESHING

Milk 3

Tall Cans$1
Save 23'

Scope

pki He
"
47

Mouthwash
and Gargle

.•

PRODUCE

14

Super
Value
Brown
'and
Serve

Fresh Crisp

Lettuce
Ruby Red

N.

Radishes

•Rolls\

Texas
EMIUM
Nabisco

61YOUR BEST BUY

NON-DAIRY CREAMER
-orn €rnation

Oranges

Feed
relr,geral,on'

Fancy Yellow Ripe

For your holiday meal we have fresh
dressed hen, turkey, turkey breast,
turkey roast ducks.

Bananas

Field's Fully Cooked
Semi-Boneless
Half or Whole
Totino's - Cheese, Hamburger, Sausage, Pepperoni

Field's Finest
Sliced

With $10.00 Order
Or More - Limit
2 Doz. At This,frica.,

Pot Pies

Von Camp

- Tuna
_Lean Meaty
Large 9/
1
2oi. Can

Pork Chops

80.

Frosty Acres

Light Grated
61
/
4 oz. .

Blackberries

16 oz. Bag

794

20 oz. Bag

594

Frosty Acres Stew .

3 forsioo

Vegetables

Save 17'

7

Krey Pork

Sausage

Fields Pro-Leaguer

Arrid

Wieners

Extra-Dry
Spray
Anti-Perspirant

Easy-Of

7.'.
Ref j).$t

With This
Cairn.

Save
Met Fxpire,4-1707
Go041 Only At Porkers

"If You Matc

I ur

• ua

59

With wns.ceepee
Off.-r- f'spires 4-l17

Orretlxpirel:;4-1347
C;o4 Ord;st-isivitey7s

4
3) f

•••G..dOnly As Porfriirs •

ou ant :eat 0 ur rice

We Reserve the
Right to Limit
Quantities

Home Owned
and
Home Operated
Joe M. Parker
and
Sammy Jog Porker
Owr4ri

We Accept U.S.
Government
Food Stamps

Downtown Shopping Center
•

Window
Cleaner
Spray
111-.01

40 oz.
With This
Coupon

-HOURS: 70. m.-9 p. m. Mon.-Sat.

p.
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Deaths and Funerals
in
LII

tit
sf.

A
in

Funeral Is Today

Services Are Today

For R. B. Hurt

At Pleasant Grove

James Harmon Elected State
Officer At Woodmen Meeting

Local Field Represen- activities over the state..The
Willoughby, Mr. and Mrs.
The funeral for Reuel B.
tatives, Officers, Committee climax of the meeting was the
Relmon
Wilson, Mr. and Mra.
Hurt of 401 North Tenth Street,
Members, Delegates and election, of new offijoers and
John Simmons, Mr. and Mrs.
WOollinen
Murray, is being held today at
attended
the
installation
guests
by
"*.
Trustee )3erry. T. C. Collie,
Mr. and Mrs.
two p.m.;at the chapel of the, '
Pre-convention activity
of the World Life Insurance
Grover Burkett;Mr. and Mrs.
Funeral
services
for Walt society's "Biennial Kentucky.- included a-7 p.
Lindsey Funeral Home,
meetiAg of
Pridu*cato with Sro. Randall Willie K. Cooper ate being Jurisdictional Convention delegates and guests to hear Allen Rose, Mr. and Mrs. Tim
Scruggs, Mr. and Mrs.
.p.m.
the
2:00
held
at
at
Jernigan— and 'Bro. Connie.
today'
April 1-3. at the Red Carpet the Biennial Message of Clarence
Horton, Mr. and
Wyatt officiating. Burial will South Pleasant Grove Gaited 'Inn, Bowling Green.
President Nick T. Newberry
Offs.
Theinas
Herndon, Mr.
Church,
Methodist
she
where
follow in the Maplelawn
New state officers ,elected on the activities and progress
was a Member, With the Rev. from Murray and Calloway Of the Society durint the and Mrs. Tolbert Story, Mr.
Cemetery,Paducah.
Mr. Hurt, age 85, died Dr. William P. Mullins, Jr., County were: James Harmon, preceeding two years. Since it t and Mrs. James R. Latinaer,
Monday at 12:15 a.m. at the officiating and the church itreasurer, Glenda Smith, also marked the tenth an- Glenda Smith, Cynthia Hart,
Murray-Calloway County choir, directed by Mrs. L. D. delegate to the national niversary. of Newberry's Ann Spann, Loretta Jobs,
Hospital. He Was a member of Cook, Jr., with -Mrs. Otto convention, -Cynthia Hart, service as President of Robert Bazzell, Harold
Douglas, John Gammon,
the Reidland Church of Christ. Erwin, organist, providing the alternate delegate, Harold Woocirnen of the World, he
Revel
lieneline, Madelle
:music
Aubrey
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
entitled his. message _Olen,
Douglas, trustee, and
Serving as pallbearers are Willoughby, chairman of the Years of Growth and Talent, Diana Lyons, Martha
Zeta , Hurt; two so, Hays,
To -coffee trees were planted in observance of Arbor Day on
,Paducah, and Thomas, Nash- Hugh R. Cooper, Timothy fraternal Service Committee. Progress," and his expanded Andrus, Carol McDougal,
April 1 by the Garden
Sara Cunningham, Donna
Department of the Murray Woman's dub and the Agriculture Department
Speakers at the Convention report covered the Woodmen
ville, Tn.; stepson, Jimmy • Hendrickson, Tanny Barnes,
of the
Garland,
Birdie
Parker,
Spencer,
Calloway County High School. Kentucky Gov.Julian Carroll issued a
Thornasson, Detroit, Mich.; Tommy Gaines,Dale
included Bowling Green City growth from .1966 through
proclamation for
Calista
Clanton,
grandsons:
Jeannie
Cooper,
Kevin
and
April 1 as Arbor Day and since the coffee tree is now the Kentucky
Commissioner Harold A. 1976. State-President -Pei—,
daughter, Mrs. Jo'y Paris,
State Tree,the local
Lamb, Sadie Shoemaker,.
Reidlandt • two brothers, Jim Burial will 'follOso "in --the - Miller .and- Chamber ,ofo McCuiston, Pembreke,
-loos
chose to plant these trees. Pictured,'left to right, front row,Semi Non:worthy,
Senn.
oli".
Gladi
cemetery
the
with
Jean
Church
'
VIceExecutive
Commerce
presided
Hurt, Murray', and Dayton
over this evening Richerson, and Thomas Kevin Wilson, Sandra Storm, Kim Smith, Tommy Chavis, second r0W1
Carmen Parks,
Hurt, Hardin; three sisters, arrangements by the Blalock. .„Peesident Harold Huffman; • session and all business
Mrs.•Greene Wilson, Christi Conaway, Rose Oakley, Carla Ramsey, Genite Ps,
Scruggs.
Mrs.
Woodmen National President sessions of the convention.
Mrs. Ruthie Vick, Marshall Coleman Funeral Home.
OYde Miller, Mrs, Barletta Wrather, Dana Miller, Gay Howard, back row, MarkUckson,
widow
83,
Cooper,
age
Mrs.
Nick T. Newberry, Omaha, Local
County, Mrs. Pansy Elkinat
Ron McAlister,'Randy Darnell, Ronnie Stubblefield, Kathy Treas,
Registration for the more
attending
Michael Corsey, Maresley- Cl. Cooper, died` Nebraska; Natiooal Trustee were: Mr.persons
and Mrs. Avenefl Cornwell, <-c4
and Mrs. Max Hurt, than
280
shall
kirks, Ronnie Lockhart, Rodney Adams,and Dr. Jack Rose.
delegates
the
at
p.m.
6:55
Manda-y
at
Glasgow;
Berry,
Harry
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Wiloden, representing the 34,225
Hardin; nine grandchildren;
Murray-Calloway County National Escort W. Lewis Mr. arid Mrs. James
Staff Photo by David Hal
two great grandchildren.
Harmon, Kentucky members was in the
daughter,
-Mrs. Spearman, Surfside Beach, S. Mr,arid Mrs.
Hospital., A
Gerald Paschall, hotel lobby at 2 p. m., Friday',
Christine Smotherman, died C.; and retired 'Executive
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' • Handicapped. Stt_yients Can
Receive IndividuaLlastruction
II etities(firv.• Vril 6.'197,7
In Special Program At MSU

i

By DONNA R. SIMMONS
children to perfect their'skills,
'Handicapped,students -in. . she said. - In cooperation with - the
Murray and Calloway County
can receive individual in— local superintendents,, we tr4'
struction in recreational ;kills to provide an alternate
as part of a speeal program at program • for these children
vkhich
offers additional
Murray State University:
Entitled "The Special resources," Dr. Helge said.
students!. are
Sixteen
Recreational Skills
Development Program," it is currently enrolled in the
_von.wred by the Center for' program' which is offered on
-Ifilloiration and Development-- Tuesday and Thursday 'gr.
on the campus. Faculty from ternoons from 3 to 4 p. rn.
the Departments of Special Classes meet in Bpshear
Education, Recreation and .G4mnasium in the Student
Physical Education, and Child '-Center.
For more' information,
Stupes, as well as interested
PARACHUTE PLAY—Croup activities in ill-Special Recreational Skills Development
university students, work as interested persons may
Program promote teamwork and coordination. Here, the group participates in
contact Shirley Wilferd in the
volunteers in -the" program.
"parathute play."
. --According to -Shirley Mat.1 Center for Innovation
•
and
(Photo by Rick Adams)
Development.
Wilferkprogram coordinator,
"The program is designed to
aid 'handicapped children In
coordinating motor skills'.
Last- fall, we .offered a
swimming class -as part of
FUN WITH CIRCLES—Nakisha Payne and Tim Underhill demonstrate a perceptual
their instruction."
motor activity designed to aetermine left-handed or right-handed dominance. The
The program involves
children ranging in age from 4
children practice simultaneously drawing circles of the same size with both hands. Dr.
to 16 with physical imDonald May,-Chairman of the Department of Child Studies, supervises them.
FRANKFORT, Ky. API
farms rose from $5.2 billion in
pairments .or emotional "or
(Photo by Rick Adams)
alb•
mental problems. They Sk.(q, lieveoue Comptssioner 1973 to more than $8 billion
participate in activities in; Maurtie ,Carpenter says the 'laSt Yeir.
Carpenter,said Kentucky's
volving gross motor skills1 s' arp increase in farmland
eye-hand and eye-foot coor- t,i\es has halted in Kentucky, farmland tax assessments
dination, titiper-pencil -skills, il”th. assessments being went up more than 10 per cent
to $5.015 billion in 1975 adding
and activities emphasizing 1,4k-er-eif32.37 billiOn
past two years.
duringtk
•.Urat it would have been $6.67
awareness-of self.
_
Carpenter said the tur- billion higher if the state
Until recently, the program
. FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Protection.
There will be legal action by was Offered only to students nabout came because the state ..,likdn't [pumped its drive to
Keptucky natural resources
That - division, the U.S:
the Water Quality Division or from Murray City and --finalty• has started Wyatt-to reduee asse_ssinents: _
officials say industries soon Environmental Protection
Last year, Carpenter said,the EPA, or both, if the .Calloway County school assess farmland at its
will be legally responsible for Agency
(EPA)
and chemical_can
be traced to its systems. HOwever,the classes a.Ticult-ural• value instead of ., assessments were reduced
safe disposal of , toxic Lbuisville's Metropolitan
source, Forester said. "And are now being made available' its market value . for other $2.37..bilhon through the _use of
chemicals such as the one that Sewer District all worked to
agricultural rather than fullthe Metropolitan' Sewer to students in the Murray uses.
made employes ill and forced try'to trace-the chemical that .P,e state Constitution was value assessments: As a
District may want to file suit Headtart Program.
closing of Louisville's main invaded the water plant, and
The MSU program is one of an rended in 1969 to-provide for -result, the total farmland
sewage treatment -plant -latit to try to decontaminate and'
climbed only 1120
But such" recoate t not many such programs begun-in -special.farinland asseasments, se%sinen,
reopen the facility.
week.
•
enoogh, said Carl Patterson, a areas around the country to but Carpenter said con- million to.$5.135 billion.
Officials said the 'enernical,
Currently, there is little that
Carpenter said
chemical engineer in the develop motor skills. Parents - it •••versy and confusion
federal, state and _local identified by the EPA as Natural Resources • DepartassessmeV caused a loss of
and teachers- of students delayed the changeover.
agencies can do to prevent' hesachlorocyclopentadiene,
ment's Solid Waste Division. enrolled in the programs have - The recent- effort, he con- approximately $18'million in
illegal—dumping of such May' have leaked or been
"We don't have adequate,reported •Itremericlaus im- tinued, has been prompted by taxes, most of which would
chemicals, though they work dumped into the storm drain regulation yet.
,• _
provement in their children the soaring market value of have gone to school districts
together to deal with them, system.
"We do have regulations after the children attended the farmland* on which taxes and county governments.
William - Industries must obtain against people dumping stuff
according
to
r.ave to be based.
But he said some of the lost
•
'SKILL DEVELOPMENT—Riding a bicycle is one of the
Forester, head of the.Division government permits to like that, but the problem is classes.
,
The U.S. Department of taxes will be regained 'As
Dr.
Doris
Helge,.
director
of
most
enjoyable activities any child can learn. It's also
hazardous
discharge
Quality
in the state
of Water
l'Agrietilltire
recently
-reported
farina
are
sold
for
nonfarrning
how do you. catch them," he the Center for Innovation and
good
for
Department for Natural materials, Forester said. "If
improving coordirtation and balance. Dbug Pitsaid.
Development, 'says she has :hat the value of Kentucky purposes. When that happens, ts is
Resources-and Environmental - an :Liclustry is discharging a
shown as he learns to ride with the help of (left)
f4rmlarid„,"
the
new
-wept
owner
has
to
pay
from
the
,
an
He Said his division- is received letters from parents
material as part of its process
Teresa Gillstrap, Beaver Dam sophomore and Theresa
NallaM
iiTerage -a $2437 an Atte in 1972- difference between the farm
working on regulations to pin whose children participated in'
we have total control."
Buckman,Morganfield sophomore.
U
$547
an
acre
last
year.
tax
and
the
regular
tax
for
the
the
program
last
fall.
They
MISS YOUR PAPER?
He noted that the EPA was the responsibility for dispose*
(Photo by Rick Adams"
The
of
total
the
stales
value
two
previous
years.
able to stop a Wes! Virginia of hazardous materials on the praised the MSU program for
Solwailoort who Imo sot
their
the
opportunities
gave
it
company from discharging company that produces or
rocoivod _their kiiiiii-ilerwired
carbon tetrachloride after uses them.
Morn, Loiter.
copy of
"One problem we have is
that chemical' recently
Timms by 5:M p. w. Mutely.
that
a lot of companies have'
River,
washed
Ohio
_down
the
Friday or by 3:30 p. or. ow Savoforcing some Kentucky cities suddenly blossomed out into
`.4Wf WO wood to col 731-3016
to close their drinking water the disposal bftsiness,", he
between 3:30
trod bp. wt..
said. -"They -get your money
intakes.
Mosidoy-firkloy, or 3:30 p.
and haul it off, but you don't _ Officers for 1977-78 ha%
But
If
achemical
is-spilled
sod 4p. Sotorioys, to Omni •
dumped,. Forester said, really know where it's going." been elected for the Murra
&ivory of tio newspaper. Coils
A new federal late that will State University- chapter
-over that kind of malicious
wort bo *coil by 4o. w. tiosh•
action or accidental action, become effective in mid:.1978 The Society of Profession,‘
days or 4 p. os. Saturdays to
government has very little will make it clear, he said, Journalists, Sigma Delta Ch.
goorsotto delivery. '
control except legal recourse "That if waste does get
Making up the slate ar•
disposed of improperly, the Babette Morgan, Advanct
afterward."
generator is the one the Mo. junior, president; Denni,
government is going to come Hill, Murray senior, vice after.
president; Ron Dahlgren
"You can't contract away Murray, secretary; and Gar,
your liability by hiring Trout, AdVance; Mo. junior
someone to haul the material treasurer.
May 24 Primary
away," he said. "And the new
Morgan and Hill wer
YOUR VOTE AND INFIUENCE
law has firiels that are- big recently named co-editors
enough so they may hurt. the campus newspaper, TY,
IS APPRECIATED THANKS
,ACAt
They can go. up as high as Murray State News, whi
This advertisement paid or to Donk Crawlord Treasurer
i25,000 a dart"
triint serves as advettist,
managei for the paper.
Dahlgren is the rad),
television specialist for ti'
Office bf "Information an:
Public Services at Murra
State University.
Dr: Carl J. Denbov
assistant professor of'jou:nalism at 'Murray State, ar
Allen Frank, station managi
of WKMS-FM, the camp.radio station, are co-advisorof the organization.
The Muriay State_chapter
Sigma Delta Chi kk,a
organized in the spring of 97
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for Sheriff

'cipants
k Office.

1PRINGSPORTSWEAR
SALE

Dr. Parker
Elected To
New Post

America's Most Famous Coordinated
Sportswear!

$ $

Reg.'1 1 to '45

TO

38 Blazers
'19 Skirts

24 $20 Pants
'13 1 17 Vests 8 Blouses. .
$7
'1'1 Tops

s 13
$1 1

Yellow • Navy•Red'Green *Brown 8 Black Plaid
Sizes 5-13
Minnens Murray, Bel-Air Center- Open Ni6hts 8 Sundays

With Moist & Easy. Rich, moist cake,loaded with crunchy nUts, Or
juicy raisins. Or deep-,'dark chocolate chips,And all.you
water for two minutes and bake All in the same pan.
Moist &Easy Snack Cake Mixes. Banana Nut Double Chbcolate Chip
Spicy Apple 13disin. And new Golden Chocolate Chip.
.
•
,

Prove it to yourself with 150 off.
Trynew:Golden Chocolate Chip.

Dr. Christine Parker, .•
r•f
associate
professor
mathemitics at MurraylStat,
University, has been erecte6
to a three-year term as vicechairman of the Kentuck
Section of the Mathematica:
Assoiation of America.
Dr. Parker,a member of th,
Murray faculty since 1958
was named to the post last
weekend at the 60th annual
meeting of the Kentucky
group which was held at
Cumberland College,
Williamsburg, and presided
over by Dr. Harold Robertson.
also of the Murray facility.
Dr. Parker and Dr. Jack
Wilson, chairman of the
.mathematics department at
Murray State, also presored
papers during
ay
meeting. •

CUT ALOMGrbOTTED LINE

nacelle

TAKE THIS COUPON TO YOUR STORE

AVIE 15t

When you buy

or.

y other FLAvco

anVio
Dwncon-nes.

Golden
Chocolate Chip

t&Easy

CIACOIN• Chtp aAalable

1,m.ted af•Os

Snack
Cake Mix

LIMIT ONE COUPON PER PURCHASE

c.• •••••••...a.•••ka
,
AstrA.A.^, •
GIANIK.f .
/ROC

TIPS

PROCTER & GAMBLE
,- -

963301Vt
S.
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Growing Number Of Americans.Looking For Low-Cost Alternative To Traditional FuneraV
•

Editor's Note: This the last of also is an alternative to the still must decide what to do cremation. Some funeral, practices comes troth the pretty well at the mercy_gese
two articles on the cost of standard funeral.
funeral
with the remains. Cremation homes insist on the use of a nonprofit
and undertaker you go to." -71
funerals. It examines alterBecapse funerals are so also does not precinde a -container, but a fiberboard or memorial societies which
The memorial societies do
natives to' the traditional 'tradnal, there can be funeral ceremony with the plain wooden box may be have sprung up in 120 cities in not oppose the coneept of the
h&ral.
the United States and Canada. funeral. "Survivors have
confution stOrAluesubstitites. body present. -The funeral sufficient.
_
By LOULSE COOK
,
After ctematioo, the Although total niembershiRts important
Here Is -alook at some of the industry calls this "cremation
social
and
Associated Press Writer
details: .• •a•
after viewing." If you choose deceased's remains may be relatively small - about emotional needs which should
"Death is inevitable ... high
CREMATION
this option you will be faced scattered - although a few 500,000 - these societies not be ignored. A funeral is
cost death arrangements are
The Continental Association • with the same decisions and states prohibit this practice- augur a rapidly growing one way of meeting some of_
not."
of Funeral and Memorial irony of the same costs as yow or returned to the family for consumer
consficiusness these needs," says a death
Tharstatement comes from Societies, which is dedicated would,if yOu chose the stan- placement in an urn or other ...about death."
education- manual recoma handbook on death and to providing low-cost death dard adult funeral followed by container. The urn may be
A memorial society is a mended by the Continental
funerals prepared by the _ arrangements to its members, burial in a cemetery.
buried in a special section of nonprofit organization of Association of Funeral and
Seattle office of the Federal estimates that 5 to 6 per cent- - You will have to select a the cemetery or may be people who have. banded Memorial Societies.
Trade Commission. It reflects of all bodies in the United casket and decide whether you placed in a columbarium, a together to seek simplicity
Rebecca Cohen; executive
the-sentiments of a growing states are cremated every want the body embalmed.The building set aside for above- and economy in funeral secretary of the 14-year-old
number of Americans who are year.
placement
of arrangements through ad- association, said individual
•
FTc's Seattle office says that ground
looking for low-cost.vance planning. Members pay savings as a result of memCrernaticm is the reduction you may be able to eliminate cremated remains.
natives to the traditional of the human_ remains --to:, the cost of a casket by placing
Cremation charges vary a small fee-usually less than bership in a fitneral or
funeral and burial.
,
ashes, In some places, the body on a day bed or widely, depending on the type $20- and in exchange receive memorial society vary, but
In a new book,"The Way We religious'groups or private couch. The funeral home also of urn and whether a funeral information about funeral , generally average about$500.
Die," author David Dempsey citizens may obtain the may loan you a casket for service is held. The minimum costs and how to cut.them.
MOst of •the 4 memorial
writes: "Society has always pecessary death certificate viewing purposes, although charge for the cremation itself Some societies also arrange societies, were started by
employed some kind of-7*nd permits for transportation some states do not allow the is- generally around $35. with local undertakers to church groups, but mem,
_cererttotty that-does more than And cremation, enabling the reuse of a coffin.
Funeral directors with their provide simple funerals for bership is nonsectarian.
simply di,spose of the body; a family to deal dfrecUy with a
-own- -ereinatories- generally- _memberssit %pacified en.dit
_Further information is
Immediate
cremation - charge from $125 to $150, in- "The whole emphasis 4 on available from the Continental
custom so universal can crematorium. In other places, —
_
hardly be without meaning. a funeral director is required. without any viewing of the cluding transportation of the Preplanning," said the Rev.' Association of Funeral and "Yet It is" a taatom that is
Harry E. Smith, president of Memorial Societies, Suite
Note' most religious groups body -eliminates most ofthe body and legal papers.
gradually declining as more now permit cremation, ac- costs assticiated with the
the Greater New Haven 1100, 1828 L St. N.W.,
MEMORIAL SOCIETIES --(Conn.) Memorial Society Inc. Washington,D.C.,20036.
'and more people turn to cording to the memorial funeral. Embalming usually is
Dempsey, in "The Way We "You begin by learning what
substitute rituals."
.
society association. Excep- not necessary. State laws
ORGAN AND TISSUE
These substitute rituals tions are the Greek and generally do not require the Die," says, "The most active the optioos are. (Otherwise)
DONATIONS
include cremation And kniPle, :Jewish Orthodox faiths and purchase of a casket for challenge to acceptesl funeral, at the. time of death,-you're
"If cent is a primary confunerals- some Lutheran and Funinexpensive
'arranged well before death. damentalist Protestant
The donation of all 9r part of groups.
the body to medical research
Even with cremation, you

cern to you, the over-all
lowest-priced alternative in
making death arrangements
is to donate the body to
medical research," says the
_Seattle office of the FTC.
The office also notes that
-such donations should be
prearranged. For information
you can- check with local
hospitals or'medical Schools.
There may be a charge for
picking up the deceased, but
there are virtually no other
costs connected with body
donation. Medical schools
reserve the right to reject the
donated boyd, so it is wise to
make
alternative
arrangements.
Anatomical donations - of
corneas_ or kidneys, for
example - also are vitally
needed
for
transplant
operai s. A.
ll states have
now a_ pti_vd some form of the
Uniform Anatomical offoket-,
enabling an individual to
donate various parts of his or
her body to research. Participants carry a wallet-sized
Uniform Donor Card, filled
out by the potential donor and
two witnesses. Further in-

formation is available from
Medical.::!,
American
the
Association, 535 N. Dearborn,.
C'hicago, Ill,60605.
For information on donation'
of corneas, write to the-EyeBank Association of America,;I '
1111 Tulane Ave., Nevi,fi
Orleans, La., 70112. For in-•;1
formation on kidney donation,!.'t
contact the National Kidney 4
Foundation, 119 E. 27th St.,
New York, N.Y., 10010.

Myers, O'Daniel
To Receive Grants
Rebecca Christina Myers
and David L. ,O'Daniel of
Murray, have been selected to
receive $750 James L. Hurley
Scholarships to attend Murray
State University _for the 197778 school year.
The scholarship, renewable
for one year, consists of four
awards for incoming freshmen, juniors, seniors, and',
graduate students.
-9
Miss Myers is a junior ,at
Murray State and O'Daniel is
a senior.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR THURSDAY, APRIL 7, 1977
What kind of day will
tomorrow be' To find out what
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.

however, so that you won't
overreach your mark. Some
complexities possible.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
`ARIES
This is a day in which you will
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 201
have to use your in)ate' good couist,be_na,outstan4ing___Judgmessilt..1114-aol-let-day, but it will largely depend unexpected situations ruffle you
on you Steady does It Don't and do not let albeit influence Scatter energies, thus over-----your decisions.
taxing yourself.
CAPIUCORN
TAURUS
(Dee. 22 to Jan. 20) /0
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Your energies should be
Auspicious influences. stimulated now and advances
Manage
well, interpret are indicated. In trying
carefully. Don't accept ALL moments, call an your' fine
=suggestions offered. Study with sense_ct humor---- -'
an 'eye
eye to the future.
AQUARIUS. _
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
(May 22 to June 21) all
f
* More gains available than..
If too eager, you may may seem possible at first. But
overreach your mark but if you will have to go after theinin
observing your limitatfins and a sound, pre-determined say,
maintaining_a reasonable pace, and know exactly what_yott are
you can accomplish a great' about.
,
deal.
PISCES
X
•
- CANCER
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
(June 22 to July 23)
Doerworry r your program
As wit/Many others now,you does not _go exactly as you'd
may tend to slow down at like. Seek the reason, then aim
unexpecte4 moments, then to handle it more effectively accelerate-your pace unwisely. and enthusiastically:You CAN
Such sporadic efforts are not achieve!
productive. Steady!
LEO
YOU BOW _TODAY are a
(July 24 to Aug. 23) wwwn truly dynapie individual, exWork for top gairis but do not tremely_versatile and willing to
expect them immediately. Be -work hard for the material
concise in arrangements, success you crave. You can
stipulations, speech. Narrow achieve it, too, but first must
learn to curb certain traits
the margin for error. '
which alienate those in best
mpt.t.
VIRGO (Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)position to help further your
--- Have faith in your objectives, ends. High on this list are
oontidense'in your methods. Overagerestrveness and ten-Carefuldistribusion otenergies &ricks • tonard sarcasm, but
unstinting use, of your there's also the matter of
-"trents could lead to new gains. -selfishness and an insistence on
„e".. LIBRA
having your own way. Tone
'
(Sept 24 to Oct. 23)
down these characteristics and
Your ingenuity, versatility you'll find your going much
and originality stimulated. smother. Fields in which you
Even if results afe not im- could attain your greatest
mediately forthcoming, pin fUetesSes-: the taw, science,'
forth your finest efforts. They politics, literature. Birthdate of
will pay off soon.
William Wordsworth, poet; St.
SCORPIO
Francis Xavier, Apostle-el the
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Indies; Walter Winchell,
Branch out to some extent. newspaper eoltunnist and TV
Realize your limitations, personality.

MODEL .
MC 200

MR.COFFEE
VVITH NEW COFFEE

SAVER

PRICES GOOD
W1411E
QUANTITIES'
LAST •

GREATER AIR
POWER

SCHICK
STYLING

DRYER

1037
POLAROID
SUPER
SHOOTER
CAMERA

NO.336

FOAM FILLED

DENIM AND

PLUSH

EASTER ANIMALS

POLACOLOR 2 FILM

41-z-1

TYPE
108
s"eT
41
/
4''PRINTS

moor

8,88

TWIN
PACK '

EASTER
RABBIT
BANK
HELPS
CHILDREN
SAVE MONEY

!lovas' Sex Appeal.
Provocative and vibrant That.6 Jovan
Sex Appeal`"

MAGICUBES

Aftershove/Cologne
for Men.

CIKR-€4kan

7.00

eviaTa

BRING IN YOUR FAVORITE.
PRINT WITH THIS
:
COUPON AND
RECEIVE A
PERSONALIZED
PHOTO-MUG
FOR ONLY---

-•

•beltless feminine napkins
.BOX

OF 30

woo...Pe r,
OA!O(liVERY

4EMED
S Mb OD OD

Musical entertainment for the entire family

Show Dati,Tithe 8 PM april 11
Show Location MSU FIELD HOUSE
Tickets AvailabIenset
Activities Office
*StudentMusk

tiOUBIGANT
1.7$ OZ.

SperW.

Og'

SKIN CARE LOTION

8 I.
a

MEDICATED
FOR BEAUTIFUL
IN

'
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Loss Of Man's Arms Only
Postpones Marriage Plans.

om
cal

-

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Undaunted by an industrial,
. accident thato,theared off both
of David Lynn Jackson's
arms, his fiancee says they're
postponing their wedding only
temporarily, until hegets out
,of the hospital.
Both of the young miner's
arms were sewn back on by a
. team of specialists at Jewish
Hospital here, and doctors say
---.the prognosis is good.
."It's a miracle," Jackson's
- fiancee, Debbie Goff, 18, said
Monday. "It's just incredible.
We're still getting married as
soon as he gets 'out of the
hospital."
, Miss Goff, of Baxter, Tenn.,
and Jacksen, 19, had planned
to get married this Saturday.
But Jackson's arms were
"guillotined" last Thursday in
an accident in a Tennessee
zinc mine..
He saw a large piece of
sheet metal falling in the mine

where he worked and, in an
Miss Goff said her fiancee
effor.l. to save-his friend, Jerry
doesn't-Want to talk about,the
on
Lee Duncan, 25, pushed him accident
but that "he's happy
ye
away from the metal plate.
he saved his friend's life, and
tea,
The led s_heared off Dun-.
that's wonderful. That's ew
can's right arm near the
kind Ad person he is, a. great
in- •
Shoulder, -ahd it severed both
person."
on, 'of. Jackson's arms jest below
She said the team of
ey
the elbow.
surgeons that worked 12 hours
t.,
Jackson was rushed to
to reimplant the arms "are I
Louisville's Jewish Hospital,
the *best, they ,are something
where a special team of
are wonderful, I
surgeons.worked through the else, they
can't Say ennugh.
night and into Friday morning:,
just :amazing what
to sew his arms back on.
these' doctors can do,': Miss
physicians
The
who headed
the now famous eight-min Goa Said.
Jackson's mother, Wirinie
ers
"microsurgery" ,unit, Drs:
Jackson, had sim4ar words of
of
X CHANCE OF HIS OWN—Sam Ruth, vice-president of Arvin Industries in Princeton,
Richard Klienert and Joseph
praise for the physicians.
. to
is teaching a business communications class at Murray State University as the result of
Ketz,say the prognosis is good
"They've got to be the
ley
an offer to be a guest speaker. When a professor on campus received a research grant
for Jackson. Kutz says
greatest,:' she said."They are
ray
and required a classioad reduction, Dr. Jules Harcourt, chairman of the vepartrnent of
Jackson already is able to
977a gift from God. Anybody that
move :Tits arms and- hands
Business Education and Administrative Management, asked Rath if he would help
can do what they've done has
some and, barring unferseen
"demonstrate how work can coordinate with business communications." Every Mongot to be the greatest. I never
ble
circumstances,
eventtialTi
day night Ruth faces the challenge-ot making theory relevant to the teal business
had any idea this could be
four
should
regain functional useof—profession through lectures and handout material.
eshhis limbs.
"If anybody had told me a
(Photos br Rick Adams)
and'
.
.Duncan's arm could not be week ago this could be done, I
"reimplanted" because the wouldn't have believed them.
injury was too severe.
I believe it now," Mrs.
Warren "Hawk"' Boughton, eastern representative for
el is
I had never thought in my Jackson said.
the American Mountain Men, will be the featured inwildest dreams that this could
Mrs. Jackson said her son is
be done," Miss Goff said in an upset- about the accident but structor at a Wilderness Weekend at WA's Land Betinterview. "It is just has "no regrets, none ween The Lakes, April 15-17, 1477. Deinonstratioris and
something else. It is the best whatsoever, that he did it. He discussions led by the American Mountain Men will
highlight the three-day activity which centers On bonder
thing in the world."
saved his friend's life.,
lore
and wilderness survival,
Miss
said
Goff
Jackson
class of his own.
Sam Ruth, the vice- good favor.
•
public service by helping us
"He is a brave young man,"
What started as an offer to
--,----fresident of U. S. ManufaeRuth became involved in the . remain updated," - Harcourt "feels good about it. He's she said. "He really is."
strong. He wants his arms. He
taring, Consumer Electronics be a guest speaker to business • • educational" end of the explained.
,5ivision, Arvin Industries in *and management classes at business world because Dr.
The arms were packed in ice
He feels that the ex- says he's going to, try to do
.._frinceton, is doing himself Murray State has become a Marvin Albin, assistant periences Ruth has every day something, to work- with them and placed in the plane that
when he gets well. He's in flew Jackson from Nashville
end Murray State-University a chance for Ruth to teach a professor
of
business In 14-19011i- can, help. those
- • to Jewish-Hospital here. Kbtz
education,
received
a faculty members who are not pretty good spirits."
The accident only postponed skid Jackson has if "good research grant which allowed in the business world right
for a reduction_ le_ his class now. "Many of the faculty their marriage plans, she prognosis for recovery as.far
said, and "as soon as he gets_ as retaining the arms" and
load.
have had good experience in
7.41;
"I had some thoughts about business prior to teaching and out, for sure, we're getting that functional recovery
WINDOWS AND DOORS
married: I've known him all should return in a year or so —
Box 307,Murray,KY 42071
teaching when I was in sC0001
' some are active in both the through high school
and this it takes that long for nerves to
but chose to pursue a business •education
and business fields,
4
"regenerate."
career. Now I feel I have but most of them can benefit -wOn't:stopli."
MODEL USA
something
to contribute after from a person like Ruth, who,
ULTRA SUPREME
41.-TOY !suffen_Pil: and 1 was 'is involved in both."
_
Wood-Windows
happy offer.
to accept
thinks his
perfie
with Aluminum Exienor
, Ruth Mdrray exAs
-State's
said.
orneReuthwith
- Women -love the labor_ Dr.
Jules
Harcourt, business ree only helps make
saving ideas found in this
chairman of the Department the class more relevant to his
window. Cleaning is so
of Business Education and students but makes it easier
easy with unique tilt-in
Administrative Management,
sash feature.
is teaching_ fw
o:ekhim
_rv, ciass.
to prepare for the
is glad that Ruth
• A permanent bakedand believes he can add a
"I sit down on weekends and
on white or bronze
special
into
the
input
class,
at
night and think of examples
exterior aluminum
Business
Office
finish fgsme.•
Aci I run into every day that exministration 215, Business
to the atudeats that some
• Wood tilt-in sash.
Communications.
(theory is very applicablein
_.
WITH
• Factory installed locks.
"ile has the. practical ex,....the work day."
TILT-IN SASH?
department
• Finger groove sash
1)erience thai the
There are five sections of
feels is necessary to
rails. '
the class and they have a
.demonstrate how work can common sihedule,
Low maintenance exterior - at wood Tifterior Blendi,
stiltcoorsiinate With business dardned test, and a research
with any decor - inside or outside. And the ultra
conunimications,
Harcourt paper. But Ruth tries to add
Supreme has many optionals available, for your
a
Salt
particular needs.
little something to his that will
."By just being at Murray make
it different from the
State every Monday night for
14ru. ft. Refrigerator-Freezer. • large
other four classes.
his class and participating in
3.79 cu ft. freezer • Two Ice n Easy trays
"I
teach
" theory,
meetings with the other correspondence,
research,
• Automatic defrosting in refrigerator sec753-1616 Industrial Rd.
faculty members in the
tion•Twin vegetable bins•Coil-free bock.
and oral communication. I try
department, Ruth offers a to 'stress
Us • C4
that the book does
convey the real world.
because I feel that sometimes
students
have' trouble
believing this."- •
So what does a man who has
adripleted a Et. S. in industrial
management at Artiburn
- University -and has -done
EVENSS NTH -TRADE •
graduate work in engineering
phySics at the University of
Chattanooga and has worked
toward a master's degree-in
industrial engineering at the
University of Tennessee thInk
about teaching?
Ruth-says, 'Tye learned?
great deal while teaching this
-class. You have to know what
TM
you're talking about to be able
to answer some of the
-students' questions."
•
"I teach a 500 level graduate
course hi -Piinceton in a
cooperative program with
Murray State and I would like
DEPOSIT WHEN
PHOTOGRAPHED
to"try some other .-datirites
— in
-the management area if I get
thè chance:'And it will be the
ON DELIVERY
students who will give me that
chance if their assessment of
3 Cycles featuring Power
me as a teacher is good," he
Scrub.• 3 level wash action
'• Soft food disposer
added.
• Dual detergent dispenser
Ruth's acqiiaintenance with
• TUFF TUB' Ovalitylntetior.
the business world started in
1955 with the Olin Corporation
in Pisgah Forest, N. C. He
joined Arivn Industries in 1971
and was promoted to vicepresident in 1974, the position
he now holds.
Ruth is a past member and
2 - 8 X 10
officer of the America In2- 5 X 7
Industrial
stitute - Of
10 WALLETS
Engineers, the Society for the
Portraits will becionvered withAdvancement
of
t
in three weeks
Management, The Chattanooga Engineers Club, and
5000 BTU/HR. cooling • 115 volts, 7.5 amps
the American ProduCtion
• Only- 49 lbs
portable • Easy installaInventory Control Society. He
tion • Two cooling/fan speeds include a low
is also active in several social,
slumber speed for nighttime operation • DurThurs., Fri., Sat.
religious,
service.
and
able molded outdoor case can't rust. m9.3s
organizations in the area.
April 7, 8,9
Ruth's interest in education
11 a.m.,7 p.m.
for students and his employees is a valuable trait.
according to Harcourt. "When
REG.194.95
L
help like this is available, I
We use'Kodak paper
Sale Prices Good Thru Saturday at Over 600 Stores Throughout the South and Southwest.
think it wise for the departfora good iook.
ment to utilize it. -We hope to
offer more classes like this if
Bel-Air Center
the personnel is available," he
!I
753-8391
. -Added.
•

4t

Sam Ruth Gets Chance To Teach
class Of HisOwn At Murray State

Free for the Asking
wfue
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE

EANDERSON®

FROM THE FRIENDLY FOLKS AT OTASCO

BIG SAVINGS ON

—Ni
g‘ECITFoixs
AS11304-R

GENERALC
ILEUM
SAVE 5095

National Lumber Supply Co.,.

rop,..KAGE

00
REG.
399.95

THERE'S NEVER-AN
EXTRA CHARGE FOR'
LAYAWAY AT OTASCO

hi

sConvertiblillYartable

FATtet2E01

POTSCRUBBER
DISHWASHER

$1.95

SAVE 3195

'9.00

000

d

IT'S EASY TO USE OTASCO CREDIT

Ii-

CARRY-COOL
AIR CONDITIONER

NO LINT 3 BIG DAYS Au.AGES

DAYS:
DATES:

REGAL

10

STUDIOS

Central Shopping Ctr.

249.95

r

r
,

••••

00
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CLIFTY FARM

COUNTRY
HAMS
Whole $139
HALF HAM

Lb. $149

_
STORE SLIM BOLOGNA

OUR-BEST QUAUTY

DEL MONTE•FRENCH STYLE-

- --

uk:
_

ALUMINUM

GREEN 13EANS2idn

_ ply roy

I

1.1AKER'S•12 oz. BAG

99

CHOC.-CHIPS .

PRICES GOOD THRU TUESDAY
ICEBERG

SORRY,
NO WINNER!
The family whose
name was drown
this week did not
have a Bankroll card
punched.

BUTTER Y,ELLOW, WHITE, GERMAN CHOCOLATE
DEVIL'S FOOD. YELLOW

SOUTHSIDE:
7PM-9PM
DAILY • —
- OPEN SU
• , 10 AM - 8 PM •
(Closed EasterSunday)
BETTY CROCKER•LIMITED VARIETY

FROSTING MIX 18 oz
DEL MONTE

FRUIT
COCKTAIL
303 CAN

2894
' (HECK OUT THE
-EASTER-SAVINGS
LI:10144,110P BY_

PILLSBURY08 oz.-4 PACK

KRAFT•AMERICAN

BISCUITS

CHEESE 12 oz.
SINGLES Pkg-

KRAFT•PARKAY•I Lb.

18 oz. PKG. OF TWO LOAVES

HOT
BREAD

59'

MARGARINE TUB
JOB SQUAD•JUMBO ROLL

PAPER
TOWELS

CHICKEN OF SEA
LIGHT FILLET

FINEST VIC(Illekt SMORIDIN

Happy Easter
from all the Employees
Of Adams

CONSOLATION
PRIZE AWARDED!
faxiiirs
If harm bed Ins
mono draws hos he tid
net Move a card punched.
Censorial's' prise nes
warded.

TREASURE ISLE.BREADED

FANTAIL
SHRIMP

10 oz.

PKG.

San Francisco

i•

FRENCH SOUR DOUGH ROLLStricouii

•
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NIL LOVE TIE BLUM

Senate'HearingsPlan,ned On Debt
Cri)lettitin tridustry This
WASHINGTON i AP - If
the Senate aceepts a Housepassed bill to regulate the debt
collection inkistiy, bill
ei*Ilettt4s won'&e able
hound you in the middle of the
night, threaten you or suggest
that Yob kill yourself.
. Senate hearings are planned
later this month on the bill,

which squeaked through the
House on a 199 to 198 vote
Monday.
The measure would subjet
the.debt collection industry to
federal regulation for the first
time.
In urging passage, Rep.
Frank Annunzio, D-111., its
sponsor, said, "Debt collec-

Crossword Puzzler

Answer to TUESDAY Puzzle
DOWN
ACROSS
man AMBO
1 Gratify
ODIUM Immo
1 Parcetof
2 Missive
land
DODD= nmannm
3 Tierra del
5 Shirt picket
mug emu OUR
Fuegan
9 Danish land
ono mem DORD
Indian
division
WO UDOO DODRO
4 Symbol for
12 Girl's name
IMMO DOM
tantalum
13 Court order
DOOM OUUM DO
• • 5 Pitchers
14 Expire
SUIIU UPILIU Make
6 Handles
15 Greek letter
GICIO OCIOU =OA
7 Lubricate
16 Skin of fruit
8 Sy mbotfor
OODUOD DUCIORU
17 Young
futon _
salmon U0000 MPIMPO
9Proverb
18 Near.'
DODO OBIO0
10 Desert
19 North
phenomenon
speech
45 Go in
American
1.1,Fright
32 Prohibit,
reit
48 Note of
scale
16 River in Italy - 34 Poem .
20 A smoke
50 Greek letter
17 Greek letter 35 Mexican
21 Withered
shawl
53Beverage
19 Clans
23 Heavenly
10Choice pall - 36Rubber on- -54.Electrified
-leo - •
ncil
22 Things, in
particle
25 The self
law
56 EXcl5iation
38 iChOf
26 Build
Likely
40
57
Parent
24
Kite
28 Barracuda
41 Confines
27 Sticky
(colloq.)
30 Teutonic
43 Place in line
29 Figure of
doily
31 Pierce
33 Edible
rootstock
35 Compass
point
37 Peruse
39 Fashions
42 Period of
time
44 Joint
46 Animal's
coat
47 Arouse to
VA;FM
action
30311-:•:•-5:;
49 Girl's name
51-Three-teed
sloth
52 A continent
53- Aleutian
island
54 Hostelry
55 Write
56 Toward
shelter
57 Bard Se Before
59 Getman title
60 Emmets
Distr. lay .. Unitsd Feature Syndic/ e. Inc.
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2 Notice

2 Notice
tors more and more are
support it in recent weeks.
harassing the consumers of
1, LW. (DUB) LYONS
Opponents said the bill
America. There are threats of
am no longer with Earth.
bodily harm,even suggestions, would make, it difficult or
Movers, Call 474-2281,
that the person should commit impossible to collect debts
"This would wipe out all
suicide."
The House hassed -Annun- collection agencies as we
zio's bill last year, 239 to 162, know them," warned Rep.
Richard C. White,D-Tex.
but the Senate did noLact on it
before Congress finished- its
session.
Supporters expected a
similarly large margin this
year,' but some members
changed their votes.
•
A frequent objection in the
debate was that the legislation
would create a series of new
News. Soclety 'and
Patricia Lynn Melvin, of
federal crimes, including Murray, Route 2, has been
753-1918
Sp"Orts
when a bill collector calls a selected to receive a $1,000
Retail Display addebtor between 9 p.m. and 8 scholarship from the Hutson
vertising 753-1919.
a.m.,calls him at work or goes Chemical Company to attend
Classified Display,
to his home.
Murray State University for
Classified, Circulati"We have created a whdle the 1977-78 school- year.
on-and the Business
new ciass of federal Crimes
Office
may. be
Miss Melvin,the daughter of
punishable, by p,9o0 fine and
reastrod
cui 753Mrs.
kennetif•L
. Mr. and
one year In jail,"' Said Rep,916 and 753-1917
Melvin, is a senior at Calloway
Charles E. Wiggins, R-Calif.
The bill also would prohibit County jiigh School. She has
use of abusive language,false received the National'Merit
claims that collectors are 'Letter, Science Award,
ADVERTISING
acting on behalf .of the French Award and awards in
DEADLINES
government and threats to English and History. She was
"All
display aria,
appear
chosen
in
Who's
to
take any action that is not
,classified displays
Who Among American High
intended to be taken.
and regular display,
Annunzio said hearings by School Students.
must be submitted
Beta Club, Pep Club, Color
his House Banking Subby 12 noon, the day
committee have shown that Guard, and French Club are
before publication.
debt collectors frequently use among Miss Melvin's other
All
reader
activities,
all these tactics.
_cla.ssifieds Must be
He also said state regulation
Miss Melvin plans to study
submitted by 12 noon
has been ineffective. "Out of
physics -and
engineering
the day before
38 state laws on,„debt collecscience at MSU.
publication.
comptiter
tion, only eight are strong
scholarship, renewable
The
laws," Annunzio said.
is granted to
The bill was supported by each year,
families in THIS WEEKS TOTAL
farm
from
students
groups -andC1:121b oiler
TEA- - free- cash-pot, $1404.
Kentucky'.
several
collection.- industrY' groups
Have you had your card
counties.
nessee
changed their position to
punched?

H utson Grant
Awarded To
Local Girl

Phone Numbers
for The
• Ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows

HIT A HOUSEWIFE!

CRA,SH CQLRSE in Belly
Dancing 4 weeks for
$10.00 Start April 7. Call
7534984.

YOUR NEED is our
concern. NEEDLINE,
--743-6332.
•

NOW OPEN!

MAGIC
MIRROR

SUE KAU &
ROSALYN WHITE

Barrett: service
Station

Open 8:30-5 Daily

492-8591.
STARTING AN annual
trade and flea market
day..The first one,to be
held Mardi 28, 1977 at
the West Ky. Exposition
Center, College Farm
Road. For inquiries and
information on booth
space call 7534890.

lSociaI

1977 1.9111•0 Feature Syn icale

AFTER DA,', APTER

i4ERE w 6,0
Ti•iE 5AvlE
01.1, "T"r4NG,

-

753-1441
753-1621
Rescue
753-6952
Ambulance . . 753-9332
Hospital
Emerpenzy .
753-5131
Humane Society
753-3991
COraprekensive
Cate
753-6622
Poison Control . 753-1588
Saki Citizens . 753-0929
Needle.
75341E0
Learnt To Read . 753-2211

Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger-I---Times

DA* AFTER

004
41
164
7 1
1
3
1T10
1
14

1

FOR
WATKINS
Products. Contact
Holman Jones, 217 South
13th, phone 753-3128.

td4
TW

° 1

-

'WEBUY AND'BELL used
air conditioners. call
753-9104 Jays, 753-1551
nights.
COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring Us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear entrance. • _

ITS WONDERFUL TO HAVE A
PRETTY LITTLE WIPE 1,040
WAITS-ON'raj PROM
MORN TO NIGHT

*19017I!
ON 'YOUR WAY UP
PLEASE BRING ME
SOME MILK
AND COOKIES

JIM 11,1977

Stark's Hardware

-

12th & Poplar
"Our 30th Year"

SPRINST(MEL- A COLD 514.1DOER
\NE-Kfr THROD61-1 ME

Ai-I °CO>4 OWt_LJP)A TREE, BUT 7-1-er
WARNE.1-00

GOD KNOWS YOU. Do
you know him? May I
have the honor of introducing you and explaining his plan for you
here on earth! Call 753-0984. Please do not delay.

PIanta..0f/

:•

Dixieland Center
753-9668
,

•
•-

For rent 532 sq. ft.

office
. space.
.

Wales furnished.
Mins
753-3341, or
753-3342
5 Lost And Found
LOST WHITE female Rat,
Terrier. Looks like
Chihuahua.In vicinity of
North 18th. Call 753-5672.
6 Help Wanted
WANTED SOMEONE to
break garden. Call 7537207.
PART TIME Sales Clerk.
Immediate opening.
• Send resume to P.O. Box
32E, Murray.
WANTED A
perienced
carpenter.
Harmons
Shop.

highly exremodeling
Apply Roy
Carpenter

WANTSOMEONE to help
care for invalid. Either
couple or 2 women. Ft4I
time. -Call 753-4833....
$25.90 PER hundred
stuffing envelopes. Send ---self-addressed, stamped
envelope. TIC ENTERPRISE, Box 21679,
Denver, Co. 80941.
WANT SOMEONE .to
mow Martin Chapel
Cemetery. Call 753-2899
4 p.m. -.8 p.m.

Wood
Items
in the
Korentry Kitchen

.
.
111 111 ,4L_THo'IT

.

Western Dok
rn
Pied Tobacco
Growers
Association
.
_

Special TO% Off

ON YOUR WAY 43.40
uP DEAR-• BRING ME
SOME MILK AND
COOi<iES,TOO

WANTED: B-J Auto
Salvage. Junked and
wrecked cars needed.
Call 527-1315 or 474-8854.
COINS AMERICAN and
foreign. Also old gold.
Call 753-9232.
15 Articles For Sale
LARGE TARPAULIN,
10'x26', in good 'condition. Price $35. Call •
753-6501.
TOBACCO AND tomato
sticks. 13 cents each.
Call 489-2126 or 435-1263.
A GOOD BUY...give it a
try.
Btue
Lustre
America's favorite
carpet shampoo. Big K,
Bel Aire Shopping
Center.
AIR
CONDITIONER
16,500 BTU in very good
condition. Only $125.
No. 7 Dill-Trailer Ct.
TRACTOR TYPE riding
Lawn mower, Craftman.
75 model Kawasaki 100
dirt bike. Call 753-0410.

For Appointment
Coll Hozel

lu

fiqi

WANTS TO BUY - house
in very gotircondition,
• to be moved. Call 502- -527-7849.

H LP WANTED

Owned and operptsd by

Beauty Boutique

/I/

TURN IT OFF --I Dot•ex
1-CAN
COME OUT FOR THE
NEXT
ROUND

TOPPER FOR SHORT
wheel base pickup. Fleet
- side. Call 753-8744.

LABORERS
AND
HEAVY equipment
operator-s.- Apply in
person, K and B Contractors, - Box 126,
Sedalia,.Ky. Located in
rear of Datsun fork lift
building.
--

Experienced service
station
attendant,
mechanical experience necessary, 5 day
week, no Saturdays
or Sundays. Apply in
person. No- Phone
_

q-6

If You
Need Thom:

14 Want To Buy

WAREHOUSE PERSONNEL. Full time.
Good working conditions, and benefits."U
interested send resume
today to P.O. Box 32B-1,
Murray.

,

briiiktoire;MiirriY,Kyl 753-1272.

Wanted

HARDWARE store
employee. Full time.
Good working conditions
anti benefits. Write P. 0.
Box 322, Murray.

Just arrived a
new shipment
of Easter Plants

BELTONE
FACTORY
fresh batteries. Wallis
Call

Help

HELP WANTED - day
or-stiaolng-latt-tinio Phan* seiskwork. Light
office ortlelivery.-Must
have car.. Can 753-1387.

PLAN
A
PLANT
PARTY
WITH
THE
BAMBOO
GARDEN
NOW

1

- PIT A TREE!
- HIT- A &HIVING

6

A HOME party plan Co. is
eifpanding. We need you
to show Lisa Jewelry.
No investment.
Generous COMpli.SSIOn
plus bonus. Opportunity
for advacement. Call
Lisa Co. toll free 800-6311258.
KENNEL HELP for
Veterinary Clinic. Male
or female. Apply in
person to Warner Vet
Clinic. 1613 Wiswell
Road, Murray.
$2,000.01 MONTHLY!
SPARETIME! Unbelievably, excitingly
selfSend
easy!
addreaald and stamped
envelope to Box 132.4,
Cleveland. Ohio 44106.

WANTED A SALES
person---to- sett Jim
Walter Homes in the
Murray area. This is
your opportunity te
make good money as a
;ales perrion, If interested call Gene Allen •
502-442-7368, Paducah,
Ky,

BABY CARRIAGE, baby
car seat, baby bed,
drapes. French
Provinicial mirror. Call
753-9263.
. _
COMPLETETABLEsaw
for sale. $100. Call 4365857.
USED AIR conditioner.
24,000 BTU. Call 753- 9437,

Sales
Trainee
SALES - The Best
Paying Hard Work
There Is! Are you interested? If so, and
you havs.-,tiri employment record of
achievement or have
been 'self Employed,
we'll train you in our business and pay a
draw during training.
This is not a (Fly-ByNight) offer, we are an
established -leader in
the Industrial
Chemical Field.

40" ELECTRIC RANGE,
needs minor repairs.
One pair of registered- treeing Walker pupsand
2.:Caon dogs. Call 474-, .
2361.
, BATH TUB enclosure
kits. Marbleized and
solid colors can be -installed by amateur.
Murray Lumber Co., 104.
Maple.
RIDING LAWN MOWER,
8 h p. John Deere. Call
753-7785.

Join our (Expansion
'77 Program) send us
a resume:

AUTOMATIC RUG loom.
With extra accessories,
and extra warp. Call 753-8948
or
928-4397
evenings:

-A
16.TA
1111111NOST
------111181111AL P.11 S.iISSIS

G.E. AIR conditioner,
like new, used only 6
weeks. Excellent con- ,
dition. $295. Dinette
table and 6 chairs, $150.
-6 parakeet with large
cage. Call 753-7511 after
3:30.

Moraphli, Ten.,. 38130
An Equal opportunity E01
010ier•
•

10 Business ODoo, tuoitv

FINEST
ONE
PERSOW
BUSINESS

PENTA TREATEL1
lumber 1" and
dimensional stock. ALsci
treated-poles 8' through20'. Murray-Lumber
Company, 104 Maple,
Murray.

Are You Interested in Earning
$15,505 part-time; 1A1,200 full
time a year &more'
Can you service 25 company
established accolade?

BLACK & DECKER skill
saw.71,4 in. 1 h. p. $20.00.
Call 753-6328 after 3:00 p.
m.

Investment required 24,800 for
inventory

Call collect person to
person Mr. Henry
904/353-1991-or write
FAUX PAS INC., 18th
Floor
Universial
Marion
Building,
Jacksonville, "Plorida
Fs32202

NEW NAUTILUS Super
metal detectors for the
professional relic and
coin hunter. Exclusive
dealer in West Ky. and
Tenn. Call Bob Mills,
436-2415 after 5 p.m.

OWN
YOUR
OWN
business. Annual income should be between
$16,000 to $25,000.
Personal investment
should
be
23,000.
Remainder can be
financed. Contact
Standard Oil Co., phone
753-2432 or Mayfield,
247-2223.

AVAILABLE
NOW.
Urethane foam. 'All
sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 7534909.
WEED EATERS, Clippie
$25.99, Snippy $43.95,
Needle model 500 $59.95. Wallin Hardware. Paris, Tenn.

BUSINESS
LOANS

THOUSANDS USED,
paperbacks. ki price,.
trade 2 for 1 bookrack.
808 Chestnut, formerly •
Christian Book Store.
Call 753-4821,

UP TO$1 MILLION
CALL HUSSIEN ALI
216424-3537
P.O. Ma 1525
Clavoload,Oleio
44104.

16 Home Furnisnings
•

GAS STOVE, like new.
Call 753-4178.
4
•

4

iiiiimii*SLX44444114e*S40640.1.
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16 Home furnishings

CONTACT WEST .KY.
Grain *Handling
Equipment, 1-345-2120 or
345-2633 for Farm Fan
Dryers. Dealers- for
Baughman Grain Bins,
also your Read bin and
long bin. Early seesa
on BaughMan during
March.

uto
and

and
:okL-

LIN,
con-,

'

ASHLEY WOOD heater,
• almost new. Call 4365366.
. DINING TABLE with 4
chairs, oval rug. Call
753-8129 between 2-5
p.m.
XIRKSEY, 'USED
FURNITURE. Buy and (0 lir? tinmea F•otur• 5•,<IK•
sell. Refinish and
reupholster, Cabinetry I
work done.Call 4894752.
YOU

ato
ach.

S1-6

IC
24 Miscellaneous

36

41 Pb c

for Rent Or Lease

03 Real Estate

Sales

43 Reai Estate
45 Farms For Sale
FOR RENT OR LEASE, BIG YARD SALE, 7,
22$ ACRE FARM only 2
retail store building on
SELECT FROM TWO (2)
and 9th. Seven miles
19 ACRE FARM, 4 miles
miles from Ky. 'Lake.
south side•court square
large, sensibly priced,
North of Murray on 641.
South on 121. Three
for
Suitable
row
crop or
mayfteld. 3500 sq. ft. Turn right at Bucy's
attractively wooded
bedroom house, stock
cattle.
access.
Good
'Call Dal Boyd, 1-247lots, facing on US441, 5
Grocery, 1 mile. Anbarn, hog parlor. All
Many fine building sites.
2833.
miles South of Murray.
tiques, dishes, tools,
fenced for hogs: Call 753John'C. Neubauer
Call
STINSON REALTY
nick-sacks, toys, pool
0978.
Realtor, 505 Main,
CO.,953-3744.
sticks, Avon bottles, and
753-0101
Murray,
or 753FOR LEASE lots more.
7531.
20x 60on 305 N. 4th. Call
PRICE REDUCED! 4
46 Homes For Sale
753-51611.
bedrooms, 2 baths,
TWO ACRES OF land
GARAGE
BIG
SALE
comfortable living
21" RCA.color T.V. $125.
TWO BEDROOM house in
east of Almo on blacktop
Monday-Friday 8 a.m. 3? ii§eN•ook Supplies
-room, kitchen and utility
Call 753-3922.
Almo.- Paneled
road. Call 753-4418.
8 p.m. Y. mile West of
room.
Completely
throughout and carpel in
Lynn Grove on Highway
carpeted.-electric heat,
living room. Will sell or
,OVERSTOCK Reduction REGISTERED ANGUS
94. 300 pair new woenens QUIET
COUNTRY
located on 2 wooded
.trade for three bedroom
bull. Service age, extra
sale. Drive to Cuba and
LIVING in East Y
and childrens shoes,
acres. . Owner will
house
in
North
nice. Sherman Powell,
save. We have the
Manor. A white brick 3
150
pair,
$1.00-$2.00
it
consider any reaginable
Elementary School
Benton, Ky. 354-8382.
lowest prices ,on all
bedroom ranch horni on
gallon inside Latex
offer. Call 753-1402
District. Call 753-8242.
Zenith TV's. Shop
large lot. Has electric
paint, new $1.00 hall
today.
Loretta Jobs
around and compare.
baieboard heat, carpet,
gallon. 1 ton 1962 Chevy
EIGHT BOXER PUPRealtors is quickly
,Siason's Zetlith Sales,
THRFE BEDROOM
nice kitchen and family. becoming a houseSOLD
truck with -grain bed,
PIES. SIX weeks old.
Cuba, Ky. 382-2426.
brick, fully carpeted,
room, refrigerator and
low mileage, extra
Has all shots. Call 489word.
-double garage, central
built-an range. Paved
"sound.
2321,
Buick
1989
Kirkaey.
27 Mnbile Home Sales
44 Lots for Sale
gas heat and air, 2
driveway and .payed
Skylark, -Peet sharp. baths. *Call for apbasketball court. A nice
Glass, china and anBREE.D
12 x SO mobile home, ALL
BUILDING LOTS. We
pointment, 7534786.
comfortable home,at a
GROOMING
ARC, -tiques. New childrenbedrooms,
2
bath gas
have building lots in
reasonable price.
female Miniature.. through teenage
heat. $3700 or take'
over
Lynnwood Estates,
FOUR BEDROOM
$29,500. Contact Guy
Schnauzer. 1
clothes.
Payments. Call 77-9497.
years
Fairview
BRICK. Carport, walk
Acres,
.
Spanu
Realty,
901
old. Call 435-1481.
Panorama Shores,
In
closets.
Good
Sycamore, 759-7724.
072 12 x 54 2 BEDROOM
Meadow Green Acres,
location. See to ap38 Pets Supplies
trailer, underpinned and
also one lot on - Potpreciate*. Call 7534,062.
NICE
THREE BUSINAIS PROPERTY.
strapped on private lot.
tertown Rd. Call for
-AKC_JRISH
pupSetter
BEDROOM brick.
Grocery store and,
132 x.120. Call 753-8113
details,_ Fulton Young
MUST SELL!! Reduced
pies for sale. Three
Fireplace in den. Large
restaurant combined.
after 5 p.m.
Realty, 753-7333 or home
Price. 3 Bedroom Brick,
males and 2females. Six
shady lot. Near MSU.
New range and ice
753-4948.
weeks old. Call 753-950/.
approximately
2000 sq.
Priced
in
mid
maker
restaurant.
20's.
in
John
1974 12 x 65 unfurnished 2
ft. living space. Phone
C. Neubauer Realtor,
Upstairs apartment
45 farms for Sale
bedroom house trailer.
753-7857.
505 Main, Murray, 753renting for $135 per
Has at conditioner, 200 FULL BLOODED Beagle
SMALL FARM. 9 acres
0101
or
call
Large
month.
Linda
lot
with
Drake,
puppies
for
sale.
Have
amp service pole, unfenced located on'North
room
753-0497:
for 'trailer
NEW BRICK homederpinning and smell - been wormed. Call 753side of Calloway County.
parking,
store
or
ex2791.
-beautiful Wooded Tot on
porch. Good condition.
This land was in soy
pansion. Also good gas
Highway 641 211 miles
Moving, must sell. Call
beans last year, it. also
business. All stock and
Wilson
North of Hardin. Two
489-2792.
20 GALLON AQUARIUM
has good building site
fixtures included. Price
car garage, city water.
with all accessories.
Insurance and Rea/
and on blacktop road.
in very low 304. Don't
Energy efficient heat
EIGHT ACRES. 12 x 703
Call 753-5702 after 5 p.
Price $850 per acre.
Estate Agency, Inc.
miss
opportunity
this
to
pump and wood burner.
bedroom mobile tone,
_Fulton Young Realty -406
:go in business for
21112 Sanaa* Street
Call- 527407.
-electric heat and central
South 4th, 753-7333,
yourself.
Young
Fulton
Mese na-ant
39
Supplies
Poultri
air. 28
32 heated
home 753-4946.
- Realty, phone 753-7333,
FOR SALE BY OWNER:
workshop. New 4" deep
home 753-4946.
PEACEFULNESS
Three bedroom brick
AND
PEAFOWL
FOR
sale.
well. Water pipe to all 8
24 ACRE-FARM located
seclusion are yours if
home, fully carpeted,
$25.00 each. Call 1-527_acres..All within 2 years
off Highway 94 East.
you -pure-bane-- this 3 BEAUTIFUL BUILDING
carport and utility
7880.
old. Beautiful location.
lots near Wiswell on
New 4 strand barbed
bedroom home with
room. Large storage
Call after 6 p.m. 901-247-Highway 783 South. Lot
wire "fence with steel
fireplace, located -on
building and fenced
41 Public Sales
$457, Puryear, Tenn.
sizes 125 x 235. These
post., Call for more
beautiful large wooded
backyard. Located on
lots are very reasonably
lot near Kentucky Lake.
details'. Fulton Young
large lot. 1107 South Ifith
REDUCED 1973 Horn-- GARAGE SALE at 801 N.
priced. • Fulton Young
Realty,
Price
has
753-7333,
home
just
Street.
been
$32,500. Call 75319th
Street.
Thursday,
mett 52 x 24, central air
Realty, 753.7333 or home
753-4946.
reduced $5000 to $14,900.
0616.
Friday
and
Saturday.
6
and gas heat, stove and
753-4946.
Phone Kopperud Realty,
a.m. - 6 p.m
refrigerator. Un753-1222 for friendly,
furnished. Call 753-4827.
courteous real estate COUNTRY HOME on 2.3._
FOUR PARTY yard sale.
„service.
wooded and open acres 5
Highway
12 by Cold1974 24 x 54 Mobile Home.
miles from Murray on
ater
Chturii
of
.rlrist,
Like-red" in -Riviera'
-121 South. Modern - 3- Courts. carmrans- Or-- Friday agd Saturday.
bedroom house-with city
753-6776 after 5:30 p.,m.- Lot of depressiotigiass, •
171.water,and electric heat,
antiques, 75 years old
only
$17,500.
Also
a
well
painting
silk.
- on
DOUBLE WIDE in
located (805 South 4th)
Children and women
Riviera ct, Furnished or
business lot, 60' x 320'
clothing,
trunk,
school.
PRESTIGE NOME
unfurnished. Will
with a 3 becfroom, and
desk. Air hockey table.
Lovely 3 bedroom home just west of Murrill On
consider helping with
Lull basement; house,
Many odds and ends.
tree shaded 2 acre lot. Extremely wellfinance. -Gall 753-3672,
_only, $11,000 C,,O. Banconstructed home and excellent location. Priced
dana lkolty, 753-9954
in the 60's.
1975 CRITERION 12 x 70, SALE- inside Saturday 8or 753-3460.
3 bedroom, bath and
5. 901 Johnny Robertson
half. Unfurnished. Call
Read. (Highway 1660).
DEVELOPMENT
753-6422.
Material, plants, odds
PROPERTY - 21 acres
and ends.,
THREE BEDROOM
On Oaks Country Club
12 x 65 MOBILE home,
BRICK home in SherRoad. This property has
partially furnished, air YARD SALE.
711 Main
Ph. 753-1222
206 South
wood Forest has 2 lovely
good potential for future
-conditioners,
Ilth Street. Saturday,
baths,
dining room with
development. Call for
refrigerator, built-in
April 9th 8 a.m. - ?
beautiful chandelier,
details Fulton Young
stove and oven,concrete
Vacuum
cleaner,
family room
with
Realty,753-7333 or home
steps, tie 'downs and
bedspreads, foot stool,
fireplace,
wall
to
753-4946.
wall
undespinned
and
clothing, miscellaneous
carpet in all rooms,
•PRESCRIPTiONS
several other items. Gall
items.
built-in kitchen with one GALLOWAY REALTY
•HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENTAND SALE
7534864.
wall bricked, central
*LEADING BRANDS Of COSMETICS
failed to get listing in
29. Mobile Home Rentals FIVE PARTY Cirport
heat and air, attached
Directory. Th number
•HOLUSTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
sale. Clothing, odds and
garage, large utility
is 753-5842.
ends, a lot of new and
10 x 65 MOBILE HOME
room which Could be
different items. Friday
for rent. Furnished.
used as study. Priced in
and • Saturday_, 4-5. 907
SATURDAY.APRIL 9, 10:00 A./11.,
Loe-ated at Patertoirri.
the 30's. Phone KopReim or Shine- Leach Available
Vine. _
"
&OW' IbUCIICI
Call 753-5287.
perud Realty, 753-1222
PAUAERSVILLE, TENNESSEE
for more information on
SALE WILL SE AT NI MRS. REBECCA MAYO NOME LOCATED ON Till PALMEREVILLE AND LYNNVILLE
GARAGE
SALE
boys,
this
home.
fine
s'
MOBILE HOMES and
HIGHWAY Ne.119 AT ENE TENNESSEE AND RENTUCIT UNE.
girls, men and womens
mobile'home spaces for
SELLING DUt TO HEALTH
KIVA SEMD MY
pipapiemy, WALNUT SPOOL BED,IRON BED-4 Sue, IRON BED WITH BRASS KNOBS. IRON BED
rent, at Riviera Courts. - clothing, electric organ,
REALTORS
record player, snare
WITH BRASS KNOBS & RAIL IRON BED,S P HALF.SQUARE GRAND PIANO, M SCHUlZ PLAYER
Call 7534280.
PIANO & BENCH. ORGAN STOOL. 3 CRANK VICTROLAS (Starr, EdLson, & Harmony 1, OAK WALL
PORTABLE BAR WITH
AM-FM stereo radio, 8
track tape, phono
hookup, and lights. Also
portable 1974 Brother
electric piqa typewriter.
Both in gOod condition.
Call 4924333.

owE OF THE 510N5 OF 5PRIMG1972
CAN PEPENP ON.

20 Sports Equipment

it a
stre
rite
g K,
ping

KIRBY VACUUM, 500
Maple Street. Rebuilt
vacuums, starting at
$45.00. We rebuild your
vacuum for $29.95. Call
753-0359, Mike Hutchens.

ER
good

ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760
"day'of night.

iding

19

i100
10.

Farm Equipment

FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs. Call AAA Fence
Supply Co., J-444-6865,
Paducah;

baby
bed,
• nch
. Call

1967 MF 300 combine,
corn header, no cab.
- $2,500. Call 489-2110.
-CA ALLLS CHALMER
tractor and equipmen_t,
Tractor has wide front
end, hydraulic lift, good
tires. Runs good. Looks
like new. $1200. Call 4362448 after 4 p. m.

Saw

11 436-

ioner.
753-

NGE,
pairs.
ered. •
474•

33' HOUSEBOAT, $5740.
Call 753-8056: 1974 9.8 Mercury outboard
motor. Excellent condition. Priced to sell.
Call 753-7427 after 5 p.m.
1987 MUD MUGGY, 50 h.
p. motor. $400. Call 7539407 after 4 p. m.

Excellent Working Co-ripens
No Experience Necessary!

Apply In Person Only!

Michelson's Jewelry
Bel Air Center 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Paducah, Kentucky's
Largest & Finest
AntiquesShow & Sale

loom.
tries,
• ll 753,-4397

BARGAIN, 12 ft. fishing
boat with 911,12 h.p. motorand trailer. Make offer.
Call 753-3949.
6'SIDEWINDER Bushog,
lift type, perfect condition. Call 436-5870.

SALE:
14'
FOR
CHEROKEE bottom
boat, 20 horse Johnson,
- heavy-duty tilt trailer,
trolling motor 36" shaft,
14 FOOT Crown Line
Die-Hard battery, the
Runabout. 70 h.p.
Complete crappie
Mercury boat motor,
"fishing rig. Call 753-8351.
trailer. $856. Call 753-- --000fr-or 454143211:-.
.144 H.P. Johnson for sail
boat, practically new.
20 FT. STARTON boat
Heavy duty trolling
trailer. Tandem axles.
motor. 35 h.p. Evinrude.
4,000
lb.
rated.
Call 753-8129.
Hydraulic brakes. Call
22 Musical
436-2198.

a.

)WER,
. Call

1971 MARK TWAIN boat.
115 h. p. Mercury motor.
Call 753-6883.

BOAT MOTOR, 1970
model 25 h.p.. Evinrude.
Call 48t-2548 or 489-2539.

Full-Time Position
Now Opint=--

osure
• and
be
ateur.
104.

20 Sports Equipment

BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across
-from_Post Office, Paris,
Tennessee:
CONRAD'S PIANOS Organs, Kimball and
Baldwin. Lowery-Story
and Clark. Largest
selection in Western
Kentucky, 753-1424,
Olympic Plaza, Murray,
Ky.
2; Exterminating

JAYCE CIVIC CENTER
270 I

Park Avenue

Paducah Kentucky

April 8-9-10, 1977
Fridays

oner;
• y 6
con-.
inette
,$150.
large .
after
•
TEll
id 2'"
ALsO
ough:
umber
Maple,

-Saturday 11 a.m.-9 p.m.
Sunday 12 noon-6 p.m.

Public byyited

Pres Parking
Admission Si 50
Fall Dates: Sept.30(t. 1 & 2,1977
Harold Schaer,Mager 1,Calvert City.
,Ky (2029
Moe 1-601-M6-71.57

Partime sales clerk and cashier. Starting salary
of $2.30 per hour, good working conditions. Send
Resume to P.O. Box 32-C, Murray,Ky.

MAKE THIS YOUR YEAR FOR INDEPENDENCE!
Be a DISTRIBUTOR, lull or part-time, for
yourself with WORLD FAMOUS products

R skill
$20.00.
3:00 p.

KODAK • POLAROID • EVEREADY
1 ocat ions eslatbsbod by •
ouaienieed I Yam mar T

-Super
for the
and
clusive
y. and
Mills,

CNI

Or

WWI .

Inyostmont with
,ePumbase Jcp•femonl

Mr Gieraid 11011 Imo) 141004144•1200
or t011oti 1114-2211-1753

FIRESTONE PHOTO CO.
162

Help Wanted

NOW.
. All
. Cut
eat Ky.
,c Story

Apply in pErson

Pagliars Pizza
Personal Interview Only.
We will be hiring for day
shift as well as night shift.

Clippie
$43.95,
500 Hard-

•

AUCTION SALE

Every Friday Night 641 Auction House
Paris, Tenn.

_USED.
Price,.
ack.
,rmerly
Store.

This week old Fat Boy will be here from St.
Louis. Lots of glass, dishes, dressers, tables,
chairs, docks, Aladdin lamps, bedroom suite,
odds and ends of all kinds.

Shorty McBride
No. 247 Auctioneer

Ings

e new.

•

Phone 753-3914

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
100 Saab 136
24 Miscellaneous

6' GARDEN
DISC,
. fiberglass topper for
truck. Call 436-5505.

FAIN AND

drum;

31 Want To Rent
BEAN GROUND for rent.
Call 527-7624, Benton.

guitar,
and
miscellaneous. Four
miles from Murray, Old
Salem Road, 4th house-

on left. April 8 and 9, 8
am.-?

ltS11:
CKLE
Lx)
EF
NR.L
:
I Alt
A I)o
s
,.OWAIK
NEou
weowatid
E. WICKER ROCKER,
lsci
sTo
ltuTy
W0
MIRR
AL-LmliA
CVELE
REvpoim
RO
WITH
irR
T RACK iss
IcEBE
liA
BED, & DOLL FURNITURE. WOOD SHELL BOX. WOOD CABINETS. WALNUT SETH THOMAS
CLOCK (Spring Clock Box), TV, WALNUT CORNER CUPBOARD, WALNUT CHINA' CABINET.
POPIAR CHEST, GLASS DISPLAY CASE, DEEP FREEZE, TOLDSPOT FRONT!F.SS
REFRIGERATOR. WOOD ICE BOX,GE.COOK STOVE,SMALL OIL STOVE. THE GREAT MAJESTIC
W030 COOK STOVE 1Porcelain Finsih1. SQUARE OAK DINING TABIE AND 2 W(XP) DINING
TABLES, 2 PIE SAFES, BUFFET, PEGGED KITCHF:N CABINET, KITCHEN CABINET WITH ROLL'
FRONT. QUILT BOX WITH BRASS HARDWARE,LARGE OVAL TRUNK.6 W(X)D & METAL TRONK.S
(Oval, Flat,Square & Miscellaneousi-

South 12th at Sycamore '
TELEPHONE 7631651

on,pans S4995 00

FIRESTONE 1341111:1114G. Sloe* 1544
N. Thkd Si.. Columbus, Ohio 43215

I

KOPPERUD
REALTY In

WALLIS DRUG

Everything for Sale!
Quality Dealers!

WANTED

1211=111111

1973
MERCURY
STATION wagon- with
power steering, power
brakes and air condition. Two bag mortor
mixer with 2 h. p.
electric motor. 20"
Masonry table saw withS h. p. electric motor.
1969 International
- Forklift with 3000 lb. lift.
Gasoline motor tamp.
1000 gall& underground
type fuel tank. Call 2471948.

MSU STUDENT wants to
rent house with small
acreage for horses. Call
767-4833.
32 Apartments For Rent

NICE
FURNISHED
Apartment. 100 South
13th. Inquire at Kellys
Pest Control.
FURNISHED
APARTMENT, utilities furnished. Call 753-8660.
3401ouses For Rent

MY LOSS is your gain.
Double oven gas stove,
cost $600 asking $250.
Lot of old seasoned
wood, make offer. Call
753-5206.
,CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for antique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses,
Healthopedic • or foam.
WEST KY. MATTRESS,
1136 South 3rd, Paducah,
Phone 1-4434323.

THREE
BEDROOM
HOUSE, 2 baths, on
Highway 641 North. kV
mile from city limits.
References
required.
Call 753-2347.
FOR LEASE
fqur
bedroom, 2 bath, brick
home with double
garage,
nicely
decorated in Farmington. Leasepurchase
option
available. Call 345-2745.

I,

A Salesperson

gyysaumigots, PICTURES AND PICTURE FRAMES,OVAL MIRROR WITH GOLD FRAME,l4RASS
LAMPS. OIL LAMPS (Various Shapes - Wall Type, Handle Type. and Various Small Types), I AMPS &
LAMP SHADES, CANDELABRA, CHINA CHAMBER,2 COPPER MAJESTIC KETTI.ES. LANTEBNS.
AVON AND PERFUME BOTTLES, POCKET WATCH. HAT PINS & CHINA HOLDER. WICKER
BASKETS, CUCKOO.CLOCK AND MISC. C1)3048, C'OAI. SKU1T1.E. WOOD WHATNOT SHP:LVES.
SMALL CRESCENT DISPLAY STOVE, JIM BEAM BLYTITES & MISC ilorn.F.s. MARRIES. HAND
TOOLS. ASH TRAYS,OLD BOOKS,OLD RECORDS & Aisum.s. BOX OF CYLINDER !WA'OR IA. PER
PECK/OPE,QUILTS.LINENS,SHOE LAST,SG ALLON MILK CAN.STAINED G I A.SS WINDOW,MAR
BLE TABLE TOP, VACUUM CLEANER, WOODEN SUGAR BUCKP.T. OLD HAMLETS, WAGON SEAT
& MISC ITEMS

is always available,
PEA -'
More Now bon iortors411 We him 2 properties with nod Mamie peterdid. Seth ere priori below $13,000. leml yaw
retireemont program' by beiyhse sae it Witte. Hy. need additional information ea ties bereffits of Mama proporty we'll be
skid to provide If.

GLAssimany, LARGE COLLECTION OF DEPRESSION GLASS conskstum of Both Pudrand Green with
as many as 24 matching Plates of me type

Laiskingier reentry &hey? Want I 3/4 acres, fireplace, weeeled
wt. Si. ow& wed pmfle? This let es show yee this coovoliontly located 3 bedroom hose. Only meimertes frees tows.

CANDY DISHES & JARS. PLATTERS, STEMWARE GLASSE-S & SAUCERS. CARNIVAL GLASS
BOWIS,CANDLE STILE HOLDERS,PRESERVE STANDS,BAVARIA PIATE. HAND PAINTED CARNATION PLATE, PORTRAIT PLATES 4 SEVERAL MLSCELLANEOUS PI A MS,Gh,ASS SI _I PPE Rs
MISC DISHES & GLASSES, TEA PITCHER AND GLASSF.S, IJMOGP; J'JE('ES i %14 F. or 1,i
GOOFUS CRASS VASE, VINEGAR CRUETS, RUBY CUPS 4 SAUCERS,CRANRE141a
0
CHER & SET

lit Memo sacippers-ilere's•good piece to start. 703 N. 15th 55.
his 3 hiwirewnes, Wee kitchen with its of cabinets, stem a.dews end doves and•reel mice esti*. It's Priced iiend 520's wed
ibegw apeCrfy for•VA Low

STONEWARE, tlIONWARE & MISCELLANEOUS, APPROXIMATELY 50 MUPEIN & CI RN Pi RE Ali LASS
All designs and shapes - etti.11, t(ouNt). SQL'ARE. HEARTS. STARS. BEXA1ioN,• 4NI) STICK
BAKERS. DITCH OVEN, CIRJRNS, GRAY 4 BLUE KITCHENWARE,STONEWARE. OLD COOKING
UTENSILS. IRON WAFFLE. SKILLETS, IRON TEA KETTLES. 2-No 1 DINNER HELLS. FORGE
SE:11/1ING MAcrii Sit BASE. DINNER KETTLE.. BUTCHER KNIVES, CARVED W00DEN KNIVES
BOWLS. CROCKS. DOG IRONS. IRONSTONE PIA'PTERS. COFFEE GIIINDER. SYRUP PITCHER.
DOUGHTRAY,SAUSAGE GRINDER
•
NOTE Mrs Mayo has long been •collector of antiques and is well known thronghout this area Man)
people have bought and sold items frorn or to her This is a complete sale and if you like old pieces and
primitives,thee be at this Sale There is loopmhylifitasiuze all of them

W,,,.4 Wornry-This 3 bedroom', 2 birth home is snouted ow • I
acre let it his U Mips kitchen with lets of caltioets.
could be 'mod tor.Bibby ram or Wholly. Dee inewer's sone list
eppesiee en/ of she Mese. From ether leedromes's it's beet fer
comfert sod comiewisesee.

0s did

AND WE HAVE Wings!

•

Wilson

Alpxander Real Estate 8, Auction Sales

Insurance apd Real Estate Agancy, Inc.

Melvin E. Alexander, Auctioneer
Off, 239 University St.

2L 41's$'.

Meow, 753-3114

Mrs. Rebecca Mayo, Owner .
For more information contact

_

, Phone 517-4244

Terry Olver
Mervin t. AP•iewthir
3447755
-50-45411
pinninousune WWI OM MAID NOM Y•OPII Wirt um

Martin, Tennessee
Nendell Abovesedr.
369-21155
milt/Jags lea,
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46 Homes For Sale

47 Motorcycles

EAST Y MANOR - 3
bedroom brick, 2 baths
with central electric
• heat and air. Beautiful
• fireplace in family
room. Lots of closets
and storage room
Large lot with woods on
back boundary line..
Country living almost
-town, city water.- 41,50
new outbuilding rwith
electricity. Call us
today, Fulton Young
'Realty, phone 753-73.33,
home 753-4946.

MIMI"

41 MutupAcles

1972 YAMAHA DS-7 250
Street. Under 3,000
miles. Looks good.
Velmet included. 6603
firm. Call 753-3164 or
after 6 p.m. 474-2317.

44

3110

44 Used Cr\ & Truck,

&

51 Services Uttered

51 Seres Offered

15 o D G r _1914 DODGE Charger.
1975 XR75, good con1973 2441Z, must sell. Air 1 9 7'2
4
a/AL/zit/Gm -in -good
Excellent condition. All
condition, AM-FM
slition. $295. Call 753RISCO
condition. $1300: Call . power. Cruise control.
9701.
radio, 4 speed Call 753COMBINATION
$2300.. Call 753-7947 or
753-5702 after 5 p. m.'
4190 after 5 p.m.
eiimileas. sod deers MI6 20
753-8182.
1972 450 HONDA, good
Veers perextes:Cell:
PLYMOUTH
condition. Low mileage.
1966 DODGE PICKUP 1973
Roy Nemo%
Satellite. 400, 4 barrel, 1972 CAPRI,4 door, vinyl
Call 753-2267 after 5.
truck. Call 753-1442.
roof,full power. Call 753new white letter tires,
753-4124
0912 between 11 a.m. - 1
750 HONDA, 1971, exblack on black, selling
CHEVROLET
1975
...YAMAHA
MINI
Enduro.
p.m.
cellent condition. Call
cheap: Call 753-5716 or
Scottsdale pickup.
'
Motorcycle trailer. 1975
489-2658 6:30 - 7:30
753-3134.
color,
Bronze
ELECTRIC
Honda 550 four with
1916 WHITE Trans-Am, COLSON
automatic, power
AND
windjammer. Call 753Plumbing.
Clent
blue
interior,
ROADair,
tape,
steering, brakes and air. 1971
MGB
1975 HONDA no, one
Colson, licensed elec2226.
tilt wheel, 13,000 actual
STER,46,000
miles.
435-4485.
Call
owner. 3300 -Miles,
trician and licensed
miles. $5400. Call 753_
$1850 Call 353-5744
Windjammer. Contour
master plumber. Almo,
5373.
RAM
seat, back -rest and 1976 YAMAHA 400, must. 1974 DODGE
Ky.153-8549.
Charger.
Four
wheel
1972
sell.
Call
CORONA.
TOYOTA
753-2231.
luggage rack. Front and
THREE BEDROOM
drive. Call 753-8199 after
Air Apndition. New tires. 1969 FARD GALAXIE,
fear' crash bars and
frame on a large lot. 7.5
INSULATION BLOWN in,
49 Used Cars & Trucks
6.
91200 or pest offer.
extra clean, no rust $725.
other extras. Call 753miles East of Murray on
by Sears save on these
Three rail motorcycle
1963 GMC ton truck 2
5267 before 6 p. m., 753Irvin Cobb 'Road. Call
high heat and cooling
1976 VW, silver with
MAVERICK, . trailer', with t2" wheels.
FORD
1970
sides,.
piece
good con.07214er 6
436-5434.
---11,000 milet•--Eight-tr-sek-----trearn----- -ether. Six - $440.Cali1454-806infter- ditient--$898:-Phone- 753-- - bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
$3300.
Call
CB.
tape
and
cylinder. Automatic
3 p. m.,
•
7940 after 6 p.m. 436estimates.
753-7622.
transmission.
Good
new
500,
CB
HONDA
FOUR BEDROOM,- 21,2
2149.
1972
VW
condition.
Call
767$725.
CAMP mobile.
condition, 1300 actual
bath, white brick on
FENCE SALES AT
59,000 miles. Good mile's. Moving must sell. 1971 MERCURY .ferOn'i. 2414 or 753-7303.
Oaks Country Club Golf
SEARS now. Call Doug
Call
shape.
A-1
terey.
condition.
$2800:
Call
Call 753-0495 after 4 p.m.
course. In the 60's. Call
Taylor at 753-2310 for
436-2382.
753-2930,
1973 V.W. Super -Beetle.
_call 753-5267.
753-9931.
free estimates for your
Excellent condition.
-needs.
1976 Ford Van, long
Radial tires. Original. 1974_ PINTO ESQUIRE
wheel base, low
spare never been used.
wagon. Call 753-6848
GUTTERING
BY
miliage, all custom
Phone 753-6432 after 4
after 6. Must sell.
;
SEARS, Sears seamless
work done by Travel
p.m.
gutters .installed per
Equics• Corp. $8100.00.
197/
COUPE
DE
A real buy. Call 753your specifications, Call
1975
CUTLASS
VILLE, Cadillac, black.
0221 or May be seen at
Doug Tayl8r at 753-2310
SUPREME, extra
Good . condition. Little
.
Coach Estates,
for free estimates. ..
sharp, 26,000 miles, five
body work needed on
Murray.
new Steel belted radial
hood.,$1200. Call 436MOBILE HOME UNtires'. Also very sharp off
DERPINNING and.
road dune buggy. Call
leveling.
Call Charley,
753-0181 or 753-1208.
1964 LEMANS Pontiac
1969 INTERNATIONAL
4924333.
convertible. Lae new.
pickup with topper.
1973 CATALINA station
Everything completely
Power steerign ,,and
WILL BABYSIT in my
wagon. $1800. Call 492restored perfect. $1395.
brakes. Air condition. Vhome for infants 1 year
8318. _
Call
98J-642-3978,
Pariah
8. Call mornings. 753or:under. Call 767-2555.
Tenn.
9298.
SUPER SHARP 1969
LYONS BROTHERS
Corvette. Phone 753-8676
_
19.67., CHEVROLET 1973 BUICK. ELECTRA,
Custom Dozer work. No
or 753-0517.
radial tires, AM-FM
pickup, custom cab, 6
job toe big or too small.
stereo,
cruise
control.
cylinder straight drive.
Call Jimmy and L. W.
$2650. Call 753-4445.
-$550. Call 436-2198.
1976 JEEP CJ-7, hardtop
(Dub) Lyons, 474-2264.
•rc•
with.,7ir condition. Low
Cli-EYROLEY 1911 OLDSMOBILE, 4 QUALITY ,SERVICEmileage. Call- 753-9407 3964
door. Excellent con=
pickup, -8 cylinder,
after 4 p. m.
Company Inc. Air
dition. Call 753-7322.
automatic. 327 engine.
condition sales and
1973 DODGE POWER
$500. Call 753-8073.
service. Modern sheet
1972
DODGE
DART
wagon. /
3
4 ton, 4-greed.
metal department.
Swinger, 8 cylinder
1974 VOLKSWAGON
1975 Jeep, Renegade
Larry Wisehart,
automatic, good conpackage, lots of extras. • DASHER, red,
President, Phone 753dition. $1250. Call 489automatic,
gas
good
1612 Magnolia Dr.
.
9290.
2156 or 767-4745 after 5
mileage. Radial tires.
p.m.
Call
after
$2500.
753-5447
1970 DATSUN PICKUP,
ROOFING,or roof repair.
p.m.5
1600 series.
_ JagitieT
1972 FORD 1 ton with van
Tape- Player. WhiteNew Concord, 436-2712.
bed. -$2,800.
1966‘
Spoke mag wheels. 1968 CAMARO needs
Chevrolet, 1L-2 ton, Coca WEEKEND GUWS?
work. Call 767-2512 bet$1400. Call Gunner
YOU'RE GOTNG• TO GET WHAT'S COMING TO YOU,
• Cole bed, 6 cylinder,
" ween 5 and 7 p. m.
Nance at 753-4015.
Repairing Itunily car?
4800. 1959 Willis jeep-.
Group outing? Trip out
pickup with dump bed,
of town? -Planning a
$400. Call 489-2110.
vacation? Call 753-1372,
Murray 'Leesing,
1987 CADILLAC, all
power, .,extra clean. BACKHOE WORK and
Saturday April 9th
Good tires, runs perfect.
gravel hauling. Call Joe
$695. Call 436-2658.
From 9 til S
Beard, 436-2306.

FOR SALE

Ott

NEED TREES cut, or
light healing. Call 7534707_

Rose's Shopping Center

, We sincerely hope that your
seleciion from the al-I-time
favet-fte--break.tasts_belov
is the perfect start to a happy clay'
_

.

Sponsored by

In case of rain, will be held at later date.

3 Pieces of French Toast
Orange Juice
Coffee.

Golden Waffle
Orange Juice
Coffee

AUCTION SALE
SAT. APRIL II 10110 O'QOCII, 2 MILES FROM PARIS, TENN. ON VI
NWT. NORTH (MAYFIILD, IT. NWT.) AT MR. eel M.ELROY WINRIMY NOME. MR. AND M.WIMBERLET NAVE SOLD TNEIR PLACE
AND MOVING. Will ARE SELLING FARM EQUIPMENT AND ANTIQUES
DIET NAVE COLLECTED OVER SEVERAL YEARS.
1971 Ford dump truck, 1967 ton pick up,45 John
Deere combine, Massey
. Harris tractor, 9 ft. wheel disk, 14 ft. wheel disk,500 gallon spray rig-like new,
rotary tioe,.3 14 in. flat-bottom trailer plow,air compressor, Miller electric welder, anvil, hand tools,
mowing machine, and other pieces of farm equipment,not listed, (2 work mares). Farm equipment
will.sell at 1:00 p. m.

$1.00 , Tax Incl i

,

$1.00 Tax Incl.i

3,
4

r

3

4

•
2 Poached Eggs
on an
English Muffin
Orange Juice
Coffee

.
I

2Pancakes
2 Eggs - Any Style
Coffee
•

,

$1.00 Tax Incl. i

$1.00 (Tax Incl.)

1

_

6

-

Z.Eggs-Any Style- 3 Biscuits '
Orange Juice
,
Coffee
$1.00

(Tax Incl.)

2Eggs- Any Style
Toast
Hash Brown Potatoes
Coffee

$1.00 (Tax.Incl i

V_

SERVED UNTIL 10 A.M.
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
suitti-v-SIHSTITI 'M)NS vr-Tiwst: vtlicEs

U.S. 641
• North
153-0910
a

Gamma Chapter
Of Beta Sigma Phi

16' TRAILER,. camper.
Sleeps six. Call 753-4904.

CUSTOM HAY bailing
and custom combining.
Call 753-8090.

OPEN ROAD pickup
camper, gas stove sod
heat, icebox, selfcontained, electric heat,
lights, double sink,
radio, sleeps 6, extra
nice. $1750. Call 436-2198.

WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry,work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah,Ky.
42001. Phone day dt
night 442-Z026.

Gamma

N

2

DRIVEWAYS
white
rocked. Sand and lime
hauled. Call Mark Bucy.
753-8381.

1969 STARCRAFT pop up
camper. Call 753-3798.

' Special Puppet Show
at 10:00, 12:00 and 2:00

000

r

50. Campers

Also A

1941 Plymouth special coupe in good condition,old
spinning wheel, old drop'front desk, old mantle
clocks, old guns, old rockers, walnut marble top
dresser, walnut mail cabinet, curve glass China
cabinet, old quilt box, stack book case, old trunks,
lamps,small wood cook stove in good condition, pie
safe, old sofa, ice cream table and chairs, picture
frames, brass cash register, depression glass of all
kinds,carnival glass, R.S. Prussia glass,stone jugs
and .crocks,- pot belly stoves, old charcoal iron,
cream cans, old money, Indian rocks, horse drawn
equipment and many more items not listed. This
will be an all day sale. Eats and drinks available.
Also will have big sale Saturday night,6:00 p. m. in
Henry,Tenn.
Mr.and Mrs. Elroy Wimberly,Owners

Beecham's Auction Service
Phone 0111442-11419
Sale held rain or shine

3 Sodrooin
Howse To
Be Moved
S42S.00 op, floored, reedy to
Also Freon, Tee WWI, et
low so $380.00. I i II op ir 34' stooderd, bet all prime
may she needed. ley the best ter lisss
CUSTOM sum PORTADU BUILDINGS 153-0454
OM.

WHITES CAMPER
SALES located 4 miles
East of Murray, on
Highway 94 toward KenLake. Auth?rized Fan
and Star Craft dealer.
Clean used campers.
Open 7 days per week.
Call 753-0605.

ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, heating.
Call 474-8841.

F---1 13COTSMI:1114
ch3EM .0 MARIE,
E.
',IMO( Al CE S., NI,

Drink Systems
N.L. Rowland
Refrigeration Sales
&Service
753-21125
753-4945

FOR YOUR SEPTIC
TANK and backhoe
work needs call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586.

MOBILE HOME ANCHORS, underpinning,
awnings, and rOofs
sealed. Call
Jack
Glover, 753-1873 after' 5
or weekends.

•

si

ri

HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
-plumbing jebs-Aone?
Then call 753-6614r

ftiCENS-E
ELEC-TRICIAN and as installation
will -do plumbing, 'heating and
CARPET CLEANING
sewer cleaning: Call 753experienced, very
7203.
reasonable rates,
references, free
estimates. Quick drying.
EXPERT BUILDING
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
and remodeling - one
cabinet to complete
home - planning to
GLASS REPAIR and
completion. Call now
replacement for homes Roy Harmon's Carautos - stores. M and G
penter Shop, 753-4124.
Complete Glass,
Building
No.
5,
Dixieland
Shopping
Center. phone 753-0180.

_ INCOME
TAXES

FOR A. FREE estimate
on all stump removal.
Contact K and S Stump
Removal, 435-4343 or
753-9490.

Due April 15 -for
Help.
Professional
Call or see us

John O. Paseo
1650 Ryan Ave.".
9a.m. - 5 p.m.
153-5791 -

PAINTING INTERIOR
and exterior, by the hour
or job. For free estimate,
call 753-8343 or 753-2467.
Groups

Sororities

Fraternities

Fri.-Sat.

Color Photo
Special
8x10's
99
(or

15 shots)

Indoors or Out

Travel Limited to City
(All Orders Prepaid)

Call Thurs. 6 p.m. - 10 p.m. for Appointment. William R. West, 7533132.
Clubs

Organizations

.Teams

*Watch Repair and Jewelry Repair
*Stone Setting
,*Prompt Service

Furches Jewelry
753-2835

AUCTION SALE
Saturday, April 9, at 10 a.m. on Poplar
Street in Puryear Tenn.
Glass, dishes, china, pots, pans, beds, living
room suite, chest, automatic washer, outboard
motor, garden tools, table saw, dining table and
chairs,television, wagon wheels, cedar buckets, -lamps,desk,coffee and end tables. Lots more.

Paul Miller, Owner

KIRBY Carpet Care.
Steam clean one room at
8 centi per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x
10' roorii would only be
WOO. Call Mike Hutchens, 753-0359.
•

Shorty McBride
No. 247 Auctioneer
Phone 901-642-1275

•••••••...........,•••••••••••••
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Pursers

PAINTING interior and
exterior. Commercial or
residential. Also drywall
finishing
for free
estimate. Phone Atkins
Painting, 437-4534.

firr's scis

otiits
Faile
i,4,01(1"
15

S The Youth Shop
514 Male St.

ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call- Tony
MontgOrnery 753-6760,
day or night.

Behind Peoples Bank

Downtown

I

DOZER, LOADER,
backhoe workpGrading,
and --bush, hogging.
Free
estimates. Call 436-2382.

-
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AERIAL APPLICATION
-- Fertilizing, seeding,
and
herbicides
pesticides. 13attles Ag.
Service. Call 489-2414 or
901-642-0712.

113 S. 4th
NORMAN
KEMMERZELL Service and
repair. Plumbing Electric, Heating Cooling. Electric,
sewerooter. Call. 4362490.

51. Services Offered

I

LICENSED ELECTRICIAN prompt efficient service. NO job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.-

DRIVEWAYS
white
rocked and graded. Free
estimates. Clifford
Garrison. Call 753-5429
after 4 p. m.

Flea Markel
And Bake Sale

Welcome to Perkins!

V

PAINTING interior and
exterior. Texture ceiling
and sheetrock finishing.
Call Ralph Worley,
.. 7530708.

BLACKTOPPING, seal
coating and repairs.
Free estimates. Call 7531537.

Wake Up Murray

good
moms
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